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Today periods of light rain
this morning. A chance of
sprinkles this afternoon. High
in the upper 40s. North wind 5
to 10 mph. Tonight mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent of
rain. Low around 30. Light
northeast wind.

WORLD — NATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Entering tense transition talks,
President-elect Violeta Barrios de Chamorro called on the Contra
rebels to immediately disband and the defeated Sandinistas promised
never to allow their revolution to die.
MIAMI — In the cafes, meeting rooms and streets of Little Havana,
Cuban exiles say the election-booth ouster of Nicaraguan President
Daniel Ortega shows Fidel Castro's fall is finally within reach.
WASHINGTON — The Exxon Corp. faces criminal charges and
$700 million or more in possible penalties from last year's tanker spill
that left hundreds of miles of AlaskS shoreline polluted with oil.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Atlantis rocketed into the nighttime
sky after five postponements arid carried a spy satellite into orbit
today, riding a dazzling, 700-foot tail of fire seen for hundreds of
miles.

STATE
FRANKFORT — A bill to end state control of hospitals in Jefferson County, without which Humana Inc. threatened to pull its headquarters out of Louisville, was approved by a House committee after
five weeks of intense lobbying.
WHEATCROFT — William Station, the coal mine where 10 workers were killed in a September explosion, has been ordered to increase
monitoring of methane in an area where high levels of the gas were
found last weekend.
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's spring forest fire season officially
begins Thursday, with forest rangers reminding the public that it's the
deadliest time of the year in the woods.
PRESTONSBURG — A second look at the 1978 shooting death of
a Knott County man led Kentucky State Police to exhume the victim's
body and then obtain indictments of three Floyd County men on a murder charge.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — While the union executive board met in Phoenix
and expressed solidarity, more players said the extra year of salary
arbitration wasn't worth holding up the season.
SEVILLE, Spain — Peter Elliot of Britain set a world indoor
record for 1,500 meters with a time of 3:34.21 at the Placido Viagas
Memorial track meet. Elliot's clocking bettered the mark of 3:35.6 set
by Marcus O'Sullivan of Ireland at the Meadowlands last Feb. 11.
RALEIGH, N.C. — North Carolina State's basketball program,
already on NCAA probation, has become the target of a point-shaving
investigation by a state agency, The Greensboro News & Record
reported.
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Turner delivers inspiring
address to MSU students
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

She has a nationally recognized
face, but Miss America 1990
Debbye Turner said she also has
nationally recognized feet
The reigning Miss America said
she was preparing for an appearance in the Great Pumpkin Festival
in Half Moon Bay, Calif., and was
putting on her crown in a small
bathroom.
"There were two small girls in
there, and they were pompon

girls," Turner said. ''Apparently
their pompon squad was going to
perform in the parade. I was in one
of the stalls, and I kept hearing this
whispering. I just went about my
business, but I could hear the outside door opening and closing.
"Then I heard more whispering,
and I began to strain to hear what
was going on," she said. "And
what I heard was several small
voices whispering 'Who's in
there?' Miss America."No,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Miss America 1990 Debbye Turner repeats a Christian rap Tuesday
night in the Curris Center Ballroom that she wrote for a benefit last
year. Turner performed the rap at a press conference following her
crowning. Turner spoke on "Motivating Youth to Excellence" to an
oserflowing crowd in the ballroom.

Education task force adopts school-finance plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With adoption of a school-finance
reform plan by an education task
force, action toward rebuilding
Kentucky's troubled public school
system has shifted to offices of
legislative staff members.
The General Assembly's staff is

expected to move into high gear
writing a monumental bill to
rebuild the system after the Task
Force on Education Reform
approved a new school funding
proposal on Tuesday.
The finance plan is part of a
school reform package designed to

correct problems the state Supreme
Court cited when it struck down
the school system last year.
By the end of next week, a rough
draft of legislation that covers the
entire reform package is expected
to be in the hands of the 22 members of the task force, composed of
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated

PrOSS

Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — An apparently growing number of House
members are deciding to make
their vote on a tax and education
package contingent on General
Assembly approval of a $600 mil-

lion bond issue to build roads.
"If we're going to have a tax
increase, we want to have something to go home and tell our folks
we got something in the road
bond," said Rep. Ray Overstreet,
R-Liberty.
Rep. Clay Crupper, D-Dry
Ridge, said Tuesday he is organiz-

ing other legislators who share that
opinion.
Crupper said there are enough
legislators who share that feeling to
endanger the chances for passage
of the education plan.
"I believe if we do that, we'll
get some attention,— Crupper said.
Crupper said he has been con-

(Cont'd on

page

2)
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Murray Ledger & Times 9401 Writer
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cerned by comments that the prospects for legislative approval of the
road bond are very dim.
"So I've told some of the members, let's do something," Crupper
said.
Overstreet said he was also dis-

becoming issue
of importance to
some in Kentucky

WASHINGTON — Orders to
U.S. factories for durable goods
plunged 10.5 percent in January,
the biggest drop in 32 years of
recordkceping, the government
said.
While most private analysts
maintained the country will
avoid a recession, some expressed fears Tuesday that further
weakness in manufacturing
could lead to more job layoffs,
sagging consumer confidence
and cutbacks in consumer
spending.
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lawmakers and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's appointees.
The members then will submit
any requests for changes to the cochairmen of appropriate task force
committees — covering finance.

House members say no education vote without roads

FINANCE

BUSINESS

ammiamlic

owners in the city.
"The people have not been
Murray Ledger & Timee Stet Writer
informed that their mobile homes
Murray's newly-updated zoning (outside of trailer parks) will not be
ordinance received approval in its allowed to be replaced," Hudspeth
entirety from the city council for said. "We're changing the ordithe first time Tuesday night, but nance but we're not telling
discussion on at I t one of its anyone."
The zoning ordinance, last
provisions isn't ov .
Replacement m bile homes, updated in 1983, explains that
accepted by the old zoning ordi- "replacement mobile homes will
nance, will not be allowed by the require a new certificate (of occuupdated ordinance, according to pancy)" from the city, a provision
Councilman Danny Hudspeth, who that clearly shows that replacement
said the unannounced change will
surprise and anger many trailer (Cont'd on page 2)
By MARK COOPER
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Zoning ordinance gets
approval of city council

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,

VOLUBLE 111 NO. 50

Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens President Ed Davis, right, and W.A.T.C.H. Executive
Director Peggy Williams greet Wayne Chester, regional coordinaiar for the state Division of Mental
Retardation during ARC's meeting Tuesday night.

Housing opportunity — and the
money to find it — is quickly
becoming a leading priority with
adult developmental disability service groups across the state,
according to Wayne Chester, who
said handicapped adults are learning more and more that they can
live on their own.
"When we use to think of housing (for the handicapped), we use
to think of institutions," he said.
"We're learning now that that's not
the way to go. We know now that
(adults with) developmental disabilities can stay home and serve
their community just like everyone
else."
Chester, who serves as regional
coordinator for the state Division
of Mental Retardation, spoke to the
Calloway County Association for
Retarded Citizens Tuesday nighi
Chester, who also chairs an ad
(Cont'd os

page

2)
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Dealer tag bill roaring
in General Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would let automobile dealers have an unlimited number of
dealer license plates, and thereby
avoid paying use or property taxes
for up to nine months, is roaring
through the General Assembly.
House Bill 317, sponsored by
Rep. Kenny Rapier, D-Bardstown,
passed the House without a dissenting vote on Feb. 16 and was
approved by the Senate Transportation Committee on Tuesday, also
without a negative vote.
Rapier said the bill closes loopholes on the use of dealer plates
and sets strict penalties for
violations.
But Transportation Cabinet officials said it will allow widespread
abuse.
it means there's virtually no
restrictions on dealer plates," said
Deputy Secretary Jerry Lentz.
Under the bill, each of the 3,400
licensed automobile dealers in the
state would be able to buy an
unlimited number of dealer plates.
The dealer plates, which cost
$12.50, allow a vehicle to be used
without payment of any taxes on it.
The bill would let any employee

Task force...
(Cont'd from page 1)

governance and curriculum.
Those panels next will decide
which requested changes should be
made and a new draft will be prepared. The full task force will convene again to consider the amended
versions and any other changes
before sending the package on to
the legislature.
There were no predictions about
when the task force would finish its
business, but it needs to allow time
for hearings before the legislature's
education and budget committees,
for floor debates, joint negotiating
panels and final passage before the
General Assembly adjourns April
15.
,Several snags that Wilkinson
helped remove as the package
moved through task force committees in recent weeks did not come

CENSUS FACTS
Dress rehearsals
Census dress
rehearsals took
place in 1988,
1.12 million
people were
counted including:
•Homeless in St. Louis
• People in small cities
and
rural areas of central
• Missouri
American Indians on
reservations in eastern
Washington
Source' Bureau of the Census

of a dealer as well as any "prospective customer" use the tags for
up to nine months. The bill does
not define prospective customer
and Lentz said that would make
enforcement impossible.
According to Murray's Rep.
Freed Curd, the bill only
"broadens" the current dealer
license plate laws and should be
more of a help than a hinderance.
"It loosens up some things for
car dealers," Curd said. "It really
doesn't change the existing laws
that much."
Sen. Greg Higdon was unnavailable for corrunent.
Lentz and the cabinet proposed a
number of amendments to the bill,
including one that would limit the
number of dealer plates to one for
each 50 vehicles sold in the previous 12 months and bar any dealer
plates for anyone who had not sold
at least six vehicles in the preceding year.
Rapier said he agreed that dealers who had not sold any vehicles
should not get special tags and
promised he would be filing a bill
to do that.
unwravelecl again Monday. The
governor was present at the session
to lend his support.
The only task force member who
has signaled so far that he might
defect from the reform effort,
House Speaker Pro Tem Pete
Worthington, opposed the schoolfinance plan Tuesday as he did a
day earlier when the finance committee adopted the proposal.
The tax effort the plan would
require puts "too much" on local
people, said Worthington, DEwing. He contended that the
Supreme Court forbade shifting the
burden of school finance to
localities.
The finance plan requires each
school district to tax its citizens at
a rate equivalent to a property tax
of 30 cents per $100 of assessed
valuation — up from the currently
required 25-cent rate.
Districts would have to levy an
additional 5-cent tax to qualify for
state school construction funds,
which would increase from the current $100 per child to $150.
Beyond that, districts could raise
still more money through a formula
that would let property-poor districts pull themselves up by the
bootstraps, with state help, to
school-funding parity with wealthier districts.

Firemen answer
call for help
The Murray Fire Department
responded to one fire call Tuesday,
according to the report from the
fire department.
A rubbish fire was reported at 3
p.m. at 405 Elm St. Firefighters
extinguished the blaze. No damage
was reported and the origin of the
fire is not known at this time.
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No vote...
(Cont'd

from page 1)

turbed at the apparent dismissal of
the road bond, especially by Sen.
Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, the
chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"That's fine if he wants to run
the Senate that way, but we have
constituents too," Overstreet said.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said
Crupper discussed his plan with
him on Tuesday.
Wilkinson said Crupper told
him, "25 or 30 others are probably
willing to say 'if that doesn't pass,
the revenue package doesn't pass,
the education doesn't pass, etcetera, etcetera."
The threatened revolt places the
Wilkinson administration in a
touchy situation and also represents
a possible rift for the elected leadership of the House and Senate,
many of whom oppose the road
bond.
Transportation Secretary Milo D.
Bryant, who has been the most persistent proponent of the road bond,
said he would not like to see the
two matters tied together.
Bryant said the education and
tax plan should be passed "on its
own merits" for the benefit of the
state's children.
"I don't think ... we ought to
make a hostage out of them based
on the road program or any other
bill," Bryant said.
Murray's Rep. Freed Curd agreed, adding he will not be one of
those who tie the two issues
together.
"To me, they are two separate
issues," Curd said in a telephone
interview this morning. "I'm surprised to hear that others plan to
vote that way. I certainly don't
plan to do it."
Wilkinson said he appreciated
the support from legislators, but
also fears it could backfire.
"There's no reason we can't do
both," Wilkinson said.
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg, who
is sponsoring the road bond measure and is the only member of
House leadership to strongly support it, said he had nothing to do
with the threatened revolt.
"But I do think it points to the
fact of how politically important
these roads are," Stumbo said.
Stumbo said the threat will only
further heighten tension in the
House.
"I don't think that thing helps in
this sort of atmosphere," Stumbo
said.
House Democratic Caucus
Chairman Jody Richards of Bowling Green said the threat could disrupt the progress of the education
measure.
t think that's something we'll
have to work with," Richards said.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said he was unaware of
the threat to the package now being
worked out by the Task Force on
Education Reform.
He also said he was not
concerned.
"I can understand their saying
that and maybe even feeling that
way, but when it comes down to it,
I think they'll do the right thing,"
Bandford said.
Many legislators said the road
bond will provide them the political currency for a vote for a
billion-dollar tax increase for
schools.
"There's a feeling out there that
you just can't ignore the road bond
issue and expect everybody to get
real happy about voting for education and taxes," said Rep. Rep.
Herbie Deskins, D-Pikeville.

Zoning...

(Cont'd from page 1)

(Cont'd from page 1)

hoc housing committee for the
Kentucky Developmental Disability
Planning Council, said that his
group is only "scratching the surface" in their studies of workable
developmental disability housing
programs in other states, programs
they hope to adopt for Kentucky.
"Right now, we just don't know
what the options are," he said."We
are looking at things that we didn't
know existed. It's an evolutionary
process: when we open one door,
other doors appear."
Of the programs examined,
Georgia's system of community
living projects and a Group Home
Ownership Program funded with
municipal bonds has been the most
appealing.
The most desirable system would
include small, locally -owned/
locally funded housing units or
apartments which three or less
developmental disability adults
would share, a system that separates housing and the developmental disability services that the
adults receive, Chester said.
Service groups such as Murray's
W.A.T.C.H. program or the ARC
group could still serve the adults
and allow them the peace of mind
of owning their own home, Chester
said.

mobile homes are allowed, Hudspeth said.
During a public hearing held
shortly before the 1983 passage of
the ordinance, Hudspeth said, trailer owners were also told that they
could replace their mobile homes.
Under the current reading, the
ordinance designates all mobile
homes outside of approved trailer
parks as nonconforming structures
which can exist where they are but
cannot be replaced.

Davenport pleads
innocent to charges
in Mick's slaying
MARION, Ky. (AP) — An
18-year-old man pleaded innocent
to a murder charge in the slaying of
a newspaper executive in his home.
Cameron Todd Davenport was
arrested Saturday shortly after Paul
E. Mick was stabbed to death during an apparent struggle with a
burglar.
Crittenden District Judge Renee
Williams denied bond Monday for
Davenport and scheduled a preliminary hearing for March 7.
Mick, 42, was publisher of The
Crittenden Press and chairman of
the Western Kentucky Industrial
Foundation.
Davenport pleaded innocent last
June in district court to charges of
threatening two Marion residents
with a knife. He spent 151 days in
jail before the charges were
dropped because the alleged victims decided not to prosecute.

Electric board
OKs bank draft
payment plan
The Murray Electric Board
approved a bank draft payment system during its meeting Tuesday at
the board office.
Supervisor Ron Underwood said
this means Murray Electric System
monthly bills can now be paid at
local banks and be credited to a
client's account. Underwood said
that, to his knowledge, all financial
institutions in Murray qualify to
accept bill payments.
In other news, the board also
approved the purchase of a crew
cab truck from Parker Ford in Murray. Underwood said with the
trade-in allowance, the difference
paid on the vehicle was
$10,944.67.
The board also accepted the
retirement announcement of MES
employee Paul Grogan. Grogan has
worked with MES for 27 years.
The board also approved the
general monthly financial report
with no questions or changes in the
report.
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City Planner Mac Fitts, however,
contends that mobile homes have
never been allowed to be replaced
by the city since he took office and
that the two ordinance, under closer scrutiny, are virtually the same.
"It has always been understood
that mobile homes could not be
replaced and mobile home owners
in this city know that," according
to Fitts, who said he has had to
enforce the replacement provision
only twice during the past five
years.
Mobile homes have been allowed to be replaced only if they were
destroyed or damaged in some type
of castastrophe or by permission
from the planning commission,
Fitts said.
Hudspeth, who registered the
only 'no' vote on the new ordinance, requested the council to
allow the city attorney to examine
both versions of the ordinance to
determine if there has been a
change. He will report to the council at the March 22 meeting.
The council also put teeth into
the recently-adopted sign ordinance
by authorizing the city attorney to

Gov. Wilkinson
to get $4,918
salary increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will get a
$4,918 raise this year. The seven
other state constitutional officers
will get $4,199 raises.
And they can all thank a nearly
30-year-old interpretation of the
Kentucky Constitution that created
the "rubber dollar."
Section 246 of the constitution
sets a maximum annual salary for
the constitutional officers of
$12,000. Numerous attempts to
increase that amount by constitutional amendment were defeated by
the voters.
So since an amendment couldn't
pass, the former Court of Appeals
determined that the framers of the
constitution in 1891 really meant
$12,000 a year plus annual
increases of the Consumer Price
Index since 1949 — what has come
to be known as the "rubber
dollar."
As a result, $12,000 in 1949 has
grown to $63,462 in 1990 for the
seven constitutional officers except
the governor. Their salaries in 1989
were $59,263, after a required 2
percent salary increase set by the
budget.
Another switch in the law
requires the governor's salary to be
determined by multiplying $60,000
by the change in the CPI since
1984.
Thus, Wilkinson will receive a
salary this year of $74,649.
The calculations are made by the
Department of Local Government
and approved by the attorney general's office, which did so in an
opinion released Tuesday.
A similar interpretation of the
law was applied to local officials'
salaries, such as county judgeexecutives, clerks, jailers, sheriffs,
magistrates and coroners and mayors everywhere but Louisville.
Under that formula, those local
officials can be paid a maximum of
$38,077 this year. an increase of
$1,648.
The Louisville mayor can
receive a salary of no more than
$63,462, an increase of $2,807.
The maximum salaries of county
attorneys and commonwealth's
attorneys was also calculated at
$63,462, an increase of $2,807.

file for an injunction against Wayne Tomlinson & Associates, Inc.
Tomlinson, owner of the old
Cine Theater property located in
the Central Shopping Center, has
refused to remove or bring into
compliance the theater's sign after
repeated written notifications, Fitts
said.
The council also authorized the
attorney and city police chief to
issue citations to other nonconforming sign owners within the
city.
In other business, the city:
• hired Ted F. Billington Consulting Engineers for engineering
consulting work for the city council
and its committees at a montly
$600 fee plus an hourly rate for
additional work.
• approved the execution of a
contract between the city and the
state Department of Rural and
Municipal Aid for the fiscal year
beginning July 1.
• approved the low bid of
$11,052 from G & C Supply Company, Inc. for pipe and fittings.

Turner...
(Cont'd from page 1)

you're kidding. Where?' Those
feet right there.—
Recognition and how to use it
were main topics of Turner's
speech to an overflowing crowd in
the Curris Center Ballroom Tuesday night.
Turner said this was the first
year that Miss America has been
able to choose her own platform or
topic of discussion for her speaking
tours. Her speech titled "Motivating Youth to Excellence" allows
her to encourage young people as a
role model for them, she said.
"As I travel and do the other
commercial and promotional
appearances, I am also going to
schools, youth organizations, youth
centers, and now starting in 1990, I
am going to college campuses to
talk about goal setting, the value of
working hard, being determined
and achieving those goals," Turner
said. "I have used my own pageant
experience and my education in
veterinary medicine as an
example."
Turner said it took her seven and
a half years, 11 attempts and two
states before she reached her goal
of Miss America.
After 10 tries in her home state
of Arkansas, Turner gained her eligibility for the pageant through the
University of Missouri where she is
pursuing a doctorate in veterinary
medicine.
Her next goal is to graduate in
May 1991 and begin her specialization in small animal internal medicine. "I will no longer be Miss
America, but Dr. America."
Turner said she has run into misconceptions and stereotypes along
the way about the pageant and
about the type of person who qualifies to be in it.
"It is a scholarship pageant," she
said. Coming from a "very middle
class family," Turner said the
pageants were just a way for her to
pay for her education — "a very
expensive education."
"Seventy percent of the competition was me being able to express
myself intelligently," she said. Forty percent of the competition is
talent and 30 percent is the
interviews.
Turner played the marimba (a
keyboard percussion instrument)
for the talent competition of the
pageant, and she said the most
thrilling moment of her reign was
meeting and playing with jazz percussionist Lionel Hampton at a jazz
festival at the University of Iowa.
"I was more nervous about playing with him than being in any
pageant," she said.
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Coal mine deaths up last year after Kentucky disaster
WASHINGTON (AP) — Coal
mining deaths were more frequent
across the country last year than in
the previous two years, which
stems from a western Kentucky
mine disaster and a series of fatal
roof falls, a federal agency said.
The coal industry's 1989 fatality
rate of 0.05 deaths for every
200,000 hours of work was up
from the 0.04 rate in 1988 and
1987, according to figures released

last week by U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration.
Last year's death rate, however,
was in line with the average fatality rate recorded during the 1980s.
MSHA said last month that 67
people died in and around the
nation's coal mines last year, up
from a record-low 53 in 1988. Kentucky had a 100 percent increase
over the 15 deaths it recorded in
1988, largely due to the Pyro mine

By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom Isn't Happy to Learn
That Her Daughter Is Gay
DEAR ABBY: Last November, I
The address is: Federation of
lost my only daughter when a friend Parents and Friends of Lesbians
called from college to tell me that my and Gays, Family Chapter and
daughter is a lesbian! I called my Support Office, P.O. Box 20308,
daughter to ask if it was true, and Denver, Colo. 80220.
without a word of remorse,she said,
Enclose along,self-addressed,
"Yes, Mom."
stamped (45 cents) envelope,
Abby,here it is months later, and and,because it is a non-profit orI still can't accept it. When she left ganization, please enclose a dolfor college, she was very much in lar to cover the cost ofthe literalove with her childhood sweetheart ture. If you do not have the dol— at least.3-thought she was. They lar, write anyway, and the lita1wyssj'd they'd get married after erature will be sent to you. This
graduation. This college she went to caring group of parents exists
changed all that.
for the purpose ofhelpingfriends
Abby, please advise parents to and parents oflesbians and gays
check out the college their children who have heavy hearts and nuwant to go to. I learned too late that merous unanswered questions.
this college is nicknamed "Lesbian
Please remember that God
U" because so many girls become made gays just as surely as he
bonded to each other there. I under- made "straights." They, too, are
stand that the college is aware of God's children and deserve to be
this but looks the other way.
understood and loved.
Here's where you come in, Abby.
*5S
The gays have rights -- there are
organizations everywhere for gays.
What about parents? Don't we have
CONFIDENTIAL TO"WANTS
rights? Or must we live our lives TO BE A TEACHER":Congratuwith broken hearts, longing for the lations — a noble choice. Author
grandchildren we will never have?
and teacher Hiam Ginott wrote:
Since most of us must remain "Concerning a teacher's influanonymous, your column could help ence: I have come to the frightus. Everyone reads Dear Abby. ening conclusion that I am the
Maybe you could start a support decisive element in the classgroup and unite us.Perhaps sharing room.It's my personal approach
our heartaches will help all of us.
that creates the climate. It's my
MOM FOREVER SAD daily mood that makes the
weather. As a teacher, I possess
DEAR SAD:Young women do a tremendous power to make a
not"become"lesbians as a result child's life miserable orjoyous. I
of "bonding" at college or else- can be a tool of torture or an
where.The seeds ofsexuality are instrument of inspiration. I can
planted much earlier — and humiliate or humor,hurt or heal.
there are multiple roots. You In all situations,it is my response
need to know much more than I that decides whether a crisis will
can tell you in a letter, Mom. be escalated or de-escalated,and
There is a support group for a child humanized or dehumanparents in situations similar to ized."
your own, with chapters
***
throughout the country. It's
called Parents and Friends of
Everything you'll need to know about
Lesbians and Gays (PARENTS planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
FLAG for short). Write to it, and booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
you will be sent literature that To order, send a long, business-size, selfwill be both helpful and comfort- addressed envelope,plus check or money
order for $3.95 1E4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
ing. You will also be told when Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
and where the chapter nearest Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
you meets.
included.)

explosion in western Kentucky that
killed 10 workers.
The fatality rate, however, is
considered a more reliable measure
of year-to-year or state-by-state
safety performance than the total
number of deaths because the rate
isn't skewed by strikes, mine openings or closings, automation or
declining mine employment.
The agency does not yet have
full-year statistics for each state,
spokesman Sam Stafford said
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the coal industry's
national injury rate fell last year,
reversing a three-year surge, the
agency reported.
The national rate for non -fatal
injuries involving lost work time
was 7.81 per 200,000 hours worked
last year, down from 8.01 in 1988.
"We applaud all those in labor,
management and other segments of
the nation's mining community
who worked so hard and successfully to prevent accidental deaths
and injuries," William J. Tattersall, the chief federal mine-safety
regulator, wrote in a statement.
"At the same time, too many preventable accidents continue to
occur."
Tattersall urged "all mine operators and miners to renew their commitment" to safe mining.
Kentucky's fatality rate for the
first nine months of 1989 — which
included the Pyro blast — was
0.12. The state hasn't had an annu-

al death rate exceeding 0.10 since
the mid-1970s.

the year with 30.

By Sept. 30, Kentucky had 25
coal-mining deaths, and it ended

Virginia, with 9 total coal-mine
deaths, and West Virginia, with 8,
finished in second and third place.
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With Ridomil, youll have season-long protection against two big
roadblocks - black shank and blue mold
Stopping black shank can add hundreds of pounds of quality
leaf to your harvest And, with Ridomil protecting your tobacco, blue
mold just can't get a foothold
Realize the full potential of your tobacco crop. Unlock that potential
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For the first nine months of last
year, Virginia's death toll was 7,
giving it a 0.09 death rate. West
Virginia's death toll was 6, the rate
0.03.
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PERSPECTIVE
Today In History

Meirray Ledger & Times

Noisemobiles are a booming menace

The cat heard it first, the deep
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 28, the 59th day of 1990. There are 306 days
rumbling in the distance. Her back
left in the year.
hunched, then she dashed for safety
Today's highlight in history:
under a couch.
On Feb. 28, 1854, some 50 opponents of slavery met at a schoolhouse
As it grew louder, the blonde
in Ripon, Wis., to call for a new political group. The organization would
said: "This isn't tornado season, is
later become known as the Republican Party.
it?"
On this date:
When the roar was almost upon
In 1827, the first U.S. railroad chartered to carry passengers and
us, causing the windows to vibrate,
freight, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, was incorporated.
said: "Gorbachev tricked us. It's
In 1844, Secretary of State Abel P. Upshur, Navy Secretary Thomas W.
World War III."
Gilmer and several other people were killed when a 12-inch gun aboard
We peered through the blinds. It
the U.S.S. Princeton exploded.
cruised slowly by, the newest playIn 1849, the ship California arrived at San Francisco, carrying the first
thing of society's walking, talking
of the gold-seekers.
brain dead. The Boom Box on
In 1861, the Territory of Colorado was organized.
Wheels.
In 1917, The Associated Press reported the U.S. had intercepted a GerFrom the outside, it looked like
man communication. The "Zimmerman note" proposed a German
alliance with Mexico and Japan should the U.S. enter World War I. just another car. But it was much
more than that Inside, it was a
In 1940, 50 years ago, the first televised college basketball games were
monster stereo system, capable of
broadcast, by New York City station W2XBS. Pittsburgh defeated Fordmaking as much noise as a small
ham 57-37 and New York University beat Georgetown 50-27 at Madison
war.
Square Garden.
I caught a glimpse of the occupIn 1951, the Senate crime investigating committee headed by Estes
ants, two young men. Both looked
Kefauver, D-Tenn., issued a preliminary report which said at least two
like the product of cracked sperm
major crime syndicates were operating in the U.S.
cells and cockeyed chromosomes.
In 1974, the United States and Egypt re-established diplomatic relations
Had I been able to examine the
after a seven-year break.
inside of the vehicle, I would have
Ten years ago: Leftist guerrillas occupying the Dominican Republic's
found thousands of dollars worth of
embassy in Bogota, Colombia, released 14 of their hostages.
amplifiers, speakers and other elecFive years ago: Ailing Soviet President Konstantin U. Chemenko made
tronic devices.
his second television appearance in four days as he was shown receiving
Some noise-addicts spend
his credentials to the Russian Republic's parliament.
$15,000
or more, tearing out most
One year ago: In Chicago, Richard M. Daley, son of Mayor Richard J.
of the interior, putting in massive
Daley, defeated acting Mayor Eugene Sawyer in a Democratic primary
woofers, tweeters, stuffing amplielection.
fiers
in the trunk.
Today's birthdays: Actress Molly Picon is 92. Nobel Prize-winning
A man who sells systems says:
chemist Linus Pauling is 89. Actor Charles Durning is 67. Svetlana Alliluyeva, daughter of Josef Stalin, is 64. Actor Gavin MacLeod is 59. "Some of those jobs can get up to
120 decibels, which compares to an
Actor-director-dancer Tommy Tune is 51. Auto racer Mario Andretti is
50. Actor Frank Bonner is 48. Former football player Bubba Smith is 45. airplane at takeoff. They're cornActress Bernadette Peters is 42. Basketball player Adrian Dantley is 34.
Thought for today: "It's not love's going hurts my days, But that it
went in little ways." — Edna St. Vincent Millay, American author and
poet (1892-1950).

peting now. Audio companies
sponsor 'Sound Offs,' or 'Car
Wars.' I know one guy who got so
carried away he bought a hearse
and filled it with speakers."
When played at even less than
full blast, the wham-barn can be
heard several blocks away. They
can shake houses and almost wake
the dead. The force of the bass is
so powerful that when the car is
standing still, it sways and bounces
in time to the beat.
Of course, this assault on the
ears of the innocent is the goal of
the bozos who cruise the streets in
these noisemobiles.
As the audio dealer said: "That's
the whole idea, to be heard three
blocks away. It's like a guy who
drives a car with fire stripes on it.
He wants to be seen. But with the
sound guys, they want to be heard.
It's a status symbol."
Is a status symbol worth destroying your eardrums?
"To some it is," the dealer said.
"But some of those guys wear
earplugs. That way, everybody
hears them, but they protect their

ears. As I said, it's status."
In other words, they arc making
a soical statement of sorts. They're
saying: "Look at me world. I'm a
rude, insensitive goof."
They are the next generation of
the original boom boxers, who
believed that no park, beach or
other public place was complete
without their hellish noise.
As with most idiotic developments in our society, the sound studios on wheels originated and
became popular in California. Oh,
why didn't Superman mind his own
business and allow Lex Luthor to
let the whole thing slide into the
sea?
But to the credit of California, it
was the first state to pass a law to
punish those who punish the ears
of others. Several states, including
Illinois, are now considering similar laws. Most provide for fines for
a first offense, a bigger fine for a
second offense and so on.
Unfortunately, the laws will
probably have little effect. The
owner of a noisemobile was interviewed recently, and he said he
didn't care if he was fined. He had
invested $6,000 in his noise system, tearing out most of the car's
interior, so after that investment, he
wasn't going to worry about a mere
$200 fine.
Obviously, it will take stiffer
measures to discourage the eardrum vandals.
Jailing them is out because our

jails are overflowing, and the government doesn't want to take the
obvious step of buying distant
deserted islands and dumping surplus convicts on them.
However, there are appropriate
punishments that might make a
decibel freak think twice about
sending thunderclaps of heavy metal rock into some sleeping granny's
bedroom.
One possibility might be to confiscate the first offender's car an
take it to a vacant lot and blow it to
bits.
For a second offense, the offender himself could be taken to a
vacant lot and blown to bits.
But the ACLU would probably
consider that cruel and unusual
punishment, and as an occasional
liberal, I'd have to agree.
So for a second offense, I would
settle for something less cruel and
unusual, such as filling the noise
freak's ear cavities with Krazy
Glue.
But in all likelihood, nothing
will be done. And as they grow
older, the noisemobile crowd will
become just as deaf as the rock
cocen regulars and the other bedlam lovers of recent generations.
And future history books will
say: "The fall of the United States
finally came in the year 2032.
Little Albania, the last of the communist nations, invaded and took
control without a shot being fired.
Nobody heard them coming."

Letters to the Editor

— By The Associated Press

Dear Editor,
In 1981, one poorly installed
sewage system contaminated a
Meade County spring, causing over
100 people to become ill with
hepatitus. A dye tracing study
showed the septic system was leaking into the spring.
That incident is bound to recur,
because Kentucky's health departments are still not protecting our
private wells.
They're not allowed to.
In 1986, the legislature passed
some special interest legislation to
prevent health departments from
designing safe septic systems on
lands comprised of 10 acres or
more in size. Called the Farmstead
Exemption Act, this law specifically forbids us to investigate even
obviously faulty systems unless
there is a signed complaint on file
at the local health center. Since we

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Murray High School Band Field
Commander Karen Brandon is pictured making the first sale of
Designer Collection Kitchen Products for the band's fund-raising
drive to Eli Alexander, assistant
superintendent of Murray City
Schools.
A letter concerning Murray's
early history from ReIla Gibbs
Jenkins is featured in the column,
"Garrott's Galley," by M.C.
Garrott.
Ron Green, head basketball
coach at Murray State University,
has been named as Ohio Valley
Conference Basketball Coach of
the year.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Fielden Cary,
Feb. 18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Fox, Feb. 19.
Twenty years ago
The home and contents of Mr.
and Mrs. Buford Downey, Rt. 6,
Murray, were destroyed by fire on
Feb. 25.
Murray City Councilman Max
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Health official pleads for support for Bill 451

Weaver was named as council
member on Murray Electric Plant
Board.
"Windsor Tripp sold his grocery
store at Lynn Grove and is now a
man of leisure, for a while anyway.
Windsor was never one to loaf too
long, " from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Calloway County Attorney Sid
Easley talked about "Juvenile
Delinquency" at a meeting of Kirksey Elementary School ParentTeacher Association on Feb. 24 at
the school.
Thirty years ago
A report says home ownership in
Calloway County has increased
considerably since 1950 when it
stood at 49.1 percent.
Michael Palmer and Gary Farris
gave demonstrations at a meeting
of Calloway County Tractor Maintenance Project held Feb. 22 at
McKee' Equipment Co.
Dear Editor,
Mary Russell Williams and
We are making a real effort to
Charles Jackson White were marfind the men who served in the
ried Feb. 7 at the White home in
301st Bomb Group, WWII, and in
Cadiz.
the 301st Refueling Wing and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Counter Measures Wing. This letter
Nashville, Tenn., were the recent
is being sent to papers around the
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
country for two reasons; to get
Glynn Orr of Puryear, Term.
members for our Association and
Forty years ago
for publicity. The 301st Veterans
Roy Turner and Eldridge C. ColAssociation was formed Oct 17,
son died early today from injuries
1984 as a non-profit organization
sustained in a traffic accident on
to plan, to organize and to sponsor
Highway 94 East.
reunions for members; to leave
Births reported include a boy to
memorials to those who made the
Mr. and Mrs: Colie D. Adams and
supreme sacrifice while serving
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Macon Rickand those who unselfishly served
man, Feb. 25; a girl to Mr. and
with the organization; and to pubMrs. William M. James, a girl to
lish periodicals.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fennel, a girl
Last year, we held a reunion in
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb, a
San
Antonio that was very successboy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sterling
ful and another is planned for Dayand a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
ton, Ohio on Sept. 20-23. Sept. 21
E. Brandon, Feb. 26; a girl to Mr.
has been designated as "301st Day"
and Mrs. O.D. Parish, a boy to Mr.
at the United States Air Force
and Mrs. Edgar Boggess and a girl
Museum located at Wright to Mr. and Mrs. Aron Bratton, Feb.
Patterson AFB. The officers and
27.
Glindel Reaves is now owner
and operator of Shell Service StaKENTUCKY
tion at Sixth and Main Streets,
LOTTERY
Murray.

Members of 301st Bomb
Group needed for reunion
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almost never get such complaints, ren a Kentucky much poorer, much
we can do little to stop even the less desirable than it was when
we
installation of systems we know to received the responsibility for
good
be faulty.
stewardship of our land.
Because of the Farmstead
Representative Walter Blevins
Exemption, literally thousands of (D-Moorehead) and Rep.
Mark
sewage systems have been installed
Brown
(D
-Brande
nburg)
are
coin Kentucky since 1986 with absolutely no concern for the protection sponsoring a bill (H.B. 451) to eli-rninate the Farmstead Exemption.
of our wells. More will follow.
But this bill may not get out of
From a purely economic percommitt
ee and is likely to fail passpective, this law is shortsighted.
sage
if
it
does. Powerful farm lobIn Meade County alone, we have
bies may attempt to kill this bill
invested over $10 million to conbecause it takes away special pristruct our wells. How much do you
vilege
conferred to those owning
have invested in your well?
more than 10 acres.
From an environmental
House Bill 451 could do much to
viewpoint, the law shows an
appalling lack of concern for one
of Kentucky's greatest natural
resources and threatens the health
of its' citizens.
Finally, from a moral standpoint,
the exemption leaves for our childDear Editor,
I am a World War II combat veteran who personally witnessed the
riddled and torn bodies of thousands of America's young men
from the beaches of Normandy to
Berlin, among whom were many of
board of directors of our AssociaKentucky's finest, who made the
tion are an active group. Our presisupreme sacrifice in the battle for
dent is a retired general and there
freedom. I cannot help being conare other officers down the line and
some former GI's. We now have a cerned about the erosion of freedom in my own home state.
scholarship fund and a book is
During the 1988 legislative sesbeing written about the 301st by
sion, the House passed a SuccesKenneth P. Werrell, Department of
sion Amendment Bill, sent it to the
History, Radford University,
Senate where someone decided that
Virginia.
the people were not qualified to
The 301st Bomb Group was
make the right choice, so the propformed in February 1942 with
osal died in committee. "So much
training for B-17s in Spokane,
for freedom!"
Washington. In 1992, there will be
Not too long ago, I read in the
a 50th Anniversary reunion in Spomedia that 80 percent of the people
kane. I am hoping that between
wanted succession and 61 percent
now and then we can find more
wanted to include incumbent
crews of the heavy bombers. We
certainly include the men who kept office-holders. After talking with
hundreds of people all over the
these planes flying, the ground
state.
I believe that most people
crews and anyone who served in
any capacity, officers or GI's. feel that the rules that allow a hand
full of committeemen to suppress
Many didn't come back and many
such an important issue is selfhad experiences they will never
serving and a direct violation of
forget They came from all over the
our inalienable right to vote.
country and we are trying to get
Inalienable — one of the most
into every nook and cranny to find
powerful words in the English lanthem. The 301st Refueling Wing
guage! It simply means "cannot to
has been reactivated at Malmstrom
taken away or transferred."
AFB, Montana and is equipped
In the name of fairness, freedom
with KC 135R aircraft, the plane
and justice, I ask the people to petthat refuels in the air.
Our Association includes those ition the General Assembly to
who served in the 32nd, 352nd, reconsider the negative impact of
353rd and 419th Bomb Squadrons that decision and place the succesof the 8th, 12th and 15th Air For- sion amendment on the November
ces, WWII, in England, North Afri- ballot for ratification by the voters.
In support of this request I have,
ca and Italy, and support groups
and the men who served at Smokey with the help of several volunteers,
Hill, Barksdale and Lockbourne started circulation of petitions in
and widows of deceased members. all 120 counties. We as citizens can
To join the Association or to make a difference and we must
receive information, write: 301st seize this opportunity to stand up
Veterans Association, Box 47843. and be heard.
San Antonio, Texas 78265-8843,
Let it now be said that our brave
ATTN: Billy S. McCarty, young men and women who died in
secretary.
the pursuit of freedom gave their
lives in vain.
Betty J. Viner
Some feel that the battle over the
3048 John Hancock Drive
amendment is dead but after listenVirginia Beach, Virginia
ing to Sen. John Rose on KET last
23452
Wendesday night, I believe we can

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
1-2-5

19111311441 2410/6 ANY SAT I&IG1
IritatrallSaft

protect our wells without additional
increases in taxes. But it is destined to fail because not even one
percent of the 1.25 million people
in Kentucky who rely on groundwater will take five minutes to contact their legislator in support of
this bill.
And that's unfortunate.
Time is running out. Your legislator needs to hear from you, now!
You call makes a difference.
1-800-372-7181.
E. Paul Schultz, R.S.
Meade County Health Dept.
Brandenburg, KY 40108

Reader believes succession
amendment bill not dead
count on his help. He said "The
General Assembly is truly the people's branch of government." I
agree with that statement and I am
sure that Sen. Rose will agree with
me.
The final decision on the succession amendment belongs to the
people. Let freedom ring!
Ed Rodgers
317 N. 8th St.
Mayfield KY 42066

Knight receives
birthday wishes
from Rudy's Gang'
Dear Editor:
An Ode
To
Quiller Knight
Born in a log cabin — in '98
Loves everyone — No time for
hate
Not educated like his friend,
Henry B.
But still a genius, as many can
see.
Read the Bible through, many,
many times,
Hopes it will help when the Golden Bells chime.
He remembers dates with an
unbelievable memory,
Though some seem to think they
don't jive with history.
Murray's so much better because
he is around,
A famous cook, so many friends
abound
Not many reach it to age 92,
Though not a record, it sure will
do.
He has given his all, with all of
his might,
Happy Birthday, Wonderful
Friend, honorable
R. Quiller Knight
With sincere admiration,
The "Rudy's Gang",
Ed Chrisman
Murray, Ky.
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SHOP PHARMOR IN:
KENTUCKY
Ashland
Paducah

VIRGINIA
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Hampton
2 Richmond locations
Midlothian Mallet
Shopping Center
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Roanoke
Virginia Beach
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Phar-Mor
Video Club
Members
Earn Bonus
Gifts:
For every 100 video tapes
you rent, you'll receive a $10.00 Phar-Mor store gift
certificate! We'll keep count and every time you reach
100 video rentals, you'll receive your gift certificate by mail.

Here are tips from your
Phar-Mor pharmacist on...

EXERCISE & MOTIVATION
"Starting and maintaining an exercise program is
difficult for many Americans The next time you
need motivation, consider what 30 minutes of
exercise 3 times a week can do.
*Strengthen the heart, lungs, bones and muscles
*Increase energy and productivity
*Reduce stress and high blood pressure
'Aid in weight control

COUPONS
/
.
4
.
Phor-Mor reserves the right to
Nm quardilles and correct
typographical errors. NW's
void wilier* prohibited. See
stores tor &Wolk.

And remember...
Phar-Mor Guarantees the Lowest Prices
on Prescriptions"

PHAR-MOR'S POWER BUYING GIVES YOU FAR MORE BUYING POWER

Hank Jr. and Sr. share top nominations
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. —
Rowdy country singer Hank Wilhams Jr. and his late father shared
top Academy of Country Music
Award nominations Tuesday with
the 40-year-old weepy saloon duet
"There's a Tear in My Beer."
Williams got six nominations,
including entertainer of the year,
and the Grammy-winning song collaboration led to five nominations
for his father.
"The ones for daddy are particularly important. I want to see daddy
shine after these 37 years," Williams said from Paris, Tenn.
"1 just wish daddy could be
there to enjoy it all," he added.
"But I feel deep in my heart that
daddy's watching somewhere."
Clint Black also got six nominations, including best album and
song for "Killin' Time," and five
went to Grammy-winning singer
Rodney Crowell for "After All
This Time."
Crowell joins Hank Williams Jr.,
Randy Travis, George Strait, Dolly
Parton and Alabama in the top
entertainer category.
Multiple nominees for "Hat"
trophies included Alabama, Travis
and Miss Parton with three apiece.
Strait, Kathy Mattea, Reba McEntire, Garth Brooks and the group
Shenandoah each had two.
The 25th edition of the
academy's two-hour awards show
take place April 25 in Hollywood
and will be televised by NBC-TV.
Nominations in 12 categories
were announced by members of the
band Highway 101, nominated for
top vocal group, and Buck Owens,
nominated for the duet "Act Naturally" with Ringo Starr.
"I feel great. How else could a
person feel? It's a sunny day, we
find out we're nominated, it's wonderful," said Paulette Carlson of
Highway 101.
In addition tc the top entertainer
nomination, Williams was picked
for the duet with his late father
"There's a Tear in My Beer,"
which also was nominated for top
song, record and video.
Trophies are given to the artist
and composer in the song category
and the artist and producer in the
record, video and album categories.
"There's a Tear in my Beer"
was on a Hank Williams Sr. demo
tape found in the attic of songwriter "Big Bill" Lister. The elder
Williams died in 1953, but modern
technology allowed the addition of
his son to the song and video.
Several nominees won big during last week's Grammy Awards
show: "There's a Tear in My
Beer" was best country vocal collaboration, Crowell's "After All
This Time" was country song and
k.d. tang was female country singer
for "Absolute Torch and Twang."
The academy's 2,500 members
vote for the winners except for the
video award, which is decided by a
vote of the academy's Board of
Directors.
Here is the complete list of
Academy of Country Music Award
nominees:
Entertainer: Alabama, Miss Parton, Strait, Travis and Hank Williams Jr.
Male singer: Black, Crowell,
Strait, Travis and Ricky Van
Shelton.
Female singer: Miss lang, Miss
Mattca, Miss McEntire, Miss Parton and Tanya Tucker.
Duet: Baillie & The Boys, The
Judds, Owens & Starr, Sweethearts
of the Rodeo, Hank Williams Jr. &
Hank Williams Sr.
Group: Alabama, Highway 101,
Restless Heart, Shenandoah and
The Statlers.
New male singer: Black, Brooks
and Lionel Cartwright.
New female singer: Daniele Alexander, Jann Browne and Mary
Chapin Carpenter.
New duet or group: Kentucky
Headhunters, Shenandoah and Wild
Rose.
Single (artist and producer get
awards): "Better Man," Black
(producers James Stroud, Mark
Wright); "If Tomorrow Never
Comes," Brooks (producer Allen
Reynolds); "I'm No Stranger to
the Rain," Keith Whitley (producers Garth Fundis, Keith Whitley);
"There's a Tear in My Beer,"
Hank Williams Jr. & Hank Williams Sr. (producer Barry Beckett,
Hank Williams Jr., Jim Ed Norman); "Timber I'm Falling in
Love," Patty Loveless (producer
Tony Brown).
Song (artist and composer get
awards): "After All This Time,"
Crowell (composer Crowell); "If
Tomorrow Never Comes," Brooks
(composers Kent Blazy, Brooks);
'Killin' Time," Black (composers
Black, Hayden Nicholas); "There's
a Tear in My Beer," Hank Williams Jr. & Hank Williams Sr.
(composer Hank Williams Sr.):

"Where've You Been," Miss Mattes (composer Jon Vezner, Don
Henry).
Album (artist and producer get
awards): "Diamonds and Dirt,"
Crowell (producers Tony Brown,
Crowell); "Killin' Time," Black
(producers James Stroud, Mark
Wright); "Old 8 x 10," Travis
(producer Kyle Leming); "Will
the Circle Be Unbroken Volume
II," Nitty Gritty Dirt Band (producers Randy Scruggs, Niuy Gritty
Dirt Band); "Willow in the
Wind," Miss Matte& (producer

Allen Reynolds).
Hank Williams, Jr., pictured
at right, along with his father
Hank Williams, Sr. shared top
Academy of Country Music
nominations Tuesday. The
recently-released duet of
"There's A Tear In My Beer"
has drawn the attention of
industry representatives and
fans across the country.

Video (artist and producer get
awards): "Cathy's Clown," Miss
McEntire (producer Narvel BlacksLock); "High Cotton," Alabama
(producer Tammara Wells);
"Planet Texas," Kenny Rogers
(producer Amanda Temple);
"There's a Tear in My Beer,"
Hank Williams Jr. & Hank Williams Sr. (producer Joanne Gardner); "Why'd You Come in Here
Lookin' Like That," Miss Parton
(producer Tarrunara Wells).

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFIENE FREE
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

NORTHERNS

60 SM., 44 MED., 32 LG.
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SHOPPERS CASH CARD
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second.
Murray chess player Mark Galloway won the Amateur Division
with four wins and a draw, also
going undefeated for the two days
of play. Josh Price, 4th grader from
Carter Elementary Center, won the
1st Place Elementary Trophy in the
Amateur Division. David Chu,
Murray Middle School, finished in
a tie for 1st Place Junior High
School, but lost the trophy in tie
breaks to Tennessean Brian Parker.
Brian Grace, 10th grader at South

Chess players from Kentucky,
Tennessee and Alabama gathered
in Murray Saturday and Sunday to
play in the 7th annual Murray
Chess Open. The tournament drew
57 strong entries according to tournament director Wayne Bell.
Chessmaster Ron Burnett from
Tennessee dominated the Championship Section, capturing the tournament title and 1st Place prize
money. Burnett finished the tournament with a perfect 5-0 record.
Herbert George, Kentucky, finished

,imiiim111111111111P•

In the Reserve Tournament played on Saturday, John Gilliand of
LaGrange, Kentucky, won 1st
Place with a perfect 4-0 record.
Chris Woods, Murray Middle
School, won 1st Place in the Junior
High division with a record of
three wins and only one loss. Stephen Breeding, 3rd grader at Carter
Elementary Center, won the 1st
Place Primary trophy.
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WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

DISPOSAB

CHUCK
ROAST

CATSUP

999
ID., 32 LG.
FILLED
ASH CARD

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' LARGE

HEINZ

• •ERS

Nichols, campaign manager for
Brock, the state's superintendent of
public instruction.
The effort that the party apparatus would make for Sloane, a former Louisville mayor and Jefferson
County judge-executive, is in doubt
because of his cool relations with
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. The governor, the titular head of the party,
supports Brock.
Wilkinson has said he will
appear at the election-night event,
said Democratic state Rep. Mike
Ward of Louisville, who was a

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

SPRING

PRICES GOOD WED., FEB. 28TH
THRU TUES., MARCH 6TH

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
winner and the loser of the Democratic primary for the U.S. Senate
will have a joint party in the same
room election night, May 29.
Rivals John Brock and Harvey
Sloane agreed to the arrangement
to show that the party will be closing ranks to oust Republican Sen.
Mitch McConnell.
"Both Brock and Sloane feel
such an event will send a clear
message that a united Democratic
Party fully intends to ditch Mitch
in November," said Gordon

Hopkins High School, won 1st
Place among high school players.
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King's son tells
students gay's
have a problem
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.(AP) —
A son of slain civil rights leader
DT. Martin Luther King Jr. Tuesday
told middle school students that
gay people have "a problem."
"Our population is really all
kind of mixed up right now," Martin Luther King III said during a
speech observing Black History
Month at Poughkeepsie Middle
School. "I mean, we've got a
straight community and a community we call the gay community. ...
We laugh, but that's real."
"Now something may be wrong
in the makeup of that individual if
they happen to be that way. Any
man that has a desire to be with
another man has a problem, in my
opinion," King said. "And that
applies to any woman who has a
desire to be with another woman."
King did not talk to reporters
afterward.
An official with a national gay
rights group called King's remarks
"strange and upsetting" considering the increased reports of violence against gays nationwide.
"The majority of cases are in
fact perpetrated by young people
who really don't see anything
wrong with anti-gay bigotry," said
Karin Schwartz, assistant director
of the New York City-based Gay
and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation.
"His statements won't do anything to confront that belief that
many students have and, if anything, will bolster it," she said.
Poughkeepsie is about 75 miles
north of New York City.

Bill takes flight
to make viceroy
butterfly official
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Sloane emissary in the negotiations
with the Brock campaign.
Wilkinson, finance chairman of
Sloane's 1983 gubernatorial campaign, has been at odds with
Sloane since Sloane backed thenLL Gov. Steve Beshear in the 1987
governor's race.
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FRESH
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to designate the viceroy butterfly as Kentucky's official butterfly found wings Tuesday in a
House committee, whose chairman
praised the insect as "truly a beautiful animal."
The viceroy — Limenitis archippus — would take its place among
Kentucky's official symbols under
Senate Bill 29, which has been
treated regally because of the
prominence of its sponsor —
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose.
"The chair has had an opportunity to see the viceroy butterfly, and
they are truly a beautiful animal,"
said Rep. Ramsey Moms, chairman
of the House State Government
Committee.
Rep. Bill Lear, who has criticized similar bills in the past as frivolous, was the lone dissenter.
"I know the entire insect world
is holding its breath to see what we
do on this," said Lear, DLexington. "I believe I'll vote
no."
Lear conceded that his bills
pending in the Senate "may have
just fluttered away."

FRESH PRODUCE
BAKERY
FLORIDA WHITE

Police tracking
killer of vocalist
for The Coasters
By ROBERT MACY
Assocksled Press Writer

FRIED

CHEESE
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•

TURKEY

BREAST
PROVOLONE

CHEESE
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$489
$309

SEED

POTATOES

'5ORANGES
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LB. BAG JUICE
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ONION
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SETS
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1 LB. BAG

EA.39'

EA.$149

PIMENTO

CHEESE

CARROTS

REDF24BACHER MOCRO. BUTTER

POPCORN

LA.$219

LAS VEGAS — Police interviewed witnesses Tuesday to track
down the man who shot to death
Cornelius Gunter, lead vocalist for
The Coasters. The '50s group's hits
included "Charlie Brown" and
"Love Potion No.9." He was 53.
Gunter, inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in 1987, was
the second member of the '50s
group to die in a shooting in the
Las Vegas area.
Witnesses told police that Gunter's car was parked at an intersection in a residential area of the
adjoining city of North Las Vegas
on Monday and a thin black man
was standing on the driver's side,
talking to Gunter.
"They apparently got into a loud
argument," said North Las Vegas
Police Lt. Gary Rainey. "People
heard a couple of shots. Then the
car took off, went about a block,
then hit a block wall."
Gunter, who was scheduled to
perform this weekend, was found
slumped over the steering wheel,
with two gunshot wounds in his
chest.
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DATEBOOK
A special dance and show, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance of
Murray, will be Saturday, March 3, from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at Woodmen of the World Building. A ballroom dance exhibition will be by Craig
Thurman and his professional dancing partner, Pam Rutherford of Indianapolis, Ind. The cost will be $10 per person and the public is invited.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Wanda Smith of Hardin and Curtis Overby of Murray from
Western Baptist; Flenoy Barrow and William Watson of Murray and Sammy Pittman of New Concord from Lourdes.

Kathryn Nicole Jennings born
Mr. and Mrs. John Kerby Jennings of Louisville are the parents of a
daughter, Kathryn Nicole, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces, measuring
201/4 inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 6, at a hospital there. The mother is
the former Debbie Barker. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. O.J. Jennings
III of Shelbyville and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barker of Lexington. Paternal
great-grandparents are Mrs. Dorothy Jennings of Murray and the late Kerby Jennings.

Old funny shows
will be shown
THEATRES

Loose
Cannons R)

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun Only
Adults $3.00, Children $2.50

10W (
nut •
Open 11:,m to

-;
141;pm

CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) —
Researchers will show the Marx
Brothers, The Three Stooges, W.C.
Fields and "I Love Lucy" to ailing
nursing home residents to test the
theory that tickling the funny bone
can be therapeutic.
Researchers will show about 150
nursing home residents comic films
and TV programs to see if humor
can reduce requests for nonprescription pain medicine, Fran
McGuire, a Clemson University
researcher, said this week.
"If this kind of thing is true, it
would be a tremendous tool for
activity directors" in nursing
homes and other group settings,
said McGuire.
A smaller study by Clemson two
years ago indicated what appeared
to be dramatic decreases in
requests for drugs, he said. That
could have been the result of chemical changes in the body or the
result of reduced stress.
That study found that later comedies didn't do the trick, said
Rosangela Boyd, who showed the
films at a nursing home as part of
the earlier study.

A View
from Abroad

Joshua Gregory Reynolds born

Special event planned Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Reynolds of Bowling Green are the parents of a son,
Joshua Gregory, weighing nine pounds 1/4 ounce, measuring 211/2
inches, born on Saturday, Feb. 3, at 8 a.m. at Medical Center, Bowling
Green. The mother is the former Janey Kelso. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Lee Reynolds of Bowling Green and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Rt. 7, Murray. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Jewel Reynolds of
Bowling Green, Mrs. Ruth Kelso of Rt. 7, Murray, and Mrs. Eliza Craig
of Hazel.

Youth event planned Saturday
A special event for Children and Youth, ages 4 to 12, of First Baptist
Church will be Saturday, March 3, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. This will be
to Showbiz at Paducah. The cost will be $3 each. Chaperones are needed.
For information call Joetta H. Kelly, minister of children/activities,
753-1854.

Singles plan two events
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, March I, at
6:45 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. This will be movie night
with Dan as host. On Friday, March 2, the singles will meet at Carr
Health Building, Murray State University, to play volleyball from 7 to 9
p.m. Harry will be host. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Center to have fashion show
A special fashion show will be at Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St.., Murray, on Saturday, March 3, at 7 p.m. Mr. Tuxedo is
helping organize the fashion show and lights and sound will be sponsored
by Pagliai's. Formal wear from Mr. Tuxedo will be featured. Casual wear
and sports wear from other local merchants will also be presented. Teens
from Calloway and Murray High Schools will be modeling most of the
fashions. Mike Walter, interim director, urges all teens and their parents
to attend the show. There is no admission charge.

Boating class on Thursday
Kentucky Lake flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will have a
special class on boating starting Thursday, March 1, from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Room 228, Stadium Complex, Murray State University. Classes will be
on Tuesday and Thursday except for March 15. The textbook and materials are included in the $15 fee per person. For more information call Fred
Thurston, 753-6174.
(Cont'd on page 9A)

Celebrates first birthday
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Shrimp Celebration!

FIVE
SHREW
DINNERS
Starting At $3.89

•30-Piece Shrimp
•Shrimp Scampi
•10-Piece Shrimp
•Bite-Size Shrimp
•20-Piece Boiled Shrimp
Celebrate today—for lunch or dinner—with
the great taste of shrimp! At great prices!
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Matthew Kyle Irby celebrated his first birthday on Monday, Feb. 5.
He is the son of Jimmy and Teresa Irby. His grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Irby and Mrs. Pat Richardson. His great-grandparents
are Mrs. Ruby Tinsley, Mrs. Marion Richardson and Mrs. Minnie
Freese.
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By Stacy Overbey
My husband recently returned
from a business trip to Japan with
lots of exotic stories of life there. I
listened to them and had to admit I
was pretty impressed.
Impressed by the descriptions of
food arrangements and peculiar
ingredients.
Amazed by the harmony and
safety in densely crowded Tokyo.
Insulted by the blatant sexism
and irritated by the female
subordination.
Disgusted by stories of excessive
drinking and public behavior afterwards. Seems anything goes after
an evening of sake and beer. But,
then, this is the only time Japanese
— men only, of course — can really let loose without being socially
condemned.
I was amused by the image of
singing bars where customers
choose from a songbook and then
stand up in front of everyone,
microphone in hand, and belt one
OUL

Fascinated by the idea of love
hotels, where even married couples
go to get some privacy.
He confirmed that the Japanese
still bow to one another (and to
foreigners, too, if they want to
show respect); they do not shake
hands. They take their shoes off
and put on house slippers before
going inside; they sit on the floor;
they love sumo wrestling; workers
such as taxi drivers, elevator operators and train conductors wear
white gloves on the job.
Shinto, the native religion, is
practiced almost exclusively by
Japanese.
Their language is impossibly
complex and indirect. There are
many levels of politeness, each for
use with persons of certain status.
It's impolite to make direct statements of fact because this implies
the speaker has superior
knowledge.
English is taught for years in
school but is very rarely learned as
a spoken language. My husband
had some very funny, charming
examples of "Japlish."
The point is that it's different.
It's unique, mysterious, intriguing,
confounding. The unfamiliarity of
it all makes us extremely nervous,
but instead of trying to understand
and learn how to live with Japanese
ways, we're trying to mold them in
our own image.
Just as Commodore Perry, in
1853, demanded an end to two centuries of Japanese isolation, so
today does Carla Hills, the U.S.
trade representative, insist that
Japan open up its markets.
Behind this insistence is the
beliewf that, once we get our foot
in the door, and our goods on the
shelves, the Japanese will suddenly
start snapping things up so fast it
will make our heads spin.
But even with the widest open
markets at our disposal, what
makes us think the Japanese would
buy what we produce? Have we
studied their habits, tastes, lifestyles well enough (or-it all) to
know what they want? We can
hardly expect products unsuited to
the market to sell.
The U.S. as an exporting entity
has gotten lazy after decades in
which most countries more than
gladly bought our merchandise.

We have come to expect that
foreigners want to and will adapt
the appropriate lifestyles and
acquire the appropriate tastes for
what we have to sell them.
Our marketing efforts have
become negligent, to some extent
understandably so. Things American have enjoyed an attraction
abroad so powerful that research,
product development and advertising have hardly been necessary.
The result: it's getting so it's difficult to distinguish one city from
another. Whether we're in New
York, Rio de Janeiro, Paris, Budapest, Taipei, or Sydney, we can eat
the same food, stay in the same
hotel chain, observe the same basic
rat race, speak to people in the
same language (English).
Pretty soon American (and other
Western) corporations will make
their presence felt (and seen and
heard) in Eastern Europe, the people there will switch from Russian
to English classes, and the pursuit
of money will become allimportant. It seems we are heading
towards a homogenous world
culture.
We are determined to homogenize Japan, too. Actually, it should
be put more passively: we expect
the Japanese to homogenize themselves, to change their likes, tastes,
needs voluntarily. Why shouldn't
they want what everyone else
wants? We are confused by their
stubbornness, and in our confusion
we lose perspective. We call them
the deficit devils, blame our financial problems on them, see them as
the challenge to our economic
dominance.
What we really should do is
learn to appreciate and respect the
individuality of Japan, the fact that
it's not like the rest of the world.
There are signs now that the
ancient culture is changing. Older
and conservative Japanese already
fear that the old way of life is disappearing too quickly.
They believe the younger generation is guilty of sacrilege: they're
questioning the system of lifetime
employment and changing jobs;
they're working less and spending
money self-indulgently; they're
using more direct, simplified,
slang-ridden language.
It would be a radical change to
make in our approach to exporting,
but by being more accommodating
and taking the time to get to know
our potential customers, we could
show some cultural sophistication.
And sell more goods, to boot.
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Osmond, Aldrin
will be honored
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Pop
singer Donny Osmond and Apollo
astronaut Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin
will have their autographs set in
bronze on a sidewalk near
Disneyland.
They are being inducted into the
Orange County "Walk of Stars"
next month, joining Steve Martin,
Gale Storm, Ruby Keeler, Buddy
Ebsen, Tommy Lasorda and other
celebrities. The walk was established three years ago at the
entrance to the Anaheim Hilton and
Towers, hotel General Manager
Glenn Hale said Monday.
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Come See Our
Great Selections!
Prom Jewelry

20%

off

MONEY SAVING COUPONS Ars. the Sunflower Group

.411MM

Coin Jewelry

30%
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Coming community events announced
imes

Wednesday, Feb. 28
Author Rowlett will speak at
Black History Program at 6 p.m. at
St. John's Missionary Baptist
Church.

Wednesday, Feb. 28
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Mid-Week Service at 7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.

Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church will have prayer service
at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 1
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
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District 4 High School Basketball Tournament will be at 7:30
p.m. at Murray High School. Game
will be between Murray and Mayfield Girls.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Ash Wednesday Noon Mass and 7 p.m. Mass.

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet at
7 p.m. at Post Home on Highway
94 East.
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

The Liturgy for Ash Wednesday
will be at 12:40 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; potluck supper at 5:30 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Home Missions
Study and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

Today is deadline to pay
registration fee for Introduction to
Computers Class for Adults at Calloway County High School to start
March 5. Registration is at Calloway County Board of Education
office.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Dinner at 5:30 p.m. and
Study at 6:15 p.m.; Ash Wednesday service at 7:30 p.m.

Boating class by Kentucky Lake
Flotilla of U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will start at 7 p.m. in Room
228, Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. For information
call 753-6174.

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 5 p.m.
and Membership Class for Young
People at 6 p.m.
Study on Revelation 13 and solo
by Joy h.11en will be at prayer service at 7:30 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include family night
potluck at 6 p.m and Brotherhood,
Baptist Women, Acteens, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
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Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion at 4:30 p.m. at Carter
Elementary School; 50+ Fitness at
10 a.m. at Racer Arena, Murray
State University; Aerobics at 6:45
p.m. at Robertson Elementary
School. For information call
759-YMCA.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Ladies' Community-wide Bible
Study will be at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Theatre Workshop with,Liz Bussey for ages 5 to 10 will be at 4
p.m. at Murray Montessori School.
For information call 753-8380 or
435-4593.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information

Thursday, March 1
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334.
Four separate history quizzes for
middle and high school students
will be at 8:30 Lm. in Curris Center, Murray State University. For
information call 762-2231.
ROTC Leadership class on winter survival will be at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 209, Stewart Stadium, Murray State University. This is free
and open to the public. For information call 762-3359.
"Beauty and the Best," a 1946
French film will be shown free at
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center Theater,
Murray State University.
Non-credit course on "Decorative Painting on Wood" will begin
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University. For information call
762-2187.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Johnny Lee's Grocery at Whitlock, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and
at Minit Mart at Puryear, Tenn.,
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
District 4 High School Basketball Tournament will be at 7:30
p.m. at Murray High School. Marshall County and Calloway County
boys will play.
St. Leo's Catholic
include Legion of
a.m. and Knights of
7:30 p.m.

Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Bible Study on Mark will be at
10 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church will have a luncheon at 12
noon at Sirloin Stockade.

Gayle Rogers Butler
planning conference
Gayle Rogers Butler, formerly of
Murray, is directing a special
Women's Conference on "Changepoints" for Friday and Saturday,
April 6 and 7, at The Galt House,
Louisville.
Florence Littauer, author of
many books including The Pursuit
of Happiness, her life story; Blow
Away the Black Clouds, a woman's
answer to depression; and After
Every Wedding Comes A Marriage, powerful ideas and valuable
suggestions for a lasting and happy
marriage, will be the featured
speaker and leader for the sessions.
"Florence's sparkling personality
and sense of humor, combined with
her deep insights and practicality
make her a popular seminar and
retreat leader, banquet speaker and
talk show guest," Mrs. Butler said.
Mrs. Butler and her husband, the

Rev. David Butler, have been in
Louisville for about a year and
have helped to organize the Springdale Church, currently meeting at
Kammerer Middle School.
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Plans are being made by members of Writers' Potpourri to honor Mrs.
Gladys Jarrett, Kentucky Mother of the Year, and their director, with a
reception on Saturday, March 10, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Charlie York will be master of ceremonies. Invitations have been
extended to Congressman Carroll Hubbard, County Judge/Executive
George Weaks and Murray Mayor Bill Cherry. The group is also collecting funds to help finance Mrs. Jarrett's trip to New York City to be in the
American Mother of the Year Pageant.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE. BOBBY WOLFF
"Creatures whose mainspring is curiosity will enjoy the accumulating
of facts, far more than the pausing
at times to reflect on those facts."
— Clarence Day.
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NORTH

2-28-A

•A 7 3 2
•K Q
•J 9 5 3
.16 A 8 3
EAST
WEST
416 K 6
•10 9 8 5
9765 4 2
V83
•K 6
•10 8 4
.754
J 96 2
SOUTH
•Q J 4
A J 10
•A Q 7 2
4oK Q 10
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer. South
The bidding:
South
1•
2 NT
3+

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
1+
3•
6 NT

East
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead: Spade 10
BID WITH THE ACES
2 28 B

South holds
•K6
9765 4 2
•K 6
.754
North
1•
1 NT

South
1

ANSWER: Two hearts. North
should have at least two hearts, so
playing in the eight-card (or longer)
trump suit is best.
Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
1.2363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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Now In Stock!

Nancy Frock Dresses

For A Limited Time

Bubbles

30% Off

Fashion Knits

One Group

Thurin,in clancin,Q professionallv
Craig Thurman and his professional ballroom dance partner, Pam
Rutherford, Indianapolis, Ind., top right photo, entered the United
States Ballroom Dance Championships held in Miami, Ha. The couple
placed in the top five in the Professional American Smooth Rising
Star Division, and were judged in four ballroom dances, fox trot,
waltz, tango and Viennese waltz. The U.S. championships are held
yearly in September in New York or Miami. Couples winning this
competition represent the United States in the World's Ballroom
Dance Championships, held in a different country each year. Thurman is pictured in top left photo with his parents, Elsie and Charles
Thurman of Murray, who own and operate the local Thurman School
of Dance, when he won top junior championship, top student and
placed in the pros. This was in early 1980s when 35 students from
Murray attended the championships. Craig has been teaching ballroom dancing since the age of 13 and has competed professionally
since the age of 15. In the bottom photo, are Craig and his mother, his
first professional dance partner, who entered the first time in 1976 at
International Professional Ballroom Dancing in Cincinnati. Craig and
his partner will perform an exhibition of dancing at special dance and
show at Woodmen of World Building, Murray, on Saturday, March 3,
from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight. Cost will be $10 per person.
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Jarrett reception on March 10
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Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy K. Smith of Benton are the parents of a daughter,
Alison Renae, weighing seven pounds three ounces, measuring 191/2
inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 6, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have two other daughters, Elisha Kae and Brittney Lea. The mother
is the former Marcia Norsworthy. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Norsworthy of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wallace of Arcadia, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Erlene Norsworthy of Benton and Mr. and
Mrs. John Powell of Gilbertsville.
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Alison Renae Smith born
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Mr. and Mrs. Marty Smothers of Kirksey are the parents of a son, Brett
Evan, weighing eight pounds 11 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on
Tuesday, Feb. 6, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one
daughter, Kristie, 3. The mother is the former Tanunie Coomer. Grandparents are Mrs. Mary Lee Smothers and Bill Coomer of Benton, Mrs.
Jewell Coomer of Smithland, and Ray LaBelle of Grantsburg, Ill. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smothers of Benton, Mrs. Ruth West
of Hardin and Newt Springs of Kuttawa.

How best to play today's dia-
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Brett Evan Smothers born

Should he play East for K-6 doubleton or West for 10-8 doubleton? If
the former, the ace would drop
East's king. If the latter, running
dummy's jack would blot West's 10
and pick up East's king at the same
time.
A premature choice would only
be a guess. To eliminate the guesswork, South should cash all his
hearts and clubs, ending in dummy.
When West discards on the third
heart and East follows to three
clubs, South has his answer. East is
known to have started with six
hearts, three clubs and two spades.
Therefore, he can have only two diamonds, and the confident play of a
low diamond from dummy brings
home the slam.
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(Coat'd from past SA)

Registration will be $35 per per- monds to land the touch-and-go
son including Saturday luncheon, slam? As is often the case, the anand $30 per person for groups of swer lies not with weighing the
10 or more enclosed in same enve- probabilities in diamonds alone, but
lope. Rooms will be available at in reflecting on known facts regardthe Galt House.
ing the entire hand.
South ducked the spade lead in
Reservations should be made by
Saturday, March 24, by sending a dummy, and East won and returned
the
South took both the queen
check made payable to Springdale and suit.
the jack of spades and led a
Church Women's Conference, heart to dummy to cash the spade
Springdale Church, 4350 Browns- ace. (East discarded hearts on the
boro Rd., Suite 110, Louisville, third and fourth spades.) South then
Ky. 40207.
led a diamond back to his queen
Mrs. Butler has extended a spe- (West had falsecarded his eight),
cial invitation to women in this and he could now count 11 tricks.
area to attend this special event to His chances for a 12th trick rested
hear Littauer.
with how he handled diamonds.
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tication.
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DATEBOOK

Thursday, March 1
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Events at
Church will
Mary at 9:45
Columbus at

WEDNESDAY,

Murray, Kentucky 42071

(502) 753-5242

Specials for Sat. March 2 & Mon. March 5
Jeans, Sweaters & Sweatshirts SP°
i
Cotton Knit Pullovers $

Only

5

4XL*.
1Z'r

Dexters & Soft Spots
off
114-113
Selected Styles

Southern Style Laundry &
Dry Cleaning

"Coin Laundry & Dry Cleaning Service"
Owners: Bob & Pam Hart
Bel-Air Plaza

Ladies' Suits

4111>
.

Opening Soon. ▪ 6

Spring Shoes Arriving Daily
L. A. Optical
Nellie Lewis, Optician
Locally Owned

Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8; Sun. 1-5 pm.

hack

Olympic Plaza

759-4795
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00. Sun. 1:00-6:00
W. Accept Food Stomps
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Pepsi Cola
12 Pk. Cans

Fluffy

Sandwich
Bread
24 oz

2/99

Northrop Corp. pleads guilty to falsifying tests
on Harrier jet parts, cruise missile components
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Northrop Corp. pleaded guilty Tuesday
to nearly three dozen federal counts
related to falsified testing of parts
for the AV-8B Harrier jet and
cruise missile components, and
agreed to a $17 million fine.
In a plea bargain, the defense
contractor entered guilty pleas
through attorney Richard Sauber to
34 counts of making false statements to the government.
Prosecutors said charges would
be dropped against Joseph Yamron,
62, vice president and general manager of Northrop's Norwood,
Mass.-based Precision Products
Division, and Leopold Engler, 60,
vice president of instrument operations there.
Most of the charges were to be
dropped in return for the agreement, the company said.
Earlier in the day, a former
Northrop Corp. plant manager
pleaded guilty in U.S. District
Court to charges of falsifying test

Associated Press Writer

Yogurt

2/89#
Prairie Farms

Orange Juice
1/2 Gal.

$149

Cranberry Juice

Cocktail
Gold Medal Self-Rising

$139
Prune Juice
$119
48 oz.

Flour

It also said the transmitter
required extensive reliability testing that was not performed.
Instead, the indictment said, three
of the defendants supervised false
testing and falsification of test
results.
Concerning the Harrier jet program, the indictment accused the
defendants of failing between 1981
and 1986 to conduct vibration tests
of the jet's rate sensor assemblies
at levels required by contract. The
assemblkis are part of the flight
stabilization system of the attack
jet.

At a news conference, Michael
Greene estimated that the movie
has 100 similarities to an original
screenplay he wrote for Murphy in
1988 called "A Halloween to
Remember."
Paramount Pictures Corp. lawyer
Les Fagen, whose company is
named with Murphy as a defendant, denied the allegation. He said

7

40 oz.

Ground
Beef

ance supervisor Cheryl Hannan and
Northrop on charges related to the
Harrier parts.
The 167-count indictment
charged that the company and five
others conspired between the 1970s
and 1989 to install parts for the
cruise missile's flight data transmitter that failed to meet government specifications.

any similarities were common
motifs found in hundreds of
movies.
Greene, 35, of Hempstead on
UNIONDALE, N.Y. — An
Long Island said he submitted his
aspiring screenwriter filed a $35
copyright script to Murphy in Janumillion federal lawsuit Tuesday
ary 1989 and was soon advised
against Eddie Murphy, contending
Murphy "was not interested in it."
material
stole
the actor-comedian
Greene said the script was never
from him for the movie "Harlem
returned to him.
Nights."
"I used to consider Murphy a
hero," Greene said. "Now I think
he is an egomaniac. He's out for
himself."
The lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court in Uniondale seeks at least
$35 million in damages for copyright infringement.
Both scripts were about 8-yearold orphan boys being raised by
underworld figures, both took place
in the 1930s and both included a
corrupt Italian plainclothes police
officer, Greene said.
He said both stories revolved
If you see the Census as only a bean count, look again. around a duffle bag of money and
both had Murphy fighting with
CENSUS 90
Companies large and small use information supelderly characters.
"I'm not going to tell you that
plied by the Census for planning and expansion. Which
he took Michael's screenplay and
just may translate into more employment
put it up on the screen, but he
opportunities for you and your community.
clearly edited it, cut it and pasted
it," said Greene's attorney, Steven
Answer the Census. It counts for more than you think.
Legum.
By PAT MILTON

Prairie Farms

data on components of cruise missile guidance systems.
Charles Gonsalves entered the
plea under an agreement with prosecutors under which he would be
sentenced to no more than three
years in prison and be fined a maximum of $1.2 million.
Gonsalves, once supervisor of
Northrop's Western Services
Department, pleaded guilty to one
conspiracy count and seven counts
of making false statements to the
government from 1984 to 1987.
Sentencing was set for May 1
before Judge Pamela Ann Rymer.
Northrop Corp. and five current
and former employees were
indicted April 11, 1989, on charges
of conspiring to defraud the government through the cruise missile
and the Navy's AV-8B Harrier
jump jet program.
Gonsalves entered his plea pertaining to the cruise missile systems as a jury was about to hear
the case against him, quality assur-
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5.00 Will Hold
Your Spring
Layaway!

6pring

Sausage

Family Pack
a.

Spring Dresses
Take An Additional

20% Off

149 lb
1th
1
9

Lorely assortment of Spring
Dresses in the newestfashion
styles. Choose from career,
casual & dressy styles. Junior,
Misses & Halfsizes.

Split

Chicken
Breast

20% Off
Matching Skirts & Tops
in a great selection ofstyles
& Spring fabrics. Junior & Misses sizes.

Turkeys
10-14 Lb. Average

* SPRING BREAK SPECIALS *
Better Fashion Shorts Reg. To 17.99

12.99

Great selection of our better Shorts in plaids & solids . Raymie cottons, Menswear styles & more! Junior & Misses sizes.

129.

whe
buy
any
U.:11A

Colorful selection of Spring Camp Shirts in stripesrplaids & solids. Junior & Misses sizes.

9.88

Spring Knit Tops

Reg. To 16.99
New Spring looks in cotton Knit Tops. Assorted styles, including crests, pockets, stripes & solids. SM.L.

Purex
Detergent

99

Gt. Size

Corn
Meal

99

5 lb.

WINTER CLEARANCE - PRICES SLASHED
BELOW OUR COST!!!

50% OFF

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL
OUR LOWEST TICKETED
PRICE ON: * Pants * Skirts * 2-Piece Dressing * Novelty Sweaters
* Blouses * Plus Size Sportswear

5.00

Central Shopping Center - Murray

m"
owommobs.
NOPOIN.
IPIALIMS460,
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Reg. To 19.99

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5
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* Sweaters * Shirts * Turtlenecks
Your Choice - ONLY
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size

753-7991
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Blindness doesn't stop Gund
By TOWN & COUNTRY
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Blindness has not stopped Gordon Gund from a successful career,
nor prevented him from leading the
drive for a cure for retinitis pigmentosa, a disease afflicting some
1.5 million people around the
world.
Recent breakthroughs in research
on the disease, according to an article in a recent issue of Town &
Country, have raised the possibility
that a cure might be found in a
matter of years, and Gund has been
a major force in the drive to eradicate RP.
The research not only would
benefit the 100,000 Americans who
suffer from RP, but also some
4.00,000 others who have similar
retinal degenerative diseases.
At a black-tie gala fundraiser in
New York, Gund, 50, told the
audience:
"I was blinded by RP nearly 20
years ago. Long ago I gave up any
hope of treatment for myself. But
my wife, Lulie, and I resolved to
find a cure for future generations."
Gund, from one of America's
wealthiest families, was a 25-yearold banker when he was diagnosed
in the 1960s as suffering from RP.
It usually is detected in childhood
and advances gradually from night
blindness to loss of peripheral vision to virtual blindness.
Because Gund was diagnosed as
an adult, doctors assured him he
would see until he was 60 or 70.
Five years later, in 1970, his sight
deserted him within six months.
He traveled from doctor to doctor, searching for a miracle cure.
"With all the advances in medical technology and scientific
research, not to find anything that
could be done to reverse or stop it
- the frustration was more than I
could bear," Gund said.
Until then, he had led a life of
privilege. His father developed a
decaffeinated coffee company that
became the Sanka division of General Foods. Gund attended Groton
and Harvard, earned a private
pilot's license, pursued photography as a hobby.
By October 1970, he was barely
able to glimpse his newborn son,
Zachary, as a tiny pinhole of light
at the end of a dark tunnel. The fol-

lowing month even that pinhole owns the Minnesota North Stars
hockey team and the Cleveland
closed. Yet within months, he had
Cavaliers basketball team. Gund
resigned himself to blindness.
attends 10 to 15 Cavs games a
"I didn't want to consume any
year, sitting in the stands with an
more energy hoping for a cure for
myself," he said. "I felt, let's at earphone to hear the radio play-byleast make the experience positive play.
in terms of helping others."
"He's uncanny," his wife said.
Dr. Eliot Berson of Harvard "He really can tell when someMedical School, one of the world's thing's about to happen, just from
leading RP researchers, said: the sound on the floor."
"Gordon Gund has been absolutely
Gund says he devotes about 25
crucial to the advance of RP to 30 percent of his time to RP
research. Many people make a gift work.
to a cause and walk away. He
"What keeps us going," Gunn
didn't do that. He formed chapters, -- said, "is the belief that basic sciconducted benefits and spoke publ- ence, if directed, will lead to
icly about his disease."
removing this group of problems
Gund also runs Gund Investment from the world.''
Corp. in Princeton, N.J. He has
multiplied his inherited fortune
several times since his father's Hog market
death in 1966.
Although he learned to read report released
Braille at a minimal level, most of
Felen$Hale Mete Sew Swaim Finery 2S, MI
his daily business- and foundationfaaterky Naas Ara Hag Marie Igen lockades
related materials are read by an Silky Seems Iseeple Ad 1123. E MS lernairs
Wet, See eseiy-lill *Oar.
assistant onto tapes, which he later US 1-2.25,111
2211-2X
140141123
listens to. His blindness has shar- US 1-2 2111421/
$4101-4.81
US
2,3
?WM
le
11/4114131
pened his attention to detail.
US 3-4 2511.270
S47.01411.0
Sows
"I no longer make quick
US 1-2 2263S1 Is
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assumptions based on first visual US 1.3315415
$441.1S-CUIS
$41.1111-41411
impressions and mannerisms," he US 1-3 151.515
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said.
$31011411.1111
US 2,3 31150 Si
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U.S. forces
Motherlands
2,909
101111111
2,301
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250.000
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Stahlers at meeting

John Mowbray, Purchase Extension Area director (left), and Judy and Jim Stahler, reviewed the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service's annual report at the State Cooperative Extension Leaders
Council Meeting in Lexington last week. Jim Stabler is president of the group. The group met with top
administrators at the University of Kentucky and discussed plans for Extension programs for the coming
years.

In Europe

U.S. and Soviet tro
Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev has accepted
President Bush's proposal to
reduce U.S. and Soviet troop
levels to 196,000 In the
Zone of Europe, with the U
States allowed to station
300,000 more troops elsewh
In Europe. Here are the cu
force levels for each side.
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EUROPE

Soviet tames*

Ground forces In all of Europe
U.S.: 305,000 Soviet 600,000*

SOURCE: Center for Defense Information

East Smarr,
380,000
Poland
40,000
Czechoslovakia
70,000
fieseurf
65.000
Tot* 555,000

'Efairreteil

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT DAY - Dr. James Booth, acting president at Murray S te University,
accepts a sweatshirt commemorating International Student Day from Che Harliza Khairuddin (left), secretary of the MSU's International Student Organization (ISO), and Lalit Dharmaseri, ISO president.
Murray State will celebrate International Student Day on Friday, March 2, Also shown is Ruth Perkins
(right), international student adviser. Murray State is "home" to 117 international students representing
43 countries. The students will host their annual International Buffet on Sunday, March 25, at the Curris
Center. Tickets may be reserved by calling Ms. Perkins, (502) 762-3089.

TRY THE BEST PIZZA
ON THE BLOCK.
Watch the 1990
Miss USA Pageant
March 2 on CBS
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Pizza
Medium
Medium
-Hut
-Hut
Meat or Sausage Lover's' Buy any large pizza
and get it for a
Pizza for just $8.99
Better yet, get two
medium pizza price.
for only $4.00 more.

Same style crust and same
toppings

Mix and match them any way you wantl

number
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Personal Pan
Luncheon Special
Pepperoni $159 or
Supreme $2.09

of
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when ordering Not valid in combination with any other offer.
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coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with any other offer
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coupon when ordenng. Not valid in combination with any other offer.
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Greenspan advises Congress not to cut Social Security taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
advised Congress Tuesday to keep
hands off Social Security despite
the momentary appeal of a tax cut.
"The current structure of Social
Security may not be appropriate in
all circumstances," Greenspan told
the Senate Finance Committee.
"But, at present, it is still the best
option."
Greenspan said proposals to cut
Social Security taxes and to take
the pension system out of the federal deficit calculation could
reduce pressure for real cuts in the
deficit and increase "the difficulty
of providing for the needs of an
aging population in a way that is
equitable across generations."
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., has proposed reducing
Social Security taxes to keep the
government from using excess taxes to make the overall federal deficit appear smaller than it is. His
plan would cut taxes for workers
and employers by about $55 billion
next year, which would increase
the deficit by the same amount
unless other taxes were raised or
spending were reduced.
"Cutting Social Security taxes at
this stage without anything else
happening in the process is going
in the wrong direction," Greenspan
said.
He defended building a Social
Security surplus — even though it
exists only on paper — to ease the
burden when the big post-World

War II generation begins retiring
early next century. "Support for
the system may well erode when
the next generation is asked to take
on a tax bill iliac their parents were
unwilling — or too short-sighted
— to assume during their own
working years," he said.
Moynihan's tax-cut plan has
attracted wide interest but limited
support among lawmakers since he
outlined it in December. President
Bush opposes it and Democratic
leaders have begun a study of alternative types of tax cuts that would
be targeted on low- and middleincome workers.
Organizations representing older
Americans could not agree on how
to react to Moynihan's proposal.
The American Association of
Retired Persons, by far the largest
such group, told the Finance Committee that any tax cut should be
delayed until Social Security
reserves are adequate to pay benefits for 18 to 24 months. An
18-month reserve is expected by
1993.
AARP, however, said legislation
should be enacted this year to
begin separating Social Security's
revenues from the calculation of
the overall budget deficit.
The National Council of Senior
Citizens said it could accept a surplus as low as one representing 15
months' benefits. Once that level is
reached, said Executive Director
Lawrence T. Smedley, a Social

Your individual
Horoscope

Security tax cut should be considered unless other steps are taken to
reduce the budget deficit. The
organization endorsed raising the
income-tax rates on the wealthiest
Americans as one way to cut the
deficit.
The National Committee to Preserve Social Security endorsed the
tax cut and removing Social Security funds from deficit calculations. If government leaders can
agree on no other way of reducing
the budget deficit, said Martha
McSteen, president of the organization, eliminating the Social Security surplus — cutting taxes —
would be "much like getting rid of
the ice cream and doughnuts before
you go on a diet."
Greenspan's contention that a
Social Security tax cut might destabilize the economy conflicts with a
new study by two former Treasury
Department officials.
Economists Aldona Robbins and
Gary Robbins argue that the tax cut
offered by Moynihan would boost
economic growth by 0.6 percent a
year above current levels. Over 10
years, they write, the cut would
increase the gross national product
by $346 billion, create 930,000
jobs and raise investment capital by

$162 billion.
Unless the Social Security system is changed, the economists
wrote:
—"Today's average 30-year-old
worker who will retire in 2025

fits. What the government gives
with one hand it will be taking
away with the other."
The study was done for the Institute for Policy Innovation, a Dallas
research organiiation.

could see his income taxes rise by
20 percent if the government is to
meet its Social Security promises.
—"These higher taxes will be
equivalent to a 7 percent reduction
in his or her Social Security bent-

Assoc

Antibiotics may prevent hysterectomy
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 33-yearold with pelvic inflammatory disease
and have severe pain for one to seven
days each month when I ovulate
What are your sentiments on hysterectomy as a cure?
DEAR READER: Pelvic inflammatory disease is a broad medical
designation meaning infection of a
woman's reproductive tract: the cervix (uterine opening), the uterus and/or the Fallopian tubes.
For practical purposes, PID rarely
affects women before or after the
child-bearing years. It is a common
consequence of sexually transmitted
diseases (especially gonorrhea and
chlamydia) and can result from abortions or from intrauterine devices.
The Fallopian tubes are usually involved, often leading to infertility. On
occasion, the infection can spread to
the abdominal lining (peritonitis),
causing shock and death. Symptoms
include lower abdominal pain, a cervical discharge and fever.

Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 cm.; Close 7 p.m.
Ad Good Noon 2-28 thru Noon 3-7-90
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WS,TP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers.

If discovered early during a pelvic
examination, the infection usually
can be cured by large doses of
antibiotics.
However, many women experience
chronic low-grade infection with intermittent abdominal cramping; in
such cases, PID may not be suspected
for months or years. As a result of this
chronic infection, pelvic abscesses
may appear in conjunction with scar
tissue, rendering antibiotic therapy
ineffective. When this occurs,surgery
is necessary to drain the abscesses
and remove infected tissue.
Because of the extensive tissue
damage caused by the infection, the
operation of choice is usually a complete hysterectomT removal of the
uterus, the Fallopian tubes and the
ovaries.
Therefore, in answering your question, I defer to the judgment of your
gynecologist. If your symptoms have
not been cured by antibiotics, surgery
may be your only option.
Obviously, at 33, you may wish to
become pregnant in the future; a hys-

terectomy would make this impossible. Therefore, you may choose to try
antibiotic therapy as a first recourse,
before consenting to surgery, which is
permanent. Your gynecologist can
guide you in making such a difficult
decision.
To give you additional information,
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Vaginal Infections
and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send 81.25
with their name and address to PO.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
01990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY. MARCH 1, 1990
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Ingenuity brings you gains on the
Couples should make special
job today. Behind-the-scene developentertainment plans for today. Sinments now are in your favor finangles will meet with romantic introcially. Try to avoid extravagant
ductions. You'll favorably impress
spending on home or family.
those you Contact now.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll be intrigued by a new mental
You'll come up with new plans
interest today. A new adviser may
today for increasing your income. It's
enter your life now. Plans for travel
a productive time for you jobwise.
fall into place and social life proves
Today's intuitions are on the money.
rewarding.
Family life is happily accented.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.2'2 to Jan. 19)
A private business meeting bodes
You'll enjoy taking up a new hobby
well for your success. Investment
or recreational interest today. Creaopportunities abound, but further
tive types are truly inspired now.
research may be required. In some
Happiness also comes through chilways, you're loosening up now.
dren.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be hearing from a friend at a
You'll want extra time now either
distance. Exciting times come
for yourself or to spend with family
through a partnership today. The
Time alone brings important new
signing of contracts is favored now.
insights. Shopping for the home is
Accept invitations.
favored today.
LEO
PISCES
*se
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
idiot
You may receive recognition today.
You have the perfect day for
Career strivings meet with success.
getting your ideas across to others.
The beginning of new projects is
Make important phone calls and
favored now. Bosses have the perfect
begin creative enterprises. Getday to interview job candidates.
togethers with friends are also
VIRGO
favored.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You'll enjoy a pleasure outing with
YOU BORN TODAY are both
independent and a hard worker.
a close tie t*ay. Self-promotion is
favored now, yet you also work very
You'll do well in business for yourself
well in partnerships. Success comes
and are the sort of person who stands
out from the crowd as a true
through creativity.
individual. You should never let
LIBRA
et • at
yourself get into a rut. Always strive
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
You may refinance a mortgage
to keep improving yourself. You are
creatively talented, but may have
today. Dealings with bankers and
periodic bouts 'of depression. You're
loan officers are favored now. You
better at starting things than in
have extra motivation for a careerbringing them to a conclusion.
related project.
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Fresh Fryer

Hunt's

Tomato Sauce

15 oz.

2/89`

Leg Qtrs.
Boston Butt

Hyde Park Bathroom

Tissue

89'

4 roll pkg.

m. 99'

Pork Roast
Reelfoot Red Label Jumbo

m. 99'

Franks

Dove

Dishwashing Liquid

22 oz.

99'

Armour

Chili w/Beans

15 oz.

2/1.49

Lean Meaty

m. 1.69

Pork Steak
On Cor Breaded

m. 1.69

Chuckwagon Steaks
Fresh Sliced

Sea Life Pink
15.5 oz. Tall Can
Salmon
Pepsi Cola, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
12 pk. cans
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew

1.99
2.99

Beef Liver

Cola, Diet Pepsi,
7-Up, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper

Pepsi

Martha White Cotton Pickin

Corn Bread Mix
Paramount

6 oz.

pkg.

39'

Bread and Butter

le oz.

Sweet Slices

2

59'

Morton

Pot Pies
Beef, Chicken, Turkey

98 2/89'

1.19

1111E1,

lb

Liter

7 oz

•

IMPORTED

RC Cola, Diet

Rite,

LANCERS

Sundrop,
Sunkist Orange

WINES

16 oz. 8 Btl. Crt.

g

Regular Price 55"

•

Orange
Juice

Dog
Food

1/2 Gal. Carton

20 Lb. Ration

•

$4"

=Al Kraft Pure

Blue Barn

9

+ Bottles or Dep.

•

40

750 ML
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Rose'

11)1\11

Blush

White
Fresh Iceburg

Old Fashioned
Red

Loaf
Starnes

12 Miles North Of Mayfield On Hwy. 45

eat KY's 'Finest Party Store

Ivo
Mk:W/45
• • •

2.99
lb. 2.69
m

BBQ Bologna
Cotto

Salami
Hoffman's

3

.2.99

Super Sharp

Cheese
Provolone

Cheese

3.49
n). 2.79
m

PRODUCE

Lettuce
White Russett

Potatoes
Fresh Green

Broccoli
Michigan Yellow Delicious

Apples
California Red

Plums

49'
10 lb. Bag 1.89
Bunch 89'
Sib. Bag 99'
m. 99'
head
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Panel backs new dietary strate
over the age of 2.
The report calls on the food
Assoested Press Writer
industry to "promote, label and
WASHINGTON — A panel of distribute good-tasting, safe foods"
experts Tuesday recommended a that are lower in fat and cholesterol
new strategy of healthier diets that and high in complex carbohydrates,
could lower the average Ameri- including soluble fiber.
It also says the government
can's blood cholesterol by 10 percent and reduce the risk of coron- should expand and standardize
food labeling requirements so conary heart disease by 20 percent.
The panel's report, endorsed by sumers can have more information
government agencies and health about the foods they buy. The Food
and professional groups, includes a and Drug Administration is draftrange of recommendations — from ing new food-labeling regulations.
Other recommendations call on
nutrient consumption to standardized food labeling to educational health professionals to advocate
healtier diets, for educational progprograms.
"This approach encourages rams to incorporate the healthier
Americans to consume lower eating habits and continued nutriamounts of saturated fatty acids, tion research.
If the recommendations are
total fat and cholesterol by affecting not only individual food heeded, "large numbers of Americhoices, but also the array of foods cans will be at lower risk of coronavailable," said Dr. Richard Carle- ary heart disease," Carleton said.
ton, head of the Population Panel The strategy "should reduce the
of the National Cholesterol Educa- average blood cholesterol of
Americans at least 10 percent and
tion Program.
Coronary heart disease is the should result in an approximate 20
nation's No. I killer, causing the percent reduction in coronary heart
deaths of about 500,000 Americans disease."
Of greatest importance, the
each year. The disease is associated
with high levels of cholesterol in report said, is saturated fat from
animal and vegetable sources.
the blood, which clogs arteries.
The panel recommended a two- Saturated fats are more important
pronged approach, the first of to overall blood cholesterol levels
which seeks to identify and treat than the amount of cholesterol conpeople at high risk of heart disease sumed, Carleton said.
Claims that foods with no
with dietary therapy and possibly
medication. These people generally cholesterol are healthier are mishave blood cholesterol levels above leading, he said, because they may
contain high amounts of saturated
240.
But more than 60 percent of the fat.
He also said that no food is a
disabilities and premature deaths
associated with heart disease occur "magic bullet" for lowering
in millions of Americans whose cholesterol levels, and that elimicholesterol levels are below this nating a single food, such as egg
yolks, which have a high cholesterlevel, Carleton said.
The second part of the strategy is ol content, is also not a solution.
On nutrients, the panel recomaimed at lowering cholesterol
levels of all Americans by promot- mends that average healthy Ameriing healthful food choices and cans consume:
—Less than 10 percent of total
making food that is lower in saturated fat and cholesterol more wide- calories from saturated fat.
—An average of 30 percent of
ly available.
total calories or less from all fat.
"What is really needed is an
—Dietary energy levels needed
habitual pattern of eating that is to maintain desirable body weight.
low in saturated fatty acid, total fat
—Less than 300 milligrams of
and cholesterol" for all Americans cholesterol per day.
By DEBORAH MESCE

Iseliiiray Ledger & Times

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1990

These recommendations,
intended to be averaged over several days, are the same as those
recommended by the American
Heart Association and the National
Research Council. The report's
approval by such agencies as the
Department of Health and Human
Services and Department of Agriculture marks the first time the
government has endorsed these
figures.
The Population Panel's report
was endorsed by the NCEP Coordinating Committee, which includes
government agencies as well as
professional groups such as the
American Medical Association, the
American Heart Association, the
American Public Health Association and the American Red Cross.

Police asking for program participation
The Murray Police Department
would like to ask the people of
Murray to join them in the fight on
crime. The department now offers
three free programs to the public.
Each of these programs will help
citizens prevent themselves from
becoming a victim.
The first of these programs is
Operation I.D. To become a part of
the program requires very little
time on the pan of the participant.
All that is needed is to come by the
police station between the hours of
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. and request an
engraver. This is used to engrave
an individual's social security number on valuable items or items
which are taken most often. Parti-

cipants are also given Operation
I.D. stickers which are placed in
windows or on doors. These let a
thief know that property is marked.
The second program offered is
the House Watch. The program is
very simple. While a citizen is
away from his home, an officer
will check the residence once a day
to make sure that it is secure and
that no one has tampered with the
property. To be on the House
Watch program only requires coming down to the station and filling
out a short request form with the
dispatcher.

'Celebrate Women 1990'
program scheduled for MSU
Options, whether in career development or an active retirement,
will be the focus of "Celebrate
Women 1990," a day-long conference scheduled Tuesday, March 6,
at Murray State University.
Registration for the event will
begin at 8 a.m. on the third level of
the Curtis Center. Fees are $15 for
sessions and luncheon, $8 for sessions or luncheon and $5 for MSU
students. The deadline for luncheon
reservation is Thursday, March 1.
Two morning sessions, from 9 to
10:15 a.m. and from 10:30 to 11:45
a.m., and an afternoon forum, from
2:15 to 3:45 p.m., are scheduled.
Participants may choose from
among five offerings in each time
slot. Audio tapes of each session
will also be available, and may be
ordered the day of the conference.
Among the presenters will be Dr.
Cathy Christopher talking about
"Health Issues for Women of Every
Age," and Betty Boston discussing
"Planning Your Financial Future.
"Women in Business: Local Success Stories" will feature Martha

759-1144

Hodge of Martha's Restaurant,
Ruthie Butterworth of Ruthie's
University Gulf and Loretta Jobs of
Century 21-Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Topics such as fitness, public
speaking, career advancement,
grant writing, violence against
women, the arts as a career and
retirement are also on the program.
For additional information or to
register, persons may call Karen
Guthrie, (502) 762-2187 or
1-800-669-7654 outside Calloway
County.

FOR SALE

Attention
Poultry Farmers

1989 Ford Ranger XLT; (Excellent Condition); LWB; Blue and Sliver;
4-Cylinder; Automatic Transmission; Aluminum Wheels; AM-F Stereo
Cassette; Cloth Seats; Sliding Rear Window; Bed Liner; Toolbox; Rear
Window Louver; Tailgate Cover. Serious inquiries only.

Calvert City Lumber Co. has
pricing information on lumber
package for Poultry Houses
We manufacture our own
Roof Trusses
Call 395-4111
for details.

(502) 753-1916
Ask For Greg (Ext. 27)

WAREHOUSE
FOODS We Reserve The

108AT

r,

Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th
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/. SAVE 44

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Cheer

Blue Bonnet

Folger's

Laundry Detergent

Margarine

Coffee

89
Family
Size
139 oz.

Cottonelle

1 Lb.
Duncan Hines

Duncan Hines

Cookies
Choc. Chip,
OARS Choc.,
or
°mimes'
Raisin

4 Roll
Pkg.

Coke,
Diet Coke,
Bacon

Limit 3
Additional
Amount
48e

13 Oz.
Can

Bathroom Tissue

Reelfoot

The third program is the Neighborhood Watch. This program is a
team effort on the part of the
neighborhood. When the people in
a neighborhood or area decide to
participate, they should have the
organizer call the station and
request a meeting with Officer
Melodie Jones. Neighborhood size
is not important, but the more poeplc who participate, the better the
watch works.
Any individuals wishing more
information on any of these programs should call or come by the
police station.

+ Dep.

Mello Yello

12

2 Liter
Btl.

k. 12 oz. can

Carrots

Field

Bologna

1 Lb Bag
1 lb.
12 oz.

Lettuce
Large head

Dawn 42 oz.

890

Lemons

— Dishwashing Detergent

79

White

Potatoes

89
$1
a

10 Lb.
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SPORTS
March
Madness
David Ramey
•

In Indiana, it's called Hysteria. Here in Kentucky
and across the nation, it's known as March Madness,
Crunch Time, The Second Season, and a few other
chosen titles. CBS refers to it as The Road to the
Final Four.
For basketball fans, nothing can touch the month of March,
which officially tips off tomorrow, but thanks to the schedule
maker, unofficially began on Monday. For the next five weeks,
action is quicker than Dick Vitale touting coaches.
The drama, the pageantry, the changing of the guards, forwards and centers, the buzzer-beaters, the upsets, all the excitement of post-season high school and college play is found in
March.
Elimination is a constant threat. Emotion can be a stunning
weapon, or a poor companion. Energy becomes critical, as the
games begin to pile up on you in the heat of tournament play.
For fans, it's a fun, but sad time. The thrill of playing in
tournaments can be overshadowed by the realization that the season is one game from being over at anytime. Seniors will wave
farewell, and all of a sudden, you must wait until November to
catch the excitement of your favorite team.
For coaches, the pressure is immense. Jobs and reputations are
on the line. Across the floor is another coach feeling the same
kind of pressure. Some coaches thrive on tournament play, while
others slip from regular-season grace.
For players, it's an opportunity to fulfill dreams. The right
tournament wins immortalize them for years in hometowns, or
on their university campus.
For sports writers, it's a time of many late nights, plenty of
time on the road, and getting to go to all those games free.
It's a swap I gladly take.
• • •
Let's start the madness with an old-fashioned debate:
Some half-crazed (no, make that full-crazed) one-eyed bald
loud mouth who ESPN and ABC refers to as a color analyst
named his All-American team on his weekly ESPN Sportscenter
segment last night.
He didn't pick Chris Jackson.
Better get a T.O. baby and think about you're quintet Dick
Vitale.
Picking five players and not picking Chris Jackson? Where's
you're gray-matter at? How many 50-point games at two-guard
has Kendall Gill (Vitale's choice) put up in his four years at
Illinois?
Vitale's five leads plenty to question. Gary Payton of Oregon
State joins Gill in the backcourt, with Lionel Simmons of
LaSalle, Alonzo Mourning of Georgetown and Derrick Coleman
of Syracuse on the front line.
Now, for the most part, I agree with his front line. Simmons
has been the most prolific scorer in the country this season, and
even though the competition may have suspect, he's defintely on
the Scoop Five.
Mourning in the middle is part of a tough twosome for
Georgetown, and a solid pick, but I'm not so sure that Doug
Smith of Missouri has not had a better season. Vitale had Scott
Schreffler of Purdue as his number two center, but I would
have to go with Smith.
Coleman is the best rebounder in college basketball, and is
one of the few Syracuse players that play to their full potential
a majority of time.
But Dickie V. has plenty of trouble in the backcourt.
First of all, Gill is not the best guard in the Big 10. Ask
Michigan State's Jud Heathcote where he would be without Kirk
Manns. Jud's about to find out as Manns, the top Spartan scorer this season who plays like Scott Skiles without an attitude,
will miss Thursday contest with Michigan, and might miss a
showdown with Purdue a week from Sunday.
Even if Gill was the best guard in the Big 10, he still
couldn't touch the SEC's best. Mr. Jackson can score on any
defense on this planet, and the only way you can keep him out
of double figures is to lock the gym up.
Not only is Jackson the best guard in the country, he's the
best player in the country. And I'll take Kevin Pritchard of
Kansas or Kenny Anderson of Georgia Tech over Payton as a
running mate.
Anderson is a hands down choice for top freshman, while
Roy Williams at Kansas can take his bow as coach of the year.
Other top coaching jobs belong to Terry Holland of Virginia,
Gene Keady of Purdue, Rick Pitino of Kentucky, Hugh Durham
of Georgia, and Heathcote.
• • •
The Fourth District tournament is halfway through with no
suprises.
The Marshall County Lady Marshals continued their dominance
Monday night with an easy win over Calloway County. They
will be rough to knock off in the regional tournament, especially since it will be played in Draffenville this year.
The Murray Tigers used plenty of patience, and nice board
work from Jason Joseph and Scott Gordon to eliminate Mayfield
last night. Joseph has developed in the middle, and his play the
last month of the season has given the Tigers a boost in the
stretch run, and could make Murray, now 21-3, an even tougher
team in the regional tournament.
The next two nights should be dandy matchups. The Murray
Lady Tigers split with Mayfield during the regular season, and
the two teams are very evenly matched.
Calloway and Marshall also split in boy's play, and although
Marshall would have to be considered the favorite, Calloway
played well Friday night in a win over Hickman County, and a
Laker upset is a real possibility.
And the fun is just beginning.
• • •
Steve Newton and the Racers will be taking a week off from
the fun, as the Racers, with their third straight OVC title in
hand, await the other three semifinalists to join them in Racer
Arena one week from today.
Playing the tournament at home is a big help for the Racers,
but the week off may be even better. The Racers, who don't
have a deep club, were beginning to show some signs of weariness in losing two of their final three contests.
Who will join them in Murray is anyone guess, as the OVC
continues to be a wide-open affair after the top spot. Tennessee
Tech, who finished second in the lesuge, should dispatch a
talented, but troubled Austin Peay club. A Gov win could make
Lake Kelly's season.
The other two matchups could be considered tossups. Middle
Tennessee will have problems slowing down at Eastern Kentucky, and Tennessee State will have to travel to Morehead. where
the Racers were tripped up Monday night.
Tech will be back to Murray I think Middle and Morehead
will join them.
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Tigers feast on what Mayfield serves up
pig
By DANIEL T. PARKER

Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

In order to stay seated at the
Fourth District tournament table
when championship dessert is
offered, the Murray High Tigers
decided not to be finicky about
their first-course entree, using a
strong second-half helping to chew
up the Mayfield Cardinals 58-37
Tuesday night in boys' first-round
action in Murray.
"You have to take what they
give you," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said after Mayfield attempted to
starve out Murray guard Willis
Cheaney.
Cheaney had little appetite to
begin with — the junior point
guard had missed two practice sessions due to illness — and Mayfield's defensive attention held
Cheaney to 12 points, ten under his
per-game average.
The Tigers, however, enjoyed a
balanced meal, as Robbie Danner,
Scott Gordon and Jason Joseph
each scored an even-dozen points
to share game-high honors with
Cheaney and turn back a Cardinal
team which Miller admitted had
worried Murray High.
"We were really concerned about
this game," Miller said. "Mayfield
had been playing so well recently...1 don't know when we've prepared any harder for a game."
Tiger worries proved to be justified in the first half, as patient play
and turnovers from both teams kept
the scoring low on both sides.
Murray held the lead from the
start of the game, however, as
Brian Sowerby converted a Heath
Walls theft into a layup, and Danner followed an assist from Walls
with a basket for a 4-0 start.
The Tigers led only 9-4, however, when the quarter ended, and
increased their margin to 15-6
before a Cardinal comeback.
The Cards began making their
move when Walls picked up his
third foul of the game and went to
the bench with 5:16 left in the half.
A free throw cut the lead to 15-7
then, and two more Mayfield free
tosses at the 4:21 mark cut the gap
to 15-9.
O'lay Lancaster then stole the
ball for Mayfield and scored on the
layup, chopping Murray's margin
to 15-11.
Cheaney knocked in two free
throws with 2:39 left for a 17-11
(Cont'd on page 38)
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When push came to shove, Murray's Jason Joseph rose above, soaring over the defensive efforts of Mayfield's Ben Brown (55) and Chris Yarber (42) for two of his eight fourth-quarter points in the Tigers'
58-37 victory Tuesday night in Fourth District tournament action.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Lady Tiger matchup with Mayfield a tossup
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

This time, the Murray High School Lady
Tigers won't be undone by the flip of a coin —
but the outcome of tonight's Fourth District
first-round girls' tournament game with the
Mayfield Lady Cardinals could be as close as a
heads-or-tails choice.
"It ought to be a good game," Murray High
coach Jim Harrell said of the matchup, which
starts at 7:30 in the Murray High gym.
It is also the final chance for Murray's two
1,000-point scoring guards (Jennifer Parker and
Ann Greenfield) to reach the regional tournament. For two straight years, Murray needed to
beat Mayfield in their final regular-season
encounter to have a chance to finish third in the
four-team district seeding and avoid a firstround district matchup against powerful Marshall County.
For two years, the Lady Tigers won the game
they needed to win, only to fall back into fourth
place by the flip of a coin. Each year, Murray
was eliminated from further post-season play in
first-round losses to Marshall.
This year, Murray finished second in the dis-

trict and avoided the first-round Marshall meeting — but once again find the Lady Cardinals of
Mayfield standing between them and regional
tournament participation.
The enounter promises to pit a Mayfield High
team, powered by a strong inside game (led by
Lori Beth McCullar and Susan England), against
Murray's perimeter strength — but Harrell
doesn't believe the game will be as simple as an
"inside-vs-outside" confrontation,.
"It's going to be more than that," Harrell said.
"Both teams have to play good defense, and
both teams are going to have to play a complete
game. When you get into a tournament, you
can't just play part of the game, and you have to
play a full four quarters.
"They probably feel like they're stronger than
we are inside, and we feel we're stronger than
them outside, but both teams really match up
well," he added.
The two teams certainly have matched up well
in their two previous encounters. They have split
the home-and-away series as evenly as possible,
with Murray winning by four points at Mayfield
to avenge an earlier Lady Cardinal four-point
win on the Lady Tigers' home court.
"This will be the best-of-three game," Harrell

said. "We really hope people will come out and
watch."
After a 30-point Marshall County victory in
the girls' tournament opener Monday night and
last night's 21-point win in boys' action by
Murray High (see related story), tonight's game
promises to be the first thriller of the tourney.
For the thrill to last for the Lady Tigers, however, Harrell thinks the key will be found under
the glass backboards.
"We have to control the boards, and keep
them from getting the second or third shots —
those can really kill you," Harrell said.
"Besides," he added, "if we can control the
boards, that means we can rebound-and-run. We
play our best in a full-court game."
• Mayfield's Lady Cardinals, coached by Lanny
Lancaster, finished regular-season play at 15-7,
including a 2-4 record against Fourth District
teams. Mayfield is led by Lori Beth McCullar,
the region's third-best scorer who averages 20.4
points-per-game for the Lady Cardinals.
• Murray's Lady Tigers, coached by Jim Harrell,
finished their season with a 15-6 record and
went 3-3 in Fourth District competition. The
Lady Tigers arc led by Jennifer Parker, who
trails McCullar in scoring averages with a 20.2
mark.

College basketball

Florida, DeVoe take out frustrations on LSU
By The Associated Press
Don DeVoc had seen enough.
The Florida Gators had had
enough.
Both did something about it
Tuesday night. And the Georgia
Bulldogs, who had waited long
enough, got their first Southeastern
Conference title.
DeVoe announced on national
television before the game that he
would not be returning to coach the
Gators. His players responded by
breaking a 14-game losing streak
with a 76-63 upset of 15th-ranked
Louisiana State.
The biggest winners, however,
were the Bulldogs, who clinched a
share of the conference title for the
first time since the SEC began
playing basketball in 1933. Georgia, which will be seeded first in the
postseason SEC tournament, is two

games ahead of LSU in the loss
column with two to play. The Bulldogs swept the Tigers this season.
Stacey Poole scored 22 points
and Rena!do Garcia added 17 for
the defending conference champions, who snapped the longest slide
in school history. Florida is 7-19
overall, 3-14 in the conference.
"This was a game where very
few people gave us much of a
chance, considering the th1ngs that
have happened to us the last eight
weeks," DeVoe said.
Those things included losing two
star players, Livingston Chatman
and Dwayne Schinuius, who quit
the team. Worse, they included
threats to DeVoe and his family.
"I would say this is my saturation point. I've had it with the abusive things that have happened to
me and my family," said DeVoe,

who was named interim coach on
Oct. 31 after Norm Sloan resigned
under pressure. "I've had it up to
here with the things that have
happened."
The Gators had had it up to there
with losing, and took it out on
LSU, at one point building a
21-point margin.
The biggest beneficiary was
Georgia, which won the SEC tournament in 1983, when it made the
Final Four, but had never won the
regular-season title.
"Everybody figured Florida was
not going to be a competitor,"
Georgia coach Hugh Durham said.
"This is something we totally
didn't expect. It's a super feeling."
Oklahoma also has a super feeling after its second straight victory
over a top-ranked team. The fifthrated Sooners routed Kansas

100-78 for their 45th straight home
win.
Also, it was No. 13 La Salle
over Army 106-73; No. 19 Xavier,
Ohio, taking Arkansas-Liule Rock
84-73 and No. 21 Louisville 99,
Tulane 85.
UPSETS
No. 5 Oklahoma 100
No. 1 Kansas 78
The Sooners (22-4) beat thenNo. 1 Missouri 107-90 on Sunday.
They were even more convincing
against the Jayhawks (27-3) before
a record crowd of 12,166. Oklahoma forced Kansas into a seasonhigh 26 turnovers in handing the
Jayhawks their first loss to any
team other than Missouri. The win
also pulled the Sooners even with
Kansas in the Big Eight standings
at 10-3, one game behind firstplace Missouri.
•
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College baseball

ray High School standout who is
expected
to be out for the season
Murray State Sports Information
after being struck in the head by a
The Murray State University batted ball in a Feb. 13 practice.
Thoroughbreds hope the added (Grogan suffered a skull fracture
practice time a mild February while pitching batting practice. He
brought gives them an added boost has returned home from the hospiwhen they open their 1990 baseball tal and is expected to make a full
season Thursday at Vanderbilt Uni- recovery, but is not expected to
pitch again this season.)
versity in Nashville, Tenn.
The 'Breds follow Thursday's
The early solution appears to be
opener with a home-opening series returning sophomore Eric Greaser
against Eastern Illinois Saturday to the starting rotation, where the
and Sunday before returning to the right-hander from Cape Girardeau,
road on Tuesday to start a three- Mo. compiled a 3-3 record as a
game series at Arkansas State Uni- freshman. Greaser had been
versity in Jonesboro.
expected to see more time as a pos"We've had unusually good ition player and relief pitcher
weather and had as much practice before Grogan's injury.
time as we could hope for in
The remaining rotation consists
February," said MSU head coach
Johnny Reagan. "We feel like
of sophomore lefty Kirk Rueter of
we're reasonably ready for the seaHoyleton, Ill. and right-handed
son to begin."
junior college transfers Gary
The 'Breds' biggest question is
Glidewell and Pat Schmitt. Rueter
how to replace senior ace rightled all Ohio Valley Conference
hander Rick Grogan, a former Mur- freshman pitchers with a 3.22 ERA
while winning five of eight deci-

By TIM TUCKER

liii
RICK GROGAN
Murray's standout pitcher
sidelined by line drive

Actions& Reactions
Academic All-State team
Fourteen Murray High students have been named KHSAA Academic All-State
for the Fall of 1989. Eight athletes were named first team, which requires the students to maintain a 3.75 cumlative grade point average up to and including their
sports seasons. Joey Bazzelt and John Mark McDougal, football. Chris Dill, Ryan
Malone, Don Easley, and Doug Payne, soccer Katherine Oakley and Leigh Ann
Carter, cheerleading. Six students were named honorable mention all-state, which
requires a 3.25 GPA: Brad Nunnally and Pat Tefft, football Clint Hutson, soccer.
Kaci Bolts, cheerleading. Amy Miller, statistician.

Pro basketball
The Detroit Pistons have played well this season whenever Coach Chuck Daly
has put a new starter on the front line. On Tuesday night, however, it was veteran
guards Isiah Thomas and Joe Dumars who pulled the Pistons out of trouble. Thomas had a season-high 37 points and 10 assists and Dumars scored 27 points
while Detroit's revamped frontcourt struggled in a 106-102 overtime victory over
the Houston Rockets. Frontliners Dennis Rodman, James Edwards and Bill Laimbeer combined for only 26 points on 9-for-29 shooting and 27 rebounds. Akeem
Otajuwon alone had 37 points arid 25 rebounds for Houston.
• Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Ortando 115, Charlotte 109; Indiana 118, New
Jersey 113; New York 110, Dallas 87; Minnesota 104, Washington 88; Chicago
106, Milwaukee 96; Phoenix 120, Denver 101; Los Angeles Clippers 103, Seattle
99 and Portland 118, Cleveland 105. Former Murray State standout Jeff Martin
scored lour points off the bench for the Clippers

High school poll

ayers'
rker

LOUISVILLE — Louisville Fairdale remained in the No. 1 spot among boys teams,
while Louisville Manual reclaimed the top spot in the girls civision in this week's
Associated Press prep basketball poll released today. Fairdale, 24-4, claimed first
place for the sixth straight week by receiving eight out of nine first-place votes and
89 points. Louisville PRP, 25-5, stayed in the No. 2 spot for the sixth straight week,
receiving 77 points in the latest poll. The rest of the Top Ten included Covington
Hoknes, 26-4, Univeristy Heights. 26-4, Henderson County, 22-4, Clay County,
23-1, Owensboro Apollo, 24-4, tied for sixth with 33 points each, Lexington Henry
Clay, 20-5, Ekzabethtown, 24-1, and Louisville Ballard, 19-7, new to the poll at No.
10 with 19 points
• In the girls division. it was Louisville Manual, 21-3, returning to the number spot,
a position it hasn't held since the first week of the poll, with two first-place votes
and 64 points Lexington Henry Clay, 23-4, moved up a spot to No. 2 with two
first-place votes and 62 points. Also receiving two first-place votes was West
Hopkins, 22-2, dropping one notch to third with 56 points. The rest of the Top Ten
included former No. 1 Henderson County, 21-4, who received the most first-place
votes (three) but dropped to fourth with 53 points, Louisville Southern, 19-4, Clark
County, 23-2, Louisville Ballard, 20-4, Elkhorn City, 27-2, Greenville, 21-4, and
Oldham County, 24-4.
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SEVILLE, Spain — Peter Elliot of Britain set a world indoor record for 1,500
meters with a time of 3:34.21 at the Placido Viagas Memorial track meet. Elliot's
clocking bettered the mark of 3:35.6 set by Marcus O'Sullivan of Ireland at the
Meadowlands last Feb 11. Robson Da Silva of Brazil won the 200 meters, Roger
Kingdom of the United States won the 60-meter hurtles, Said Aouita of Morocco
won the 3,000 meters and Sergei Bubka of the Soviet Union won the pole vault.
Also, Larry Myricks won the long jump, countryman Mark Witherspoon took the
60-meter dash and Marlene Ottey of Jamaica won the women's 60-meter dash and
the 200.

College basketball
RALEIGH, N.C. — North Carolina State's basketball program, already on NCAA
probation, has become the target of a point-shaving investigation by a state agency, The Greensboro News & Record reported. Citing unnamed sources, the newspaper said the point-shaving probe was part of an ongoing investigation by the
State Bureau of Investigation The game in question was a 67-62 loss at Tampa,
an NCAA Division II school, on Dec 27, 1986 Bill Dowdy, chief investigator for the
$81, declined to address the point-shaving report, saying only that a former player
was the locus of the probe.

Pro basketball
BOSTON — The Boston Celtics reached agreement on a multi-year contract with
guard Brian Shaw beginning next season Shaw left the Celtics after his rookie
season in a contract dispute and signed a $1 million deal with II Messagerro Roma
in Italy. He leads the learn with 25.1 points per game. Shaw played in all 82 games
in 1988-89, averaging 86 points per game

Boxing
LAS VEGAS — Now heavyweight champ Buster Douglas gave promoter Don King

the right to promote all his title fights if he beat Mike Tyson as wok as granting
King promotional rights for another two years once he loses the title, court documents revealed Douglas agreed to the terms in a Dec. 27, 1988 contract that gave
him a $25,000 signing fee and a promised fight with Tyson, according to documents on lite in U.S. District Court here The contract binds the new heavyweight
champion exclusively to King for three years "with an automatic extension to cover
all fights should you win the title," plus an additional two years after that Attorneys
for Douglas claim the contracts are illegal because Nevada law does not allow
promoters to tie up boxers with options on future fights. They also contend that
King breached the contracts by not acting in good faith when he protested the
results of the Douglas-Tyson fight earlier this month

Auto racing
LIBERTY, N.C. — Crew chief Robin Pemberton has been suspended 30 days by
Roush Racing for using an illegal engine part on Mark Martin's winning car in the
Pontiac 400 Martin's victory on Sunday at Richmond, Va., was allowed to stand
but the team was fined $40,000 and lost its championship points The record line
by NASCAR was assessed because the team's Ford Thunderbird was found to
have an illegal 2'4 -inch spacer on the carburetor Spacers up to 2 inches are
legal

Tennis
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Glenn Layendecker proved too powerful for a rusty Michael
Chang, spoiling the French Open champion's return to singles competition with a
6-4, 6-4 victory in the second round of the $250.000 Volvo Indoor tournament
• • •
INDIAN WELLS, Ca(. — Top-seeded Martina Navratilova remained unbeaten in
1990 by overpowering Nicole Provis of Australia 6-2, 6-0 in a second-round match
of lhe 050,000 Virginia Slims of Indian Wells First-round winners were NO. 9 Gigi
Fernandez. No. 11 Amy Frazier, and No 12 Jixith Weisner

•

sions in. 1989.
The 'Breds return four starting
position players who helped them
to a 23-16 record and a 17thranked team batting average of
.323 in 1989.
Ben Garland and Willie Wilder
form two-thirds of a strong outfield. Garland, a senior right fielder, hit .345 last season while
junior center fielder Wilder hit
.311. Juniors David Ball and Jeff
Brown are expected to platoon in
left.
The infield features two-year
starters Danny Alfeldt (Jr., 3B,
.321) and Dale Dunn (Sr., SS,
.343) to form a strong left side.
Two-year reserve player Bobby
Schoen will play second base and
sophomore Ricky Chism will man
first.
Junior college transfer Jon Grzanich will get the call behind the
plate for the 'Breds, who complete
their lineup by platooning Jason
Haner and Greaser as the designated hitters.

Baseball starts waiting
game in labor dispute
PHOENIX (AP) — Baseball has
become a waiting game.
The players' union is waiting for
cbudge off some of
the owners t9\v,....r
their thus far • tractable positions.
The owners ap arinly are waiting for the union to back off its
demands, and hoping player unrest
during the lockout will pressure
union chief Donald Fehr into
compromising.
The owners will have to keep
waiting, Fehr said Tuesday after
meeting with a group of 100
players.
"It's safe to say there's no sentiment among any of the players
here that they should roll over and
concede to the owners," Fehr said
after'a spending some four hours
talking — and listening — to the
union's executive board and other
players on hand for the meeting.
"We will let them know (that) if
they were waiting for a change in
our position because of this meeting, they're not going to get IL"
Although a few players around
the country have questioned
whether the union's demand that
eligibility for arbitration be rolled
back from three years to two is
worth jeopardizing the start of the
season, the players who met with
Fehr on Tuesday emphasized
solidarity.
"I didn't feel any disharmony
whatsoever." New York Yankees
player representative Don Mattingly said. "I felt a huge vote of confidence for Donald Fehr and the
negotiating committee."
Fehr and the players also said
that it was incorrect to consider the
negotiations stalemated because of
the single issue of arbitration.
"People are trying to make it all
one issue and it's much more than
that," infielder Steve Lyons of the
Chicago White Sox said. "We
have been having these things
jammed down our throats for eight
months now.
"They (the owners) think

they've made it look like our turn
to make some movement, that
they've pulled stuff (demands) off
the table. All those things, though,
like revenue sharing, didn't make
any sense to anybody. They've
really made no concessions at all."
Outfielder Pete lncaviglia of the
Texas Rangers had been quoted as
saying he didn't think the arbitration hangup "was that big a deal"
and wondering whether the players
should drop their demand and settle
with the owners.
Incaviglia backed off that statement after meeting with Fehr and
the other players, saying, "1 said I
didn't know the issues at hand.
There are other things, like pension
and starting salary. I think everybody's pretty firm now with what
we're doing."
Still, on the 13th day of the
spring training lockout, some other
players who hadn't attended a status briefing had different views.
"It sounds silly that one year is
going to make a big deal,— infielder Randy Velarde of the Yankees
said. "I don't see why we can't
leave it the way it is. I really wish
they'd resolve this and let us get
going."
"1 think we should leave it there
and go play ball," pitcher Juan
Berenguer of the Minnesota Twins
said. "It doesn't affect many players, especially us older guys. Heck
with this. I want to play. This issue
is not the big deal."
Fehr said neither he nor the veteran player representatives were
surprised that there were some
reports of discord.
"I've been through this
(extended negotistions) four times
now and what I've learned is that
players who have been there understand the dynamics of what happens," he said, explaining that
some players may be quoted out of
context and others simply are not
completely aware of all the issues
involved.

Louisville whips Tulane as
Crum looks to Cincinnati
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It
didn't take Louisville coach Denny
Crum long to forget about Tulane
after his 21st-ranked Cardinals had
beaten the Green Wave 99-85 in a
Metro Conference game.
Crum opened his postgame news
conference Tuesday night by talking about Thursday's league game
at Cincinnati and Saturday's at
Southern Mississippi.
"I wasn't as concerned about
this game as I was the next two,"
Crum said. "Those are the ones we
have to concentrate on.
"We've got one day to get ready
for Cincinnati and, obviously, they
have a chance to win the Metro."
Louisville (21-7, 10-2 in the
Metro) has clinched at least a tie
for the regular-season championship and can win it outright by
beating Cincinnati (9-4 in the Metro) or Southern Mississippi (8-4).
"It's in our hands. We've got a
job to do. I hope are guys are
ready," Crum said.
He probably won't have to worry
about senior center Felton Spencer,
who scored a career-high 32 points
in his last game in Freedom Hall.
"They beat us down here (71-66
on Jam 4) and we'll have to go up
there and do the same. Turnabout
is fair play, right?" Spencer said.
Spencer, a 7-footer, reaped the
benefits of an unfair heighth advantage over Tulane by making 11 of
13 field-goal attempts and 10 of 14

free throws.
"Everybody was really looking
for me inside and I was able to
convert because they (Tulane) had
a lot of smaller guys guarding
me," said Spencer, whose previous
best was 28 points against Missouri
earlier this season.
"No matter what defense we
played," said Tulane coach Perry
Clark, "we couldn't seem to stop
him."
The Green Wave (4-21, 1-12 in
the Metro Conference) had trouble
stopping Spencer's teammates as
well. Louisville made 34 of 52
shots from the field for a seasonhigh 65.4 percent.
But shooting wasn't the only
highlight of the game. Junior guard
LaBradford Smith became Louisville's career assists leader.
Smith topped Phil Bond's mark
of 528 when he fed Keith Williams
for a dunk with 17:37 left in the
game. When play was stopped less
than a minute later, Smith was
given the ball and Bond, who played from 1972-77, came to midcourt
to shake his hand amid a standing
ovation.
Smith also bettered the singleSeason record of 184 he set last
year when he fed Tony Kimbro for
a 3-pointer early in the first half.
Smith, who finished with 11
assists, now has 195 this year and
535 overall.
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Tommy's
Baseball Cards

Upper
Deck

Goodwin

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS

Score

Owner:
Tommy

Topps

TUESDAYS GAMES
Bove
Ind District
Pad Tilghman 01 Lone Oak 59 SF(
3n1 District
Graves Co 67 St Mary St (SF(
4th District
MUnay 58 Maynold 37 (SF)
MA District
Cardwiall Co 119. Cntendon Co 66 OT (SF)
110 District
Union Co 52, Webster Co 46 iSF)
718 District
S HOplUnt 52. ().en Sernes 44 (SF)
ilth District
Ur* Hts 73 Hookinertile 72 (SF)
10th District
Central City 77 Drakesboro 32
1118 District
Brediinridgir Co 116. St Rot/twill! 47 (SF)
1218 Dholliot
Grayson Co BS, FordwIlle 73 (SF)
13th District
Todd
Cent
72. Logan- Co
0
11101 District
Mescal' Co 100, Climon Co 82 (SF)
170 District
E Hardin 72, W Hardn 71
Meads Co 78, FL Knox 80
21st District
Lou Central 121. Prtlnd Christian 43 (SF)
23rd District
LOU Fardale 101, Beth Haven 44 (SF)
24th District
Lou Southern 59, Lou DeSalse 48 (SF)
25611 District
Lou Male 91, Ninth 8 0 51 (SF)
2018 District
Lou Trinity 65 Lou. Seneca 48 (SF)
21th District
Lou Moore 129 Hobe.* Bad. 54 (SF)
Vth District
Sheby Co. 57, Anderson Co 54 ISF)
33rd District
Boone Co 58, EA Lloyd 54
3418 District
&redwood 106. Cam Lain 54
Co. Catholic 81, Ludlow 65
3518 District
Co. Hotrod"' 113. Bellevue 52
36111 District
SC011 67 Brown 44
Nth District
Bracken Co 66 Augusts 55 (SF)
30Ih District
Maysville 68, Idlest.= 52
Itst District
W His 63. Franklin Co 39 (SF)
With District
laurel Co 62 Casey Co 61 (SF)
49th District
CI* Co 94. Rodicastle Co 46 ISF)
50111 District
Barbourville 67 Knox Central 60

52nd District
Harlan 71 Curl:orient) 54 (SF)
53rd District
Jeduns 82 Firming-Noon 65 (SF)
OwnrIci
Omer! Co 74 Was Co 70 (SF)
Girie
21.41 DIMON
7iii9man 44 Heath 43 (SF)
3rd District
Graves Co 66 St Mary 34
Sth District
Ton co 64 Caldwell Co 49

8th Norio
'Henderson Co 77, Witmer Co 26 SF)
Ith District
MadisonvilliaN Hopkins 55, S Hopkins MI (SF)
Ilth District
Ft Campbell 52. Chnesan Co 47
tOth District
Hughes Kirk 33, Central City 10
t 1Th District
Eiredunridger Co 80. White TA 38
14141t District
hisicall• Co 62. Cumberland Co. 47 15F)
21st District
L OU

ShiOrnadl 17, LOU

Gillet!RI 43 (SF)

24th District
Lou Scsatiern 81. Hon Rosary AO (SF)
25th District
Lou Manual as. Lou Mercy 74 (SF)
2718 District
Jtirsown 94 Hgrrinv eapt 44 (SF)
2111111 District
Ky Country Day 47, Sacred Heart 44
30th District
Henry Co 41 Anderson Co 40 (SF)
32nd District
Grant Co 55, Owen Co 49 (SF)
Scott Co 58 Willarrstown 47 (SF)
33rd District
Boone Co 68 EA Lloyd 37
35(11 District
Holmes 93 Bellevue 45
36111 District
Scott 59. Bishop Boman 43
4101 District
Woodford Co 43 Frankfort 38 (SF)
46(11 Dietrict
Mercer Co 66 Harrodscurg 34 (SF)
47111 District
Russel Co 55 Wayne Co 41 (SF)
4918 District
Jackson Co 79. °nerds Bad 25 (SF)
5018 District
Cortan 70, Williamsburg 67 (SF)
Slit Dretrict
Red Bird 74. Middlesboro 69 (SF)
Bea Co 94 Pineville 52 (SF)
55111 District
Gorda 69 June Buchanan 45
63rd District
%mei 70 4aceland 51 (SF)
Green%) Co 59 Fairview 52 (SF.

,• •

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Tigers ...
(Cont'd from page 28)
lead and Gordon took a Danner
pass and scored while drawing a
foul with 54 seconds to go. Gordon
converted the free throw for a
20-11 edge before Lancaster scored
from the lane with eight seconds
left for a halftime difference of
20-13.
Murray's inner strength emerged
in the second half, however. "We
really played well in the,second
half," Miller said, noting that the
Tigers "knew we had to get the ball
inside — those three kids in there
(Danner, Gordon and Joseph) can
score."
Danner proved it to open the
half, twisting around for a puthack
basket and 22-13 edge, and Joseph
hit two free throws with 5:59 left.
Sowerby then rebounded, and
Cheaney hit Murray's only 3-point
shot of the game to push the Tigers
to their largest lead yet at 27-13.
Murray had one more spell of
turnover troubles, however, losing
the ball out of bounds, travelling
with it, and palming the ball on
three consecutive possessions as
Mayfield cut the lead to 27-19.
Miller called timeout after the
third turnover, and after the break
Mayfield lost possession on a violation of the time line.
Danner responded with a score
from inside, restoring the ten-point
margin and spurring a string of
seven straight points that closed the
quarter with a 34-19 lead.
Back-to-back steals and layups
from Mayfield cut the lead to
34-23 at the start of the fourth
quarter, prompting another Murray
timeout, and "Jason Joseph just
took over," Miller noted.
Joseph, who scored eight of his
12 points in the final frame, pushed
in a shot from underneath following the timeout, then followed two
Cardinal free throws with a putback of a missed Murray free

throw for a 38-25 lead with 6:52
left.
Two Cheaney free throws
extended the lead to 15 points and.
after a Bubba Winfrey bucket for
Mayfield, Joseph soared above the
rim to tip back a missed shot with
five minutes left.
After a Mayfield free throw,
Cheaney sank two charity tosses
for a 44-28 lead with 4:31 left and
Joseph punched in another putback
with four minutes to go.
It was all but over from then on.
A Gordon three-point play with
2:53 left extended the lead to 20
points, and the Tigers coasted from
there into Friday night's championship round via the 58-37 final.
Sowerby trailed the Tigers' four
12-point players with nine points.
but the senior 6-0 guard led the
Murray rebounding effort, grabbing
nine caroms while dishing off five
assists.'
Murray was balanced on the
backboard as well as the scoreboard, with Danner and Joseph
each claiming eight rebounds It'
follow Sowerby's game-high total.
The Tigers ended up ,with a 34-24
advantage over the Cardinals.
"We did a super job on the
boards," Miller said. "It was a good
win for us — and, it got us where
we wanted to be, which was in the
championship game."
Murray will take on the winner
of Thursday night's Marshall
County-Calloway County game in
Friday night's championship at
Murray State University, beginning
at 8 p.m.
• • •
MAYFIELD
MURRAY

4 13 19 37
9 20 34 SI

Mayfield (37) — Winfrey 10. 0 Lancaster 9,
Brooks 7, Stock 4, &own 4, Yarbet 3, Duncan,
Fields, Kirk, J Lancaster, Thomas, Robbins FG
13-55, FT 10-18
Murray (58) — Cheaney 12. Danner 12, Go(
don 12, Joseph 12, Sowerby 9, Walls 1, Ray.
burn, Bailey, Crum, Johnson. Greene FG
19-41, FT 19-27
Records — Mayfield 11 -1 7, Murray 21-3.

'New Officesame good neighbor."
"My new office means I
can better serve your
family insurance needs.
Call or drop in anytime."

[STATE FARM
--D
.....01

INSURANCE
10
Sfahe

Farm

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
(Next To Century 21)
753-9627

- -pallot • Home ()Mc())
Insuranc, Co••

'
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What's SPECIAL at IGA!

FRYER BREAST

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER
2 Liter

Michigan Red or Golden

APPLES

Bottle

3 Lb. Bag

Additional Amounts 89'

ne
TURKillo inREAST

shundirincracs.

511*
Lb. 99°
16 Oz. Bag 49$

Sweet Potatoes

Lb.

Tasty

Nectarines
Crisp

Carrots

Lb.

3 I--

•••,.

M.

Dose,:

„41.

Young 11 Tender Boneless-Skinless

Catfish
Fillets
•

Lb.

$2.49

FryerBreast

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Thin Cut Boneless

Louis Kamp

Crab
Delight_ 8 Oz. Pkg.

$2.99

$2.19

Sandwich
Steaks

Lb.

$2.99

Sirothrise

ot.
Maxwell

House

Maxwell House

COFFEE
13 Oz. Bag

9179
Tony All Flavors

.copijoicift

orlifE5_,-.
4.---ts
'PRING *IKC

Chicken ot the Sea
Oil or Water Pk.

TUNA

15.5 Oz.

APPLE JUICE
64 Oz.

911
9

EFFIXIIVE BARS:
Feb. 28-larch 8,1990

om

Sunshine Plain, Unsalted
or Whole Wheat Krispy

CRACKERS
16

Ore Ida Frozen
Crinkle Cut or Plain

FRENCH FRIES

Oz. Box

Snuggle

FABRIC SOFTENER
84
Oz.

9199

INSTIff..FOFFEE

/ER
8499

HO1E1'OWN

l

,soP Cot.
-PT
.."'si•P
tlie
•ssdieeite

101,4 PUP!

Flown

Orange
Juke

Bush

VEGETABLES

2199c 79c 3P1
6.5 Oz. Can

'Itovhczava

PINT

*
Mk)
49
10 est
41401."

Maxwell House

IGA

err

NEST

HOMIMY

(rhiCkeSa)

$1
59
dusi
DOG FOOD

i 1

Plots, C1111141 er Great Ilertireti Isaac
111ila Is Yellow Ileuliy 15 Oz.

Viva Jumbo Roll

TOWELS

ORANGE JUICE
12
Oz. Can

CHILI W/BEANS
15
Oz. Can

80° 69c
0
01661(S1PUTI

VOLUME 1

0.1C.

990

ESAMESTREET

VCII 1.116IRNI 9-1R

299•sch

only$

STORIES AND ACTIVITIES
THAT MAKE LEARNJNG FUN!

FREE Activity
Book with
Volume 2

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and affect
prietiq wars.
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Mandela thanks Zambia for being host to ANC
LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) — Nelson Mandela embraced exiled African National Congress leaders and
seven African presidents Tuesday
and thanked Zambia "from the
bottom of my heart" for providing
the ANC a headquarters in exile.
Tens of thousands of Zambians
thronged the streets to welcome the
71-year-old South African black
leader, who was released Feb. 11
after 27 years in prison.
At a state banquet given by President Kenneth Kaunda for 380
guests, Mandela praised black African leaders for supporting the
ANC, and singled out Kaunda as
"one of the greatest heroes, not
only of Africa, but of humankind."
South Africa legalized the African National Congress, the main
organization fighting white supremacy, and dozens of other antiapartheid groups early in February,
before Mandela was released.
Mandela said Kaunda gave unreserved support to the struggle of
South Africa's black majority for
freedom and political rights.
"From the bottom of my heart, I

say thank you for all you have
done and are doing for us," he told
the president. "I doubt if I will
ever forget my first day in
Zambia."
Zambia has provided an exile
headquarters to the African National Congress, which Mandela led
before his imprisonment, for nearly
two decades.
Mandela was met at the airport
by Kaunda and other African leaders and world figures, including
Yasser Arafat, chairman of the
Palestine Liberation Organization,
and Canada's external affairs
minister, Joe Clark.
Mandela and Arafat embraced,
and Mandela later compared the
ANC to the PLO, saying both were
fighting a special brand of
colonialism.
After his arrival, children of
ANC exiles put garlands of red and
white flowers on Mandela, to the
beat of drums, as dozens of guerrillas in green military fatigues
looked on.
Kaunda, 64, current chairman of
the six-member group of "front-

line" African nations bordering
South Africa, saw Mandela last at a
meeting of black nationalists in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in 1962.
At the airport, Mandela said
those who led the ANC in exile
"have ... directed our people to the
point where we are on the verge of
a breakthrough in our struggle for
freedom."
He asked that "the international
community ... provide us with capital and other resources" to reorganize the ANC inside South
Africa.
Kaunda was a peacemaker who
tried to persuade successive South
African governments to talk with
the ANC, Mandela said, and "if
we are compelled to resort to arms
... the responsibility for this lies
firmly on the shoulders of the
government."
The Zambian president described
Mandela as a freedom fighter and
"a truly great son of Africa." The
crowd chanted "One Africa, one
revolution!"
Tens of thousands of people,
urged to turn out by full-page ads

in government-controlled newspapers, lined the 15-mile route from
Lusaka airport to Kuanda's official
residence.
Many groups, including school
children and church choirs, waited
in sweltering tropical sunshine for
several hours. They waved green
branches, a traditional African
symbol of rejoicing, in the biggest
public turnout in Zambia since the
visit of Pope John Paul 11 in May
1989.
Kaunda made Tuesday a national
holiday named Nelson Mandela
Day and factories offices and shops
were closed in Lusaka, a city of 1
million.
With Mandela is a delegation of
20 African National Congress
members from inside South Africa.
Meetings scheduled during his
six-day stay include a summit of
the front-line states — Angola,
Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe — and talks
with several government leaders
from the 49-nation Commonwealth
of former British colonies.
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Facts du jour
Many diners want to keep it simple
A sampling of 1000 adults were asked whether they enjoy dinner
at a casual restaurant more or less than going to a fine
restaurant. Here are their responses.
Enjoy casual dining:
Rarely/never eat
2% Don't know
at either type
More
50%

Less
23%
About as
much

SOURCE: Gallup survey tor National Restaurant Assoc.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Czechoslovakian parliament approves election laws
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP)
— Parliament on Tuesday adopted
a law that establishes ground rules
for the country's first free elections
after more than four decades of
Communist rule.
The law calls for elections based
on proportional representation in
12 districts, identical with the
administrative division of
Czechoslovakia.
A party will have to gather
10,000 signatures or prove it has
that many members to be able to
run. A party must get 5 percent of
the vote nationally to gain seats.
The elections are set for June
and will be the first free, multiparty balloting since the Communists
took power in 1948. They lost that
monopoly late last year in a peaceful revolution.
Despite objections by legislators

fearful that smaller parties would
be discriminated against by the 5
percent hurdle, the draft law was
adopted on a vote of 286-6 with
seven abstentions.
Earlier, Premier Marian Calfa
told the legislature that his country's economy lagged five to 15
years behind advanced nations in
the West because of decades of
monopolistic Communist rule that
had stifled creativity.
In a key report on the state of
the country delivered to Parliament, Calfa called for energetic
measures to stimulate the economy
by introducing market policies,
curbing inflation and privatizing
state-owned property.
"We must stop the negative
trends and take the first steps toward a better future," said Calfa,

who renounced his Communist Party membership this year after being
named to head the government —
the first since 1948 not dominated
by Communists.
"The GNP growth is estimated
at 1.7 percent in 1989, but considering the 'hidden price increases' it
is difficult to say whether there is
any growth at all," Calfa said.
Under the Communist leadership, it had become common practice to repackage a product while
increasing its price in an attempt to
hide the higher costs.
With inflation running at 2.5
percent to 3.5 percent and a foreign
debt of $7.9 billion at the end of
1989, the Czechoslovak economy
is in far better shape than those of
some of its neighbors, such as
Poland and Hungary.

Nevertheless, Calfa called for
strict measures to turn the economy
around.
"An inevitable condition ... of
the entire reform process must be a
highly restrictive fiscal and financial policy with anti-infaltionary
effects," he said.
To achieve this goal, the Czechoslovak government plans to cut
subsidies, improve its tax system,
introduce market policies into the
pricing process and open the economy to the outside world.

lion in the 1990 budget Czechoslovakia's military budget currently
stands at $5 billion, representing 8
percent of the country's GNP, Calfa said.
"We know today that integration
in the European Community in the
immediate future is improbable,

but we want to show quite clearly
that we are attempting that in the
long run," he said.
"We do not want the world to
envy us. But we have to do everything so that our people do not
have to envy the world," Calfa
concluded.

"Murray's Only Neighborhood
Pharmacy With Friendly
Good-Neighbor Service."

New laws allowing private enterprise and the ownership of land
will be introduced before the elections. However, Calfa said privatization of property should be "cautious and gradual."
He also announced planned cuts
in military spending of $600 mil-

Governors criticize Bush on education spending
4

WASHINGTON (AT') — Democrats accused President Bush on
Tuesday of being unwilling to provide the resources to upgrade the
nation's schools in line with the
ambitious goals outlined by the
president and endorsed by the
nation's governors.
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley,
D-Wash., told the closing session
of the annual midwinter meeting of
the National Governors' Association that Bush had proposed "a
meager 2 percent increase in the
federal spending on education."
Democratic Gov. Cecil Andrus
of Idaho characterized as "malarky" the president's pledge of support during a White House meeting
with the governors on Monday.
Andrus said that when Bush was
asked what support he could provide he said, "we will'ii.
come out
and stand behind you and beside
you as you tell your people they
must increase the local property
taxes."
"If he provides the rhetoric and
we have to provide the resources ...
there's no way that we can meet
the goals that he's outlining,"
Andrus said.
Gov. Terry Branstad of Iowa, a
Republican who is chairman of the
NGA, said the federal government
has a "relatively limited role" in
providing financial support for
education.
He said the government provides
only about 7 percent of the money
for public schools and that its principal responsibility was to help disadvantaged children with such
programs as Head Start.
"Money isn't the total answer,"
said Branstad. He said the governors planned to issue an annual
report card on the progress being
made to achieve such goals as
increasing the high school gradua-

tion rate to at least 90 percent and
creating drug free schools.
Foley addressed the governors at
the closing session of the four-day
midwinter meeting.
"While I commend the president
for his desire to be known as 'the
education president,' I question
whether he can achieve that goal
by proposing a meager 2 percent
increase in the federal spending on
education," he told the governors.
"The simple fact is we don't
have a 2 percent education problem
in this country," he said. "The
education gap is much more
daunting."
He characterized the president's
proposal for education as a "tepid
incrementalism" and said, "We
need bolder action."
Foley also told the governors
they were living in "astonishing
times" that were seeing an end to
the Cold War and victories for

freedom from Eastern Europe to
Nicaragua.
He said those changes would
result in a peace dividend as the
United States was able to cut
defense spending in real terms, not
just reduce the rate of growth as
has been the pattern in recent
years. Such a real cut ought to be
possible within five years, he said.

The Cookies
Or.Are Coming!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
9-7; Sat. 9-510; 24 Hour Service Available
Z
igL—
at Whitnell - 753-4175
Open: Mon.-Fri.
Glendale

r'i

SPRING SPECIAL

February 24-March 25

Buy A Yard Pro Tiller & Harvest
Savings Before You Plant

The Guardsman Response radial

WINS THE MATCH-UP
AGAINST GOODYEAR'S VECTOR!
The 40,000 tread-wearout
warranty and great low price make the
Guardsman Response the winner

Enjoy a

$12 SAVINGS
on a set of 4!

2 or more, each

SIZE
P155/80R12
P155/130R13
P165/80R13
P17580R13
P185/80R13
P185/70R14
P185/75R14

2 OR MORE
EACH
$3099
36 95
41 88
46 57
47 76
50 00
50 80

SIZE
P195/75R14
P205/751;314
P215/75R14
P205 75115
P215175R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

RT150
Rear Tine Tiller

'599"
Save $100m
Now
thru Feb. 28th

2 OR MORE
EACH*
54 49
57 52
60 10
59 40
60 30
61 38
625'

lac'sw $30.99
TBEST

POWER TF7 PRICE!
The Sears 60 auto battery
has up to 500 amps to
exceed the starting needs
of most cars
60-month limited warranty"

lb.

•

•Unmarried partner
•Stepson/stepdaughter
and grandchild
•The homeless
•Meals included in rent
II Monthly payment on 2nd
mortgages/home equity loans
• Monthly mobile home fees
• Monthly condominium fees
111 Length of active military
service
• Functional disability

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Russell Stover Candies • Designer Fragrances
Cameras & Accessories
American Greeting & Carlton Cards
Middleton Dolls • 14 Kt. Jewelry & Gifts
Fenton Handmade Glass Ware

Delivery and Booth Sales

CENSUS FACT
New questions
The 1990 census
will survey these
topics for the
first time:

Foley endorsed the view expressed by the governors that whatever
"peace dividend" is realized from
the reduced spending, about half
should go to reducing the federal
budget deficit and half to social
needs, including education.
"We will not want, however, for
places to spend this money," said
the speaker.

$40.99
installed wrth trade-in thru 3,15,90

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13 x 5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• Two-Year Limited Warranty

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Items are readoly avaiiabre as advertised. See store tor warranty detattS
AaVatile
maPow401 STOWE •

Bel-Air Center

Murray

Hours! Mon.-Sat. 9-6 753-2310

Chr,conut St., Murray
;53-2571 Of
753-4110

Hours.
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

A
-r
‘4
77:1

•

JO 180z

Piggly Wiggly 24 oz.

•
Folger's 13 oz.

Peanut

FoIger5
t7,

Butter

Coke

@t!

Sandwic
coffee

Products

Coffee

1.69 72

Bread

.11•;.!

99'
2.99

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

2 Liter

12 Pk.

Foig ly

OPEN

NOW

HOURS

24

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

Prices GooiT ru March

FREE

Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

SAT.

7-12

OUR EMPLOYEES A .
641 South-Murray
753-9616

VCR's
Only

4•00day

We Accept
WIC Vouchers

Bakery

and Food Stamps

753-0265

SUN.

&

per

Value Priced Groceries

(L_
..
mit Chili Hot Beans

3/1.19
Townhouse 16 oz

64 oz 45 Off

Cake Mix

Snuggles

Folger's 8 oz

Instant Coffee

79*

Sunflower Self-Rising 5 Lb.

1.19
1.99
1.49
1.19
1.99

Flour or Meal

1.99
2.99
89„

Crackers

Crisco 48 oz.

Oil
Duncan Hines 20 oz.

Country Hearth 16 oz. Light White or Wheat

Brownies

Bread

Duncan Hines 11 oz.
Choc. Chips, Milk_ Choc. Oatmeal

Ronco 7 oz.

Mac. 'N Cheese

Cookies

Ronco 7 oz

Orville Reddenbachers 10.5 oz.

3/1.00

Spaghetti

Microwave Popcorn

Pizza Parlor
Ift

Ivory 22 oz.

Dish Liquid
$1.00 Off 64 oz.

Wisk
Pledge 7 oz.

Furniture Polish
Glade 7 oz.

Air Freshener

2 5.99

Fresh Tasty Chilean

Pringles 6 oz.

Archway Buy 1 Get 1 Free

tb 4.99
5.99

.1b.

Hershey's 24 oz.

Chocolate Syrup

Nectarines & Plums
Ready To Use 1 Lb. Pack

Cole Slaw Mix
Idaho Bakers

Potatoes

lb.

18" Mylar

Helium Balloons
General

99c lb.
Celery
Mushrooms
Fresh Crisp 1 Lb. Bag

Red Radishes
Medium Yellow

Onions

Handi-Wra

Vess

Kellogg's 11 oz.

Pop Tarts
Kellogg's 18 oz.

Corn Flak
Krunchers 7 oz.

Potato Ch

C=.10
SINGLES

ing es 12 oz.

American Cheese

1.99

Blue Bonnet 1 Lb. Qtrs.

Snow White 8 oz. Cup

Dog Food._

Margarine

79c
99°
2/99c
99*
3 lbs.

Prairie Farms 24 oz

Cottage Cheese
Piggly Wiggly 6 Packs

Biscuits
Tropicana 64 oz. Glass

Orange Juice

59*
1.69
1.29
2.29

Sunny Delight 64 oz.

Citrus Punch

•

Mills

Save 2.00 At Checkout
15 oz. Cheerios
131/2 oz. Total Raisin Bran
18 oz. Wheaties
With Coupon
Good Thru March 6 Only At Piggly Wiggly
4

Peaches

lb

lb.

.......

Dow 100 Ft.

Dairy
ra

Large, Fancy California

.......
Klbbles 'N Bits 20_ Lb.

1.39
1.69
1.69

Cookies

Fresh Tasty, Chilean

99c
99°
49
ea. 1.99

Bath Tissu

/I

Fresh Produce

896

Soft 'N Gentle 8

3/119°

Corn Chips or Cheese

Grapes

Diapers....

Dr

Great Baked or Broiled

Red Seedless

Bath Tissu
Luvs Corm Pack

Noodles

Orange Roughy Fillets.lb.

Crab Meat

Charmln 4 Pk.

Ronco 5 oz. Wide
/O NC

4.95.99
9 lb.

Imitation

aper

1.99
1.29
3.59
1.49
99'

Fabric Sheets

40 to 50 Count Headless

Sole Fillets

Bou

Value Priced Groceries

Shrimp

Pizza

4E.

1.99

Snuggles 40 oz.

Seafood

Single Topping 12"
Ham, Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef

•

Pillsbury 18 oz

Bush's 15 oz.

ROUD TO

From now on. your groceries via b.) andled by a stc
Wiggly Food Stores. Each guatific employee now
company through participating in ou E.S.O.P (Empf
ship Plan). As owners, well wog
u the persona
desire. Our attitude is positiveilt ut the future a

Piggly Wiggly 1 Lb. Box

Crackers
Campbell's 10.7 oz.

-Chicken Noodle
Campbell's 10.7 oz.

Tomato Soup..............

...
a

........

hauanAlf

AVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

iggly 24 oz.
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THRIFTY SAVER

Miracle Whip 32 oz.

iwic
ead

Salad
Dressing

Crisco 3 lb.

Shortening

Grade A Large

Eggs

c 1.99 '1.29 29°

Y SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Round Steak

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

radifions

• •

Plme 1•••••ot Clime Fn.=
Jahms16111ovil bre ---

Q
0), /

QUALITY
STAMPS

ices GookT ru March 6

WESTERN

This Week's Featured Item

DYEES ARE ROUD TO SERVE YOU

Creamer
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

ur groceries v•j0 bit a ndled by a stockholder of
Piggly
res Each guallfie employee now owns a part
of the
1 participating in ou E.S.O.P IEmployee
Stock Ownerwners. well gnte • u the personal service
that you
ude is positive lit ut the future of our company

UNION

Sew 13.00 from our Reguiar
Discount Price With This Coupon

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

SAVE $3.00

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

aamma
re. nue Imei

LAP
MalINT I

Fresh Meats
Bounty 1 Roll

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Whole-Sliced Free i

aper Towels
.401•

11,

•
0010111111..
,
:
Pillir

Ribeye

1‘,

Field Finest Reg. or Thick 1 Lb. Pkg.

Field 1 Lb. Pkg. Dinner or

Breakfast Bacon

Cheese Franks

-aertaei,

:harmin 4 Pk.

3ath Tissu
uvs Cony. Pack

)iapers

ioft 'N Gentle 8

II

3ath Tissu

Kibbles 'N Bits 20_ Lb.

Dog Food

Dow 100 Ft

Handi-Wra.

79°
99°
8.99
1.79
9.99
no ft 1.19

Field

1.29
Pork Chops
1.99
1.49
2.59 Pork Steak
99° Pork Sausage
2.79 Sliced Bacon

399lb.
99

Beef Roast

Cube Steak
Smoky Links
Field Half Kentuckian

Boneless Ham

lb.

Corn Flak
Krunchers 7 oz.

Potato Ch

PS

1'1

1

...2 lb. r011 3.
Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab Ohse

Sausage & Biscuits
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

resh Meats

Fryer Drumstick

Turkey Breast

Field 6 oz. Pkg. Cooked or FWme Brown

Ham
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Steak

lb.

79°

1.69
1.59
2.09
IT

Crab Meat

8 oz.

Field In The Piece

Braunschweiger

1.29
1.99 Chicken Breasts 1.69
1.09 Fold Overs
1.39
1.39 Swiss Steak
2.19
lb.

lb.

Field

Pro Leaguers.. 12 oz. pkg.

Field

Bakery
6 Ct. Sesame or Cheese

1.39
Pizza
2/7.00
Pie Shells
89°
Fish Sticks/Fillets
1.79
Orange Juice
1.49
Boil'n Ba s
2 1.00

1.60 lb
3.99
3.99
4.99
1.59
/1.29

1

Golden Fries....._.
Banquet 28 oz.

Entrees........._.
Banquet 10 oz. Chicken

lb.

Field's Jumbo

12 in Tombstone (excluding thin crust)

Ore Ida 32 oz. Bag

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Shoulder Cut

Deli

Bologna

Banquet 5 oz. (Chic Ala, SII. Turkey,
SI. Beef, Salisbury, Meat Loaf)

Maple Leaf 6 oz. Pkg.
Harr & Cheese. Beef & Cheese, To, Pizza)

t

Ice Cream

Florida Gold 12 oz.

lb.

Maple Leaf All Varieties 6 oz. Stuffed

Imitation Louis Kemp All Varieties

Piggly Wiggly 1/2 Gal.

Mrs. Paul's 8 oz.

Bread Sticks
c
99
White Bread
8W
Cheese Bread
9r
Kaiser Rolls
6/1.19
Cinnamon Sticks
6/1.29
Potato Rolls
1.19
Butter-crust or Pull-a-part 16 oz.

Sliced or Shaved Kentuckian Gold

Roast Beef
Gold Crest

Turkey Breast
Field's

BBQ Ham
Kld's Love'em

Baked Beans
Egg Rolls

ib.

Gartic

8 oz. loaf

lb.

Plain or Garlic

lb.

Breakfast Treat

lb

Homestyle

doz

111111 COUPON 11111 rCOUPON•IIIII IIIIII II COUPONIll IIIII CO UPON II 111111
1
100
100
1I
100
100 :

1.59 '
FREE"
FREE ji FREE II 1 FREE ri
I
Quality Stamps I I Quality Stamps i• Quality Stamps
Stamps
.....1.99 1
•
"
te
"
"
1 "I
I
I io lb.
N PegboardE
2.29 iLandy
•
6. Potatoes
LIIIM
oupOMmix Itz,, . Laper
Towels
...i...[-MIEllII
ON
Mtn surdas' of

I 111

With purchase of.
bag

With purchase of
111 three boxes of
Lipton 2 oz.
111

.

Patties and Nuggets

lb 1.99

Catfish Steaks
Sliced Bologna

Pet Ritz 10 oz.

b

Hyde Park Grade A

Frozen

a/Loo

Pork Cutlets
Tenn Pride 9 5 oz. pkg.

1.79
1.79
1.79

Kids Favorite

Field Reg. or Thick 1 lb. Pkg.

g

lb

Lean & Tender

Williams (1 lb. $1.79)

1.60.

/1.00
1.29
1.79
1.39

,69
29
29
29

Spare Ribs

Frozen

a

Kellogg's 18 oz.

lb

Small & Lean

Fresh Meats

Drinks
Pop Tarts

Lean & Tender

lb.

Apple Valley 10 oz. pkg

Vess 12 Oz. Can

Kellogg's 11 oz.

lb

lb. 1•

Boneless Sirloin Tip or/

Groceries

1

Cut Into Chops Quarter Pork Loin

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless Run, Roast

1.39

1 I TW(liviton:PulircitVls
POIY WiNtY

k.•

1
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Gunman surrenders after abducting wife, son
shots during the abduction, was
escorted in handcuffs from a rear
entrance to the two-story dark rick
building during a downpour of
rain.
Afterward, his wife, Linda, 32,
remained inside the building. The
son, Shawn, appeared outwardly
happy and jokingly asked reporters
if his photograph would be in
newspapers before social workers
escorted him away.
"We think he just got tired and
toward the end he said he wanted
to go to the hospital, that he had
some problems he felt needed help
with," said Kentucky State Police
Trooper Lon Fields.
The building was evacuated and
Delay made several threats to take
his own life but never threatened
his wife or son, Fields said.
Beforehand, Delay had been
reported intoxicated in the building's parking lot but was not causing a disturbance, said Scarlet
Maloney, a dispatcher with the
Mount Sterling police department.
Delay also has a 13-year-old
daughter, Shelly, and two sons,
Jessie, 12, and Christopher, 2.
Shawn had been in foster care for

MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP)
— After holding his wife and son
hostage for three hours, a man surrendered to police after asking that
he be admitted to a hospital for
psychiatric care.
John Delay, 35, of Montgomery
County, demanded that he be given
custody of his four children after
taking his wife and a 9-year-old
son hostage Tuesday during a consultation session with a state social
worker in the Montgomery County
Health and Civic Center.
Delay has a history of psychological problems and was taken to
Eastern State Hospital, a psychiatric institution in Lexington, said
Officer Mike Martin of the Mount
Sterling police department.
"His mental state, you could tell
he wasn't in a violent rage," Martin said. "He wanted to see his
wife and talk with his children.
When we brought him out of the
room there was no problem."
Martin said no charges would be
filed against Delay pending further
investigation and a psychiatric
evaluation.
Delay, who was armed with a
.357-caliber pistol but fired no

Honestly,How Many Mistakes
Does Your Copier Really
Make?
Incomplete copies? Poorly exposed copies? Frequent paper
jams? Slow copies? Lots of downtime? Crooked copies because
the original moved on the glass? No ledger size copies?
Then you need Toshiba's new 80-4910 Extra-Business Copier—
for
Edge-to-Edge Copies! Auto Exposure! Cartridge Auto Toner!
Straight Paper Path! 16 Copies per Minute! Stationary Platen!
Statement to Ledger Size Copying! Dual Page Copying!65%
to 200% Zoom!
And that'sjust the beginningll
Stop making mistakes
Start copying right
See Toshiba's new
80-4910, todayl
1.01.4.14.11

TOSHIBA
HOWARD

D
'Ask your ortghbors about Toshtba

COMPANY

0

_ 118 N. 7th Mayfield
Call: 1-800-633-7296

some time and was placed in
emergency custody by the state
Cabinet for Human Resources on
Friday, Fields said.
Brad Hughes, a spokesman for
the state Cabinet for Human
Resources, said the children were
involved in a "child-protection
case" but he declined further
comment.
The social worker who was conducting the consultation was not
abducted, authorities said.
"He had his children taken away
from him and he was down there
for a consultation with a social
worker," Ms. Maloney said. "He
got very agitated apparently."
About 40 law enforcement officers surrounded the building after
the incident began around 1 p.m.

By DANA KENNEDY
Assoc listed Preset Writer

BOSTON — A 12-year-old boy
who got lost in the snowy woods
was rescued nine hours later along
with his Labrador retriever, who
helped keep him alive by huddling
against him and licking his face.
The dog, Shadow, was lying
across the lap of Greg Holzworth
when rescuers reached them early
Monday.
Searchers found them by following the sound of the dog's barking.
"It was sort of like scary," the
sixth-grader said in a telephone
interview from school Tuesday.
"Everything looked the same. It
was like we were walking around
in circles. My pants got frozen
because I had to walk through
these puddles."
Greg's adventure began a little
before 4 p.m. Sunday when he and
Shadow set off for a walk in the
thick, swampy woods that line his
family's home in Raynham, 30
miles south of Boston.
Greg said he intended to take a
short walk with Shadow, who
joined the family nine years ago
when he was a puppy. Greg was
wearing a denim jacket missing
buttons over a T-shirt and cotton
pants, and gloves.
But the two ventured farther in
the woods than planned. Greg
started building a fort of brush and

_ - - —
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Bill Boyd, a dispatcher at state
police post at Morehead, said a
special response team was sent to
the scene and a negotiator was in
contact with Delay before he surrendered. Officials made contact
with the man through the building's intercom system, Ms. Maloney said.
Delay said he would release his
wife at about 3:40 p.m., "but
neither his wife nor his son wanted
to come out at the time," Fields
said. Shortly after 4 p.m., Delay
gave the gun to his son, who
brought it to police outside, he
said.

11111111111=11111111.1
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Tax
brackets

$93,131
and
above
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•
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Boy survives night in snowy woods

How'd You Like a Million Dollars
Working for You?

Sales Agent
Multi-Million
Dollar Producer

EST. Delay repeatedly put the boy
on display in a window during the
ordeal.

• Break points for marginal tax brackets
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tree limbs; heard Shadow barking;
and followed the dog even farther
into the woods.
Greg realized he was in trouble
when falling snow began covering
his tracks. It had snowed most of
the day, the end of a storm that
dumped about 8 inches on the region. The temperature dropped to 10
degrees.
"Shadow lay down next to me
and he kept his head on my legs
and he'd lick me in the face."
Greg said. "He kept me warm."
Raynham police Officer Thomas
Smith said the dog's body heat
helped keep the boy alive.
Greg's father, Donald, started

searching for his son around 6 p.m.
When he hadn't returned an hour
later, his wife, Donna, called
police. Greg is the younger of their
two sons.
More than 100 people, including
police and firefighters using megaphones and sirens, combed the
woods.
"I can't tell you how thrilled I
was to have so many people help
us," Mrs. Holzworth said Tuesday.
Greg's memories are a little
hazy. For one, he thought it was
only about dinnertime — not 1
a.m. — when he was actually
found.
"I was laying down because I

was cold and I could barely walk
because my pants wouldn't bend,"
he recalled. "After a while my legs
started hurting and they got wicked
sore. I could hear people yelling. I
couldn't really yell back because
my throat was sore and I had
chapped lips."
They were found just a half mile
from home.
Greg was treated at a hospital for
exposure.
Shadow was rewarded with a full
day inside the house Monday, Mrs.
Holzworth said. Normally he stays
in the basement or outside.
"And my dad gave him a steak,
too," Greg said.

Nutrients may help immune system
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
You are what you eat.
And, if you eat healthy, you can
boost your immune system and
increase its efficiency in fending
off infections and diseases from
cancer to the common cold.
Eight major nutrients are now
under study, according to an article
in a recent issue of Redbook, at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Human Nutrition Research Center
at Tufts University in Boston.
"While we can't say at this time
that a change in diet is a cure-all, it
does appear that what we eat can
help our immune system function
better," said Jeffrey Blumberg,
who conducted extensive tests for
the USDA.
The major nutrients under study
now:
— Vitamin B-6, found in dark
green leafy vegetables and whole
grains. B-6 helps immune cells
mature. Adults with depleted vitamin B-6 reserves have fewer antibodies, one of the many substances
that the immune system produces
to fight disease. In a recent Oregon
study, women who took B-6 in
amounts above the current Recommended Daily Allowance had more

responsive immune systems than
those who took only the RDA.
— Omega-3 fatty acids, found in
mackerel, herring, salmon, sablefish and to some degree in all fish.
Omega-3 may ease symptoms of
rheumatoid arthritis, according to
studies at Harvard Medical School
in Boston and New York's Albany
Medical College.
— Vitamin E, found in vegetable
oils, wheat germ, whole-grain
bread and pasta. In Finland, a study
showed that people with high blood
levels of Vitamin E were less likely
to develop cancer over a 10-year
period than those with lower blood
levels. E is believed to protect
against cancer by blocking the
action of free radicals — highly
reactive, toxic compounds that can
predispose tissues to cancerous
growths.
— Vitamin A, found in milk,
cheese and eggs, can help ward off
infection of the eyes, respiratory
and gastrointestinal tract.
Research also has shown that
people who consume large amounts
of beta-carotene, a vitamin A-like
compound found in broccoli, cantaloupe, carrots, spinach, butternut
squash, pumpkin, sweet potatoes,
apricots and other dark green,
orange and yellow fruits and veget-

ables, have lower incidences of
lung, colon, stomach and cervical
cancer.
— Vitamin C, found in citrus
fruits, strawberries, cantaloupe,
broccoli, potatoes, tomatoes and
other fruits and vegetables, assists
the body in recovering from infections and may ward off cancer.
— Zinc, found in oysters, fish,
red meat, milk, eggs and whole
grains. It has been found to aid In
the healing of wounds and is crucial to proper immune cell
function.
— Selenium, found in fish, meat,
breads and cereals. It is essential in
tiny amounts to produce the antibodies and enzymes needed for the
immune system to work.
— Iron, found in red meat, fish,
poultry, beans and whole grains,
helps form enzymes that fight
infections.
Research indicates that supplemental doses of certain nutrients
may increase immune responsiveness. Blumberg cautions that these
findings remain incomplete.
While studies may show that certain nutrients seem to help keep the
immune system in top form, no
experiment yet proves that supplements will reduce the incidence of
cancer and infectious disease.
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Facts du jour

Report of Iran hostage talks dismissed

ni jointly

By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Prose Writer

Which term comes closest to characterizing the
typo of food you typically eat for your day's
main meal?
Don't know 1%
Pizza and soda 3%
Burger and fries 5%
Pasta and salad
Brown rice and
vegetables

34%
Chicken and
broccoli
Telephone survey of 1,018 adults from Jen. 18-27, 1989.

Enrile charged with involvement
in coup attempt in Philippines
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MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile, who play-

ed a key role in bringing Corazon
Aquino to power, was arrested
Tuesday on charges of aiding coup
plotters, and the opposition agcused
her of trying to eradicate dissent.
Military dissidents said the arrest
of Emile was a prelude to martial
law. He helped put Mrs. Aquino in
power four years ago, but now is
the only opposition member of the
Senate.
Enrile was among seven people
indicted Tuesday for "rebellion
with murder" in connection with
the coup attempt Dec. 1-9 in which
at least 113 people were killed and
more than 600 wounded.
Enrile's law partner, Renato
Cayetano, said he would ask the
Supreme Court on Wednesday to
release the senator for his own
safety and because the charges
were false.
Enrile is the most prominent figure charged in any of the six coup
attempts since Mrs. Aquino was
swept to power in February 1986
by the "people power" uprising
that drove the late President Ferdinand E. Marcos into exile.
He was defense minister under
Marcos but turned against him and
led the military mutiny that
prompted the uprising. Enrile kept
the post under Mrs. Aquino, but
she fired him in November 1986
after a coup attempt by his
followers.
On Tuesday, presidential press
secretary Tomas Gomez said:
"What we are witnessing today is
the effective operation of our criminal justice system under a constitutional democracy." He said the
160,000 members of the military
were put on alert to prevent
"reprisals" for the action against
Enrile.
Vice President Salvador Laurel
described the arrest as an attempt
to stifle the political opposition.
Laurel broke with Mrs. Aquino in
1987 and later joined Emile in
forming the opposition Nacionalista Party.
"The arrest of Sen. Juan Ponce
Emile ... is the height of intolerance of political dissent, which is
the essence of a functioning democracy," Laurel said in a statement.
"The attempt to simulate compliance with legal processes merely
heightens the hypocrisy of the
act."
Later Tuesday, a spokesman for
soldiers involved in the December
coup said the nation "should brace
itself for the imminent declaration
of martial law."

In a radio interview Wednesday,
Gomez said that despite his position, Enrile led "the numerous
attempts at a coup d'etat to destroy
this government of ours."
"When there are no arrests, people say the government is weak,"
Gomez said. "Now that the criminals have been arrested, then we
are called vindictive. ... How can
we have compassion for an individual who has repeatedly, time and
time again, molested the peace and
stability of our country?"
Agents of the National Bureau of
Investigation took Enrile into custody outside the Senate chamber
after serving him with an arrest
warrant that included the charge of
harboring fugitives.
Enrile, one of the nation's
wealthiest businessmen, told reporters he would ask the Supreme
Court for bail, which is not usually
allowed for the charges he faces.
Indicted with Enrile, 66, were
former Lt. Col. Gregorio "Gringo"
Honasan; Rodolfo Aguinaldo, former governor of Cagayan province;
retired Brig. Gen. Felix Brawner;
retired Lt. Col. Billy Bibit; and
businessman Rebecco Panlilio and
his wife.
Three people claimed they saw
Honasan and about 100 rebels at
Enrile's home on the first day of
the attempted coup. The senator
claims not to have seen Honasan,
his former protege, since 1987.
In a Senate speech before his
arrest, Enrile said: "The regime of
President Corazon C. Aquino has
marshaled all its forces in fabricating charges against me in order to
silence the voice of the opposition
in this chamber."
As Marcos' defense minister,
Enrile ordered thousands of people
arrested during martial law in
1972-81, including her husband,
Benigno, who later was
assassinated.
Aguinaldo, a former army
lieutenant colonel, was suspended
as Cagayan's governor for 60 days
after telling a Manila radio station
he was sending tanks to the capital
to support the coup.
Honasan, who has been dropped
from military rolls, led the August
1987 mutiny against Mrs. Aquino
and played a leading role in
December's attempt. He was
arrested in December 1987, but
escaped the next April.
Brawner, former military commander of northern Luzon, served
as a consultant to the Senate
Defense Committee after retiring
from the armed forces in 1989. He
is accused of advising the rebels.

WASHINGTON — The White
House on Tuesday dismissed a
published report that U.S. officials
had secretly discussed with Iranian
representatives the release of
Americans held hostage in
Lebanon.
"High-level U.S. officials?
Direct, secret talks? No," said
White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater when asked by reporters about the report in the Londonbased Arab newspaper Al-Hayat.
"Do I expect a breakthrough or
anything new happening? No."
The newspaper said that progress
was being made in discussions
among the United States, Iran and
Syria aimed at gaining the release
of foreign hostages in Lebanon.
The newspaper quoted unidentified political, militia and religious
sources in Beirut as saying that Iranian President Hashemi Rafsanjani
had convinced the groups holding
the 18 foreign hostages that they
should be released now.
Al the White House, presidential
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said,
"We are not aware of the source of
these stories or any talks that fit
this description."
He also said that he would not
rule out "meetings anywhere, any
place, any time by anybody on the
hostage question. Because there are
meetings happening."
By that, Fitzwater said he meant
that the administration continues to
follow leads and make contacts in
its effort to secure the release of
the eight American hostages. He
would not be specific.
Fitzwater also said that despite
recent speculation on a number of
fronts, the administration knows
"of no new evidence" to support
hopes that the hostages' release
might be forthcoming.
"There are no direct talks
between the United States and Iran
authorized by the president," he
said.
"I don't know who's talking to
who. But I guarantee you I'm never
going to say that nobody's talking,
because I know a lot of people
are."
"There are a lot of people
around the world talking about
release of the hostages in Lebanon
— people from other countries,
people from other embassies, people on all levels, people we don't
even find out about until after the
fact," Fitzwater said.
Al-Hayat quoted Algerian sources as saying that contacts were in
place through non-diplomatic orga-

CENSUS FACTS
Language help

nizations and that Algeria was
itself involved.
Diplomatic sources in Damascus,
Syria, this week confirmed that the
United States had a number of
channels for reaching Iranian
leaders.
Contacts through Geneva were
one such conduit, but the United
States most recently has used Syria
and Japan to pass messages to Iran,
said the sources, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity.
The sources said there was not
one, specific set of negotiations
under way between the United
States and Iran.
Al-Hayat quoted the leading
Shiite Moslem cleric in Lebanon,
Sheik Mohammed Hussein Fadlallab, as saying that he supported
ending the hostage crisis, "and I
bring it up in every possible occasion because I do not believe in it
from the begining."
An editor at the newspaper said
Fadlallah, spiritual leader .of the
Iranian-financed Hezbollah, or Party of God, confirmed that the
United States and Iran were in contact through third parties.
Some Western hostages are
believed held by factions linked to
Hezbollah.
The Lebanese hostages include
eight Americans, four Britons, an
Italian, an Irishman, two West Germans and two Swiss.
The longest-held is 42-year-old
Terry Anderson, chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated
Press when kidnapped in March
1985.
In London, Anderson's sister,
Peggy Say, said of the latest
reports, "I think there have been
Many, many positive signals being

ear

1st
2nd
Frida
Thursday
100" Wide X 84" Long

▪Korean:1-800-444-6205
•Cambodian: 1-800-289-1960
▪Chinese: 1-800-365-2105
▪Laotian: 1-800-888-3208
"'Vietnamese: 1-800-937-1953
•
That 1-800-288-1984

WIND SLOWS YOUR PAIR
AROUND UMN YOU'RE WALKING
TO SCHOOL,AND AFTER YOU GET
TI4ERE, YOU PONT i-IAVE A COMB..

7

2-28

NANCY
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eiEINC.i AN

Ex-rizoNERr
11b
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GARFIELD
L?Ol.YLL
NEVER 5

BEETLE BAILEY
THERE GOES
KILLER ON
THE PROWL

HE
EVER GIVE

POEGN'T

Diana Ruffles

Bedspreads

Kitchen
Curtains

Towels

1%0FF
1U

10%OFF

11 Colors to Choose
Other Sizes IVOFF

Assorted Colors
& Prints
Window Shades
371/4" Wide X 6' Long

Ready Made Draperies
ENTIRE
OFF STOCK

10%
10*OFF

• r=

ENTIRE
STOCK

14 14,FA/

Room Darkening
$196
WHITE
ONLY
EA
ONLY
'
LARGE STOCK

J)1 .

( "'III

I\

Sillo

14?

I'M SORT OF LIKE
A WINDOW SHAPE

•, BEFORE A. SHADE GOES
T/•,
r r up IT WAS TO GO
r DOWN A L-1TrLe

ANV frAORE TALK LIKE
GONNA
BE CURTAINS FOR IM
THAT AND IT'S

UP1117TTITTI
TII"

5

0%OFF
SELECT GROUP

Custom Mini Blinds

40% &

50%OFF

FREE ESTIMATES
By

Bali & Hunter Douglas

IZ NY ()Li 1.1 41, 1'

er
Dimntimn Paris, 1‘
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.•5:1111 p.m.

rp%),A
2-18

=
1 -7

• ,i4

Hs I

TODAY!!

Solids & Prints
All Sizes

Discontinued

C147111 STONE

Pole Top Draperies

Good
Selection

Bedspreads
Curtains
Comforter Sets

[MIMI ,rocs

DUMS7-BAC)! YOU SAW
YOU WERE GOING To
GOT A LOT DONE

10*OFF

(Conon Backing)

Queen $33.96
King $37.96

BLONDIE

ENTIRE STOCK

Closeout Beadspreads
Twin $25.96
Full $29.96

UP?

AGAIN

a

90" Wide X 84" Long

ONLY$19%EA.

IT ALSO GIVES YOU SOMETNIN6
TO WRITE ABOUT WPEN YOU CAN'T
THINK OF ANYTHING ELSE AND YOU
CAN'T SEE WHAT YOU'RE READING_

Source: Bureau of the Census

100- Wide X 114 Long

Reg.
$29.96
Lace Trim & Bow Tiebacks
Other Sizes 10•OFF

are quite amazed at your car headlight device."

English: 1-800-999-1990
•
•
Spanish: 1-800-283-6826

Lowell Country Ruffles
NOW$20%EA.

"OK, Frank, that's enough. I'm sure the Jettersons

E5CAPE

ONLY$33%EACH PAIR

Our Best Seller

By GARY LARSON

Help is available
in 7languages
from 9am to 9pm.
Here are toll free
phone numbers:

3rd
Saturday
Nat., White, Rose. Blue, Peach
ENTIRE
Other
10*OFF STOCK
Sizes

Caroline Country Ruffles

THE FAR SIDE

in Tehran between the pragmatists
and radicals in the government.
The pragmatists, seeking foreign
investment to rebuild Iran's economy after eight years of war with
Iraq, are viewed as trying to end
the hostage issue to burnish Iran's
image.
Two Tehran newspapers said in
editorials this week that the hostages in Lebanon should go free,
and Chief Justice Ayatollah
Mohammed Yazdi said that Iran
opposed taking hostages.

immoral

Pre-Spring Sale
\larch

sent and this is one of them."
The other Americans are Thomas
Sutherland, Frank Herbert Reed,
Joseph James Cicippio, Edward
Austin Tracy, Jesse Turner, Alarm
Steen and Robert Polhill.
Al-Hayat said the discussions
included the fate of four Iranians
who disappeared in Lebanon in
1982 as well as the fate of hundreds of Lebanese and Palestinian
prisoners held in Israel.
The release of the hostages was
believed hinged to a power struggle

414 Proadvias
Patio, ah

sr:
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020
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*Roo

Rollos

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blazer
S329 83 me*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 fk Closed End Lease

Need Your
Yard Mowed?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

Will mow and trim
any size yard at
affordable rates.

No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information

For FREE Estimates

FAYE'S new hours: 9:30
a.m.-800 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743.

Phone 435-4276

GRANDMA killers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th
Street is now open again.
Tuesday -Saturday
9-5.30pm. 759-9536.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

NEW Credit Card $1500
credit limit No one turned
down regardless of past
credit
history,
800-735-5660
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753 8809

CLASSIFIEDS =

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Part-Time
Employee
Needed
at

Murray
Supply Co.
Must be willing to
work Saturday's.
Sales experience
necessary. Apply
between 8-4 p m
Monday-Friday,
208 E. Main.

1

1E3 WilsaB
ardad

NOW hiring, cooks and
waitresses Apply in person, Valley Drive-In, Hwy
94E
SOFTWARE Developer
seeking persons for BASIC
language programming
arid customer service Must
be knowledgeable in NCI
DOS and PC Networks Inventory control and accounting background helpful Must be able to travel
Send resume to IMC, PO
Box 2350, Paducah, Ky
42002-2350 Attention
V.P. Operations No phone
calls.

STYUST WANTED - Ex
cellent working condibons
"free local
claim service"
$60.00 PER HUNDRED re- Contact 753-2266 for great
mailing letters from home! opportunity.
025
Details, send self- TEXAS Refinery Corp. ofaddressed, stamped enve- fers plenty of money plus
Penman!
lope. Associates, Box cash bonuses, fringe bene309-T, Colonist NJ 07067 fits to mature person in
$5,000 GOLD CARD
Murray area. Regardless of
Guaranteed approval! No
credit check. No deposit! CYPRESS Springs Re- experience, write L.S.
Cash advances! Also fast, staurant now hiring. Must Hopkins, Pres., Box 711,
easy VISA/MG, no deposit! have transportation. Even- Ft Worth, TX 76101.
1(800)677-5103, anytime.
ings and weekends, WANTED keyboard player
BRING Europe Of Asia to mostly. Students and Se- for the Kentucky Opry.
you this year. Host a foreign nior Citizens welcome. Call 527-3869
high school student in your tor appointments,
WANTED: lady to share
home. Call Dons Snow 436-5496 or: 436-2524.
or EASY Work! Excellent Pay! house and expense. Phone
901-232-8392
437-4815.
1-800-346-2826
Assemble products at
home. Call for information.
090
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047.
Card
$ituation
of Thanks
Waited
'EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Earn $200 - $503 weekly
mailing Valentine & Easter COMPLETELY safe, regis
Greeting Cards. For more tered semi-driver. Who
information Send a needs part-time work
Stamped addressed enve- Weekends preferred ColI want to thank
lope to* P.R.W. Job Service lege student. 759-9011,
P 0. Box 65748 Washing- ask for Bo.
all my friends and
ton, D.C. 20035-5748
neighbors on Irvan
CUSTOM tilling with TroyAUTO frame repair. Salary bat tiller, Any size garden
Streetfor the money
or commission. Benefits $20. and up. 436-5259.
collected. Thanks to
and holidays paid. Expen
Beverley King for
once necessary. Only the 'DUSTBUSTERS' - Interher part in being so
best need apply. Days, ior cleaning: Homes, offices, and apartments
753-6533.
kind.I used the moClean house a must call us
ney for my fare
HAIR dresser with some Barbara and Carol,
cliental
We
will
provide
exhome when my
502-362-7223, 527-0718
tra training, retail products
brother, Mr. Charof your choice, with full GENERAL house and oflie B. Miller, passed
commission Call 753-6435 fice cleaning. References
supplied. 753-4897 or
away. Thanks for
for interview.
753-6737.
the food brought to

4ty

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
The Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916
•

NURSING HOME COSTS
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for

most nursing home cost.
•Medicare pays less than 2°/o
*Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
*An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will, spend time in a nursing home.
*In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
*Medicaid, the government program for
the -poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

my home. Also the
many kind deeds
that were done.
Your kindness will
never be forgotten.
Grace L. Ross
217 Irvan, Murray

nsn
lost
And Found
SMALL gray Schnauzer
wearing a red collar. Answers to Mickey. Child's
pet-dearly loved. Last seen
in North school vicinity. If
seen, please call 753-8806
Reward offered if returned.
050
IWO
Warded
GRILL cook, days. Experience preferred. Apply in
person at Kenlake Marina

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

44 Repulse
46 Early morn
48 Pertaining
to mother
and father
50 Roadside
hostelry
53 Repetition
54 Mimic
55 "The Dukes
- Hazzard"
57 Chastise
61 Males
62 "Born ---"
64 Son of Adam
65 Pismire
66 Scottish
caps
67 Flow out
accidentally

1 Tiny particle
5 Ignore
9 Fondle
12 Crate
13 ,Baked clay
14 Period of
time
15 Scuffle
17 - garde
18 Goal
19 Withered
21'- Blind
Mice"
23 Directors
27 "- Cid"
28 Encomium
29 Negative
31 '`.You Don't
34 "Hart Hart"
35 Terminate
37 Supplicate
39 Concerning
40 Moray
42 Obscure
I
12
15
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28

40

10 Great Lake
1 Perform
11 Domesticate
2 Type of cross
16 Motto on a
3 Forerunner
medal
of CIA
20 Sea eagle
4 Commun
22 That man
23 Apportion
8
7
3
4
6
2
5
24 Medicinal
plant
14
25 Bond
13111
nemesis
26 Cry
18
i
7•
30 Cylindrical
ill
32 Region
20
21 22
19
33 Shout
36 Plunge
27
26
25
38 - Hospital
41 Potential
31 dill 43 Deface
1111 29130
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5 Cubic meter
6 Nickel
symbol
7 Rubber tree
8 Twisted
9 Gems
10 II
9
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34

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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6511

51 "- Sesame
52 Attic
56 Monk's title
58
Mr. Vigoda
WIWI
59 Hyson
60 Antlered
animal
63 Printer's
measure
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Help
Wanted

Part-Time
Help
Murray
Rental &
Sales
200 E Main St.
Some mechanical experience necessary.
Apply in person 8
a.m.-12 noon.
MAKE MORE MONEY
FULL OR PART-TIME!
Men and women needed to
sell our Profitable Line of
Calendars, Pens and Advertising Gifts to Business
Firms in your immediate
business area. Earn
Weekly Commissions. Set
your own hours. Prompt,
Friendly Service from 81
Year Old AAA-1 Company
No Investment. No Collections. Previous sales experience not required.
Write: Charles McNeer,
NEWTON MFG. CO.,Dept.
J16738, Newton, Iowa,
50208. (515) 792-4121.
NEED a lob? AGED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if: 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, 'You are between
the ages o116 & 21. We are
an E 0.E. This protect is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m

BODY SHOP
HELPER
Job consists of sanding, blocking, taping
and tearing down
cars.
Experience
necessary.
Apply at
Donnie Hudson
Body Shop
Almo, Ky.
753-6475
PART-TIME receptionist/
secretary, 20-30 hours per
week Must have good
communication and typing
skills Send resume to: PO
Box 10401.4, Murray, Ky
42071
POSTAL Jobs Start
$11.41/hour. For exam and
application information.
Call(219) 769-6649 ext. Ky
109, 8a m - 8p m seven
days

HOUSE CLEANING. References available Call after 3•15pm, 753-9423.
WILL care for the sick or
elderly nights or weekends.
436-5847.
WILL sit with sick Hospital
or rest homes, night or day.
753-8564.
100
&mina,
Opportunity
2 ACRES with 40x60 metal
building. 16b. high with 3
phase electric current and 2
wells Located 7 miles north
of Murray. Call after 5pm or
on weekends, 753-8267
BUSINESS for sale. Starks
Precast Concrete located
on 78 north Main St., Benton, Ky. Family operated
and priced to sell. Call between 8-4pm, Mon.-Fri.
927-8794. After 5pm and
weekends call, 753-8267.
110

loot:action
INSTRUCTION
<0‘'
TO DRIVE
LEARN
1-•ctx/
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Start The New Year
Rot With A New Career

ALLIANCE
LEBANON. TN

(cb

1d0

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BASEBALL and football
cards Will buy entire old
collections, pre-1980 only.
Call 753-8458 after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans.
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
CASH paid for mobile
home axles and tires We
will remove 527 0931
LARGE dog house for a
Lab and old lawn roller
753-7820 or 753-0910 Ask
for Jackie
LOG splitter 753-3006

MANNING - Scrap Buying
aluminum cans, aluminum
copper, brass, radiator,
won By old Drive-In, So
NEED mature, dependable 4th Days 753-0337, nights
person for luil-time posi- 489-2803
tion We provide on the lob MOVING, cleaning out
training lowed licensing in house or sheds. used or
this challenging/rewarding antique furniture. glass,
hearingThealth care profas tools, quilts One piece or
soon Apply in person at 206 house full 642-6290.
S 4th St
492-8594 after 6pm

290

Articles
For Sala

liable
Homes For Sale

Nesting
And Cooing

1989 WOODS commeraal
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61" mower deck
437-4171

14x80 28A, 2 lull baths
Beam ceiling with fan Fully
equipped kitchen Extra
sharp Call 753-0079.

JIM'S Heating 8 Air Conditioning installing and sons
icing al brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial' residential
753-9518 24 hour answering After hours 658 3282

1980 14x80 MOBILE home
with 38R s. 2 baths, permanently situated on 5
wooded acres, 10 minutes
from Murray. Asking
$29,500 489-2883

For Rod
Or Ws*
4BR, 1:4 B. at 413 So 8th /
St. Attached garage, central heat/air. Applian*
furnished. $375/mo Via
deposit No pets /tall
753-7852 after 5pm

ARGUS Cosine 5708 8MM
Electric Camera, zoom
lens, Teac $360S Cassette
320
45 Ft. Storage
Play/Recorder, dual Vu
Apartments
Meters; Clarinette 1114
Trailers
For Rent
AWFM Stereo, Turntable
1981
12x60
MOBILE
For
Rent
1BR apartment, low Lath
Continuous dual Cassette
Home New 18000 BTU bell References
Play/Recorder, Speakers
required
Sharp ftWF 372 portable a/c $5000 Cab 753-8622 No pets 753-3949
AM/FM stereo, continuous AFFIXED doublewide mo2BR unfurnished apartdual Cassette, speakers
bile home 3f3R, 2 bath
ment with kitchen apYorx 1M2486 AM/FM ste
attached sun porch 1 6 pliances Deposit required
365
reo cassette, speakers, acres, black-top drive,
492-8662 after 5pm
For Sala
clock radio Spectrosonic car garage Just off 641
Or
URN
SO4 Quadraphonic stereo South,3 miles from Murray APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
amplifier, 85 watt. IBM Immaculate $56,000 2 bedroom, near down- FOR SALE Cleanup or 7
Selectric typewriter, wide (901)-247-5816 (Puryear) town. 753-4109.
shop on 641 at Midway.
carriage. 801 Carol Drive - or (502) 685-1464
DUPLEX 2BR, appliances, Divided so you could rent
off Brookhaven_ 753-8849. (Owensboro)
Redmon
central heat/air, quiet resi- out part
EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke dential neighborhood. 492-8400
GARAGE door opener with 28R, 1 bath, refrigerator, $300. 753-8096 or
370
3 controls. $75. 753-5940 stove, A/C. Must see to 753-2633.
Ur.***
appreciate. 489-2424.
DUPLEX at 1005B
HORSE Model Troy Bilt
& Suppler
EXTRA Clean - 12x65 2BR, NORTHWOOD: 2 BR, garTiller. $900. 753-3006.
2 bath, c/ac_ Delivered age with electric opener, APPALOOSA gelding
LIKE new wheelchair, in $7995. No tax. Keith Baker economical gas heat/air, Broke, $350.
753-2901.
good condition. $150. Call Homes, Inc Hwy 79, Paris, lawn maintenance inAOHA
Registered
759-9813 after 4pm.
quarterTenn.
Collect cluded. Available April 1, 1
yr. lease. Sorry, no pets. horse, bay, 152'. Kid
PROM dress with crinoline. 901-644-0012.
broke. $550. 489-2696.
White trimmed with red, KEITH Baker Homes, Inc. $450 759-4586.
worn once, size 7. Call 2B8, (Special) 14 wide DUPLEX: located on West350
before 8:30am or after Fleetwood. $8995. Collect wood, North of town, new,
6.00pm. 753-8583.
901-644-0012 Hwy 79, brick venure and siding.
& &wiles
Electric heat pump, central
Paris, Term.
air. One side rented for
ROYAL blue sequin prom
HAPPY MCI TWERMICIDE:
200
$450/mo , and other side
dress, size 3. 527-7447.
Recognized safe & effective by
available Wilson Real EsSports
US. Bureau of Vaainary Meditate Key Assoc., 302 S
EquIPMent
SACHS-Dolmar chainsaw,
cine against book, round, &
12th 753-3263.
112 Shp, never used $275
LIKE new 30-06 bolt action
tapeworms In dogs & cats,
After 6pm, 753-7301.
rifle with 3 to 9 power FURNISHED efficiency
CALLOWAY SERVICE
TRAILER 8'x12' tilt with rangefinder scope. Call apartment near campus
SOUTHERN STATES.
sideboards all around and 753-1423 or nights $103 deposit, $165 per
759-4915 Ask for Rodney. month. No pets. 753-0652. 3 LASA Apso mix puppies
spare. $500. 753-0611.
NEW 1000sq. ft., 28R 435-4493
USED less than 6 months
210
apartments. Appliances, AKC Bassett hound pupbought new: 2-cash regisgas heat, gas water heater
ters; 1-27cu.ft. chest
pies for sale Have had
Rrswood
Close to University. Depo- shots, 7 weeks old (502)
freezer; 1-heavy duty floor
sit.
753-8828.
FIREWOOD
for
sale
scrubber. Also 8-white
247-4921
wooden storage cabinets, 437-4713
NICE 2 bedroom duplex. AKC BOXER puppies.
2-sets of wooden childrens
Central H/A, all appliances $125 each. Call 489-2514
FIREWOOD for sale
table and chairs. Call
furnished Coleman RE, after 4pm.
437-4667
759-9815.
753-9898.
OAK Firewood, seasoned
AKC PUPPIES: various
WURUTIZER piano, good or green, $30
delivered. NICELY furnished 2 bed- breeds. Dachshunds, Pecondition. Original white 753-5476.
room apartment, and also a kinese, Cockers, and
bookcase headboard, bed3 bedroom house, nicely Poms Eskimos, Huskies,
room suite Call before SEASONED firewood, $30
furnished. Located near Chows. Shih-tzus, Lasa's,
8:30am or after 600pm. per rick, delivered. Mini- campus. Phone
753-6111 Keeshonds,
mum order, 2 ricks.
753-8583
days or 753-0606 after 4 30 615-746-5355
759-4011.
p.m.
AKC Registered sten
WOOD for sale 436-5481
NO Heat or Water Billsl Retreiver puppies,
les
Freshly painted cheerful old, very light 1 female, 4
2BR apartment with stove, males 901-782-3549 after
refrigerator, arid washer/ 5pm
2 HIDE-A-BED couches, tv
tAlscolaneous
dryer. $310 per month
chest freezer 436-5866
AKC Rottweiler puppies, 5
759-4923.
weeks old. Ready to go
4 drawer dresser $50; douKey MiniNOW renting 1 bedroom 502-677-4321
or
ble bed frame with mattress
apartments 753-3530
502-677-2971.
Warehouses
and box springs $50. Call
753-1966 after 5pm.
Hwy. 121 South
AKC Siberian Huskies,
310
blue eyes Call after 5pm,
Sles from Sit 0 to '0x30
COUCH with matching
*one
753-9977 or 236-2684.
753-5562 if no answer:
chair beige background
For Rant
7534078, 753-0998
with navy blue flowers
VARI-KENNEL dog carried
2BR large duplex, all ap
$250 Call 753-0805 before
bed. 113-x16•x2e, like new,
pliances
furnished,
carport
Slip BRUNNER air com2pm, 753-9630 after 4pm
$50 or best offer 753-8686.
pressor, $650. GE Arc wel- $375/mo. Northwood
JENNY Lind style baby bed
der, 220 3 phase with 759-4406.
and changing table
leads,$700. Call after 5pm, COZY 2BR house Walk to
435-4327
753-8267.
Jonathon Creek, 20 miLOVESEAT and 2 velvet 8hp SNAPPER, 26- cut, nutes to Murray, 10 michairs, excellent condition.
$300 753-7951 after nutes to Benton. Boat ramp
Call 759-9830 after 4 30pm
and swimming nearby.
/HomeSellers
4;30prn
$265. 354-6248.
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
H-2.•:''
1, Realty
NEW and used furniture for desperately needs to buy TWO bedroom, one bath
sale, 'cheap.' Call coins
Small accumulations house, 1 mile north of
753-2922 and ask for Neal
and large collections wel- Hazel $175 a month plus
505 SOUTH 12TH
STOVE with lop and bot- come See our coins and deposit. 492-8494
753-0375
tom oven $125; refrigerator currency, silver dollars and
360
$125; nice couch and chair proof sets at the Ox-Yoke
For Rent
SHOW YOUR
S150; braided rug $35 and Blue Door (Hazel), Old
Or Law
OWN
HOME AND
Tobacco
Towne
(Mayfield)
753-4545 or 753-6763.
and the Treasure House
SAVE 50% IN
(Murray). Estates ap- COMMERCIAL space for
170
COMMISSIONS
praised 753-4161.
lease. Immediate availabilVacuum
ity,
1350sq.
ft
in
active.
Cleaners
SHARP Copiers Local auCALL FOR FREE
high-traffic shopping center
SUPER Sale on Electrolux thorized dealer, sales, re near MSU campus in MurLIST OF
Central Vacuums Regular ntal lease and service Call ray, Ky. Fully carpeted,
PROPERTIES
$799.95 now $399.95 while 1-800-248-4319
bath, 2 large display winsupplies last Canisters SUNTANNING beds new dows on 32ft. frontage For$32995. upright $24995
and used. Commercial and mer location of Southern
See you at the Spring Lawn home units. Wolff and Optical. Center includes
& Garden Show in Murray. others
Also have all tan- Dollar General Store, reRegister to win new Elec- ning supplies Bank financ- staurants, pharmacy, other
trolux product
ing available Call Suntan- retail and professional ofrang Unlimited 753-2045 fices in Olympic Plaza, N
12th St., Murray Call
or 753-9274
190
753-0469 for information
wideNEW
16
2
or
38R
Fine
Fleetwood $17,905 Pay- FOR Rent: 4 car shop, on
Equipment
ments lower than rent. N. 4th St. 753-9386 or W PAUL EHAILEYIIER
1974 MODEL 165MF, 21tt Keith Baker Homes, Inc 753-4509.
Krause wheel disk Excel- Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn Collent condition 753-5463 or lect 901-644-0012.
753-0144
NEW & Used mobile
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
2 REGISTERED quarter homes (easy financing)
horses, a Buckskin and a 14-16-24' & 28 wide's
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
Dunn. A 4-horse trailer, 3 Use deed for no cash down
we would like to meet you.
saddles, bridles and blank- Keith Baker Homes, Inc
Positions available are:
ets Call after 5pm, Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn Col* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
753-6907
lect 901-644-0012
* Customer Service Workers
CLIPPER seed cleaner, ORDER a new Fleetwood
Good Benefits
Good Salary
equipped with 3 18' eleva- 24x44 38R, 2 bath, with
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
tors 2 hoppers, 2 electric appliances This month
Chicken restaurant, E0E/M/F
motors, plus 20 cleaning only $19,845 Free delivscreens, $2500. 489-2704 ery Keith Baker Homes,
1(tntucky
after 6pm.
Inc Hwy 79, Pans, Tenn
Jack Marshall Franchise
Collect 901-644-0012 We
Set For Less
Business
WHY Rent??? We have a
UMW
manufactured home for
JOYCE Noel Tax Service you'll Payments starting
has moved M 915 Cokhva- $150/mo Keith Baker
Fortune 500 Company
ter Road. Call 753-6060 for Homes, Inc Hwy 79, Pans
Salary up to $3,000 per month plus commission
Collect
appointment. Hodge. Noel Tenn
Comprehensive benefit package and company paid
901-644-0012
and Associates
retirement. College degree preferred. Successful history
in sales or business management. Ideal candidate would
PRIVATE Investigator with
260
have experience in either banking, law accounting,
22 years oily and state inMobile
education, Wes or business management. Candidates
vestigation experience
Homes For Rent
should demonstrate a history of community involvement.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
This is a professional sales position with a $22 billion
'Personal Of Corporate 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Send SMUMe
corporation
'Missing Persons Your or unfurnished Some new
Philip L. McGill
needs, our specialty Cal furniture, natural gasP.O. Box 362
Confidential Investigations, electric, air conditioned
Ky. 42066
Mayfield,
Shady Oaks 753-5209
(502)753-2641

489-2522

•
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KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Red Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
WELL-Maintained 11h aae
lot with 14x70 mobile
home, nice 30x40 2 car
garage, satellite dish and
equipment Has building
spot and many extras. Must
see to appreaate Southwest District. Call
492-8612

Lots

BY Owner - Lakefront yewround home. 3BR, 2 baths.
Excellent condition_ Private
dock New Irvin Cobb Re
sort 436-2103.

HOMESE L LE RS

HOUSE and lot for sale et
Dexter Lot sue 75)020'
Natural gas and city water.
Corner lot $7500 Call
437-4322 after 5pm

V/ PAUL DAILEY
BROKER

for leis
1 5 ACRE lot for sale
$3500. 5 aae lot $6500.
'Unrestricted' New Providence area 436-2884.
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622.
3 LOTS located 2 miles
east of Munay in nice subdivon. Sell for best offer
753-4545 or 753-6763.
4.2 WOODED acres
cleared building spot
Temple Hill Church road,
off of 464 Call 753-8804 or
after 5pm, 753-6877.
MUST Sacrifice! 5 LOTS in
lake area, Chipwood Estates, totaling 49,424sq ft.
$4000. firm. 703-894-5236.
SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759-9268.

various
Pes, and
Huskies,
Lass's,
d s

REALTY
505 S. 1201 St.
753-0375

WE NEED LISTINGS!
HOMESELLERS REALTY
IS
IN
NEED
OF
PROPERTY TO SELL. WE
HAVE BUYERS FOR
FARMLAND, SMALL
PLOTS, LAKE LOTS,
HOMES IN CITY AND
COUNTY

PRICE REDUCED!
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
eat-in kitchen, formal dining, sun porch and much
more. Phone Coleman OUR FEE SCHEDULE!
PRICE RANGE
FEE
Real Estate 753-9898.
NEW 3BR, 24 bath,
fenced yard $81,500
753-2156.
NEW 3BR,2 bath, Ky. Lake
waterfront 1-554-3595.
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath home
with all extras. Excellent
floor plan,. Must see to appreciate quality and design
Call 753-3903 or 753-3104
NORTH 18th St newly decorated, new carpet
436-2276
OWNER Transferred large, custom-built, 2 story.
4BR,2 baths. Lots of decks
and porches. Wood and
electric heat. 4 acres,
mosey trees. 7 miles from
Dover,
Tenn.
615-232-8741. $49,900.

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L.R., DR. Den wtwood
2 BEDROOM home and burning fireplace, breakcommercial garage on 1.6 fast, Lg. foyer, 2'A baths, 2
acres Unlimited possibili- car garage Owner anxious
ties for business and home to sell Phone 753-8050
Coleman Real Estate, between 9 and 4 or
753-9898
753-0914 after 6 pm
Hornes
For Sale

Gdiden

e6teeks

$35,000-$39,900...$1,500
$40,000-$49.999-$1.700

$50,000-$59,999...$1,1100

$60,000 $69,999...111,900
$70,000-$79,999...$2,250
$80,000 $89,999...$2,550
$90,000-$99,999...$2,850
Our fee is payable only
when your property is
sold. THERE IS NO
ADVANCE FEE. We will
advertise your home in
the paper each week.
SHOW YOUR OWN HOME
AND SAVE THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS
NEW LISTING ON N.16th
Brick home with 3bd.,
lba. New gaspack
Central heat and air.
Home in tip-top shape
with new sewer line,
gutters, roof. Ready for
you to move in. $49,900
908 N.16th St. 753-3942
HOUSE AND 3 ACRES
Ranch style brick home
ith 2 bd., 1ba. LP Gas
eat with thermopane
indows.
$49,500
Duncantown Rd. 7531148. Owner wants offer.

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER'
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone
numbers, etc.

eiti, 4
9 after
470
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to go
1
or
uskies.
5Pm,
carrier/
new,
8686

Motorcycles
COUNTRY LIVING
Lovely, rolling 3.3 acres just out of town. Cypress
sided home,3 br., 2 baths, large den, living room,
breakfast area and kitchen. $34,000.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753.1222

2TH

1983 CR250 Honda Excel
lent condition Phase 3 motor, lots of extras, too many
$1100.
list.
to
901-247-5737 after 5prn,

Sat. & Sun. March 3 & 4
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
,e Calloway County
w
Middle School

ND

1987 YAMAHA YFM-200
DX 4 wheeler, with helmet,
good condition. $1600.
474-2387
ATV parts, accessories,
tires I service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur
ray. 759-9831.
SMALL Honda for parts.
Good tires Call 753-8202
after Elam Reasonable offer will be accepted

NS
490

EE

Used
C.ars

POCKETBOOK PLFASER
Two bedroom home being sold to settle estate. A
bargain at $23,900. Contact the Home Team.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

ER

If

753-1222

THE LARGEST STOCK OF THE
FINEST CARPET IN THE SOUTH
'YES' WE STOCK FIRST QUALM CARPET
ALONG WITH "A PUCE CARPET TO FIT ANY BUDGET'

CARPET WORLD

Pura ear IN -

e41

•
a
tulle

901-498-8161 or 8%3 Visa/Mastercard Accepted
Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9:00 till 5:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 • 8 Miles South of Murray, Ky. or
14 Mlles North of Paris, TN

1951 CHEVY deluxe
woody station wagon,
32,000 actual miles. 1955
Nash statesman, 49,000
actual miles 1952 Nash
statesman, 25,000 actual
miles 1954 Dodge with
himmy engine, 2 door post
1939 Chevrolet 2 door sedan, chop bp. Late model
front sub frame, Nova rearend. 1977 Chevrolet Impala V-8, automatic with air
Shop, 753-6475, home after 6pm, 753-9918.
1966 FORD Falcon, 79,000
miles $650. 1978 VIAW
3201 Perfect running condition Body rough $1500
753-6664 anytime.
1966 MUSTANG - excellent
body condibon, inside and
out Approximately 1003
miles on re-built engine.
Auto transmission, new
brakes. $6000. Day
762-2103, after 4pm
7S3-6313.
1973 LTD runs good, recent paint, rebuilt engine_
Needs vinyl and upholstery
wort $600. Call 753-2698
after 5pm.
1977 CUTLASS 350 V-8,
good brakes and mob(
000 601 Pine St
1977 DODGE Diplomat,
great work car. $650 Ca
753-1940 after 6pm.

FRESH ON THE MARKET
Wcll maunamed 3 bedroom, lib bath, converiently located io
Southwest wee central heat and air, fenced beckyard, oiandr
storage building, recently landscaped. satellne Mid Wrt
Cali Owner

753-7566

Used
Cars

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502-753-2617
1979 MONZA Chevrolet
AM-FM radio cassette, new
battery, new muffler. Good
condition. 753-6111 or
753-9327 after 6pm.
1982 INDIANAPOLIS
Pacecar, Z28 Camaro
Blue and silver, 85,000 actual miles, custom ant and
wheels Excellent condi
bon 753-8928
1982 MAZDA RX7. Good
condition 753-4417.
1983 GRAND Prix
Brougham. High miles, re
built motor, less than
15,000 miles on motor.
Clean, excellent condition.
$3200 or best reasonable
offer. 753-7117.
1984 PONTIAC Firebird: 4
cylinder, automatic, P/S,
P/B, A/C. Call 492-8600.
1985 CAVAUER Type 10
Hatchback. 55,000 miles,
air, power, sunroof, stereo,
4-speed Extra clean
759-4740 or 489-2216
1985 FIREBIRD 48,000
miles, a/c, AM-FM cassette, V-8, red, excellent
condition 753-1051.
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Broughm: 57,000
miles. Excellent condition
753-8099 after 6pm.
1986 PONTIAC 6000: dark
blue, excellent condition,
$4550. 762-4445
1986 PONTIAC Bonneville,
4 door, real clean car.
489-2414
1986 SUNBIRD PONTIAC:
gray, 2dr, 33,000 miles,
AM/FM cassette stereo,
automatic, air condition,
p/s, p/b. $4900 OBO Call
759-4628
1987 Sedan DeVille Cadillac, loaded, extra nice
Must set $11,000 firm
437-4672, after 5pm.
1989 GRAND Pnx Pontiac.
2 tone gray, fully loaded,
with 24,000 miles. Extended warranty. Super
nice. 753-1323 or nights
527-8059
1989 HONDA Civic Lk 4
door, automatic, loaded,
10xxx miles, $8500
437-4723.

1984 GOLDWING ASPENCADE loaded. low mileage, garage kept, trailer
hitch $3750 753-9658
1987 YAMAHA Banshee;
gloves, boots. 753-0523 after 5pm.

Kiwanis Gun
Knife Show

530

Hernia
For Sale

BEAUTIFUL 3 BR home in KY Lake Special beautiful
Canterbury Estates. Cen- 4 bedroom home on the
tral heat and se, all ap- water, priced at $69,900
pliances, all curtains Ky Lake Bargain two bedcustom-made, exquisite room home only 1,4 miles
landscaping, backyard from the lake, priced at
fenced, Otomatic lawn $16,750 Moody Realty 414
spookier. ERwlient condi- Tyson Ave Paris TN
tion Priced to sell. Call 1-800-642-5093, Bill
owner 759-1073.
Moody.

460

uppies
9-2514

490

ROOM
For Ws

1978 DODGE Magnum,
bieck and black, loaded,
new tires 489 2163,
8-5pm
1979 AUDI 50005 does.
Damaged right front d
s $595 753-9710
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CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc,ng On The Spot

YES

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 NV11 323 ......... ..1487
18 Toyota Corolta Fl 15,987
'81 Toyota Cala LE 1,487
11 Toyota Cam
111,487
'17 Toyota Supra
111,487
17 Toyota Cehca GT '9,411
17 CM'LE
1,487
17 Toyota Tercel
4117
17 Nissan Sentra
1,817
17 Plymouth Relient 1887
'17 Fad Ilustrg GI 1187
15 Olds Delta 18
1487
'86 Pontic Grrd Pr'a ....1,987
16 Toyota Corolla LE 1187
16 Buick Estate Vign 1117
16 BVW 325
112,987
15 Ikrcedes 1343E
'14,937
15 Chely Cayakt 15e 10..1,987
85 06 Cita
1187
'85 Ctilac &dat-OeVie 1,417
'85 Toyota Ccrolfa
4,987
84 Celebdy *gn
'3187
14 Toyota Coll, DX 5187
14 Toyota CtliCi
'5,987
13 Toyota Celia GT 1,687
'82 Pontiac Trrs
'5,967
12 Olds Delta 88
1,917
'82PO(ti3cTTIA1n 1187
12 Toyota Tercel
'2,187
11 kart Lra
11187
11 Olds Cutlass
'2,987
'81 Daiwa SW
1187
79 98 Regency 1,987
TRUCKS
'19 Toyota 414 Ex, Ca:1.13,987
19 ToyotaP.J
1187
18 Suzuki SaTuri 5887
'88 Toyota TrA
1187
17 Ford Ranger III 5187
17 Tolot 1.Ton P
487
17 Toyota 414
1487
'17 Astro Vr
112,987
17 Toyota Via
10187
'86 Toyota P111
15,987
'86 Toyota414
'7,487
'85 GC Con Van 110,07
Open til 6 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Eleardon
Mari( Elkins
Chad Coc'ran, Sales MGR.

Everything
We
Sell Is
Under
Five
Thousand
Dollars

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

Price & Payment
Displayed On
Each Vehicle
Have You Been
Turned Down
Elsewhere?

515 S. 12th
Murray. Ky

Phone
753-4961

495

Creel, Probkims V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We seii dependable,

affordabie cars to
people who want to
establish or re-.,tabash their credit

Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:

Mayfield
Paducah

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Via.
1984 CHEVY Conversion
Van excellent shape, one
owner. TV, CB, rear heat/
air, walnut trim, flex steel
seats, lots of extras 46,000
miles 753-5940
1985 CHEVROLET Astro
8 passenger, tinted windows very dean loaded,
$6400 Call 753-3518.

500
Used
Trucks

1974 CHEVY pickup $950
and 1965 Ford I ton, good
condition $900 753-1500
after 5pm
1979 BLAZER 4x4, good
mechanical condition.
$2200, 753-7307.
1979 FORD F-150 4WD.
asp, AM/FM tape, CB, 33'
radials. runs excellent
$2500 Weekdays after
6pm, 753-8377
1980 CHEVROLET K5
Blazer steering, brakes, tilt
and air AN gear driven,
posi track, lock out hubs
435-4249 after 6pm
1985 CHEVY pickup: V-8
engine, automatic, a/c, p/s,
p/b, 81,000 miles, extra
nice $5700. 753-6145 after
Scim.
1985 FORD Bronco, fully
equipped, 87,000 miles,
one owner. $7000
436-5482 after 5pm
1985 NISSAN pickup
Good condition $3200
436-2910.
1987 CHEVY S10 exit_ 4
speed, red. Very sharp
57,000 miles, $7500. Call
753-3518.

PRIME LOCATION
Entertainment center, comfort and accessibility to
university and major shopping area. City park
culture activities a quiet stroll away.

4kWArgr
I

Sasicas
Offered

Services
Offered

CARPENTER Work. root- LAWN Mowing, 5 years ex
ing, panting, all work guar- penance Free estimates
anteed Free estimates 762 4445
New or remodeling
354 8188 Benton Ky Ask MOBILE HOME Specialist
for Joe
436-5255
CARPENTRY, remodeling NOW contracting yards for
decks and porches, roof- the 90 summer mowing
ing, decorating, general re season Call 759-9807 Ask
pairs etc 489-2303
for Mark for information
COLLIER Electric certified
master electrician, certified
senior electrical engineering technician All work
warranted and guaranteed
Free estimates 436 2143
CONSTRUCTION: New
homes. framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Builder.
DUNCAN'S Landscaping
and Lawn Service. No job
too big or too small Reasonable rates Specializing
an monthly contracts Call
759-9706 for estimate.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203
ELECTRICIAN, licensed
contractor Quality work.
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Service
436-5279.

PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care. Trimming, Mowing.
Hauling. Reasonable
Rates Commercial and
Residential 759-4440, ask
for Wayne.
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 OK 753-1126
RESIDENTIAL Plumbing
and Carpentry No lob too
small 759-1747
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307.

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs,legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pock-up
and delivery 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured BOK your pro
tection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TIRED of paying high
prices for plumbing, electrical, gas installation? It pays
to save' 12 years expenence. Free estimates
Cheapest rates Day or
night 24hr emergency Se
nice citizens 20% discount
753-9979
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3-d Street,
Almo Open 9-12, 1 S
Mon Fri , 753-0530
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Service Reasonable rates
on engine repair Fiberglas
repair Replace floors and
seats Over 20 years exper
Rance All work guaranteed
1 mile from Murray on Meg
94E 753 0079

WEST Kentucky Hard1989 FORD Ranger XLT,
ROGER Hudson rock haul- woods, furniture building
(Excellent Condition),
ing and services 753 4545 and repair 502395-5900
LWB; Blue and Silver, CONTRACTOR -Home or 753-6763
WET BASEMENT? We
4-Cylinder. Automatic improve
make wet basements dry
Transmission; Aluminum ments or repairs, garages, ROOFING - specializing
Work completely guaranWheels; AM-FM Stereo polebarns, portable build- in tear off, recover, and
Call or write Morgan
teed
experirepair
years
20
ings,
decks
Customer
saCassette, Cloth Seats, SlidConstruction Company,
ing Rear Window, Bed tisfaction guaranteed. Free ence Five year written
Liner, Toolbox, Rear Win- estimates L E Williams guarantee Ask for Dennis. Route 2 Box 409-A,Padu527 0607 Free estimates cah, KY 42001 or call
dow Louver, Tailgate 489 2663
Cover Serious inquiries FENCE sales at Sears SHEETROCK finishing, 1 442 7026
only Ph 753-1916 (Ext. now. Call Sears 753-2310 new or repair 436-2811. ,WILL do plumbrng instaita
27) Ask for Greg.
Son & repairs All guaranfor free estimate for your
SMALL engine repair Red teed Free estimates
needs
1989 S10 CHEVY pickup
Barn Enterprises
Phone 435 4169
6000 actual miles, asking GENERAL Repair plumb- 345-2200 or 345-2507
753-1308
$6250 75 3-4 54 5 or ing, rooting, tree work
753-6763
436-5895 or 436-2642

sin
Campers
1977 21ft. Road Range
sleeps 6 Both electric and
12 volt hook-up Excellent
condition 435-4326 after
5pm
1911 CAMPER, early 70's
model, sleeps 6, very nice
Interior recently re-done
502-733-4324, ask for
Wes $2100
28ft TROPHY camper
1978 model. Selfcontained, heat/air,
502-733-4324, ask for
Wes $4600
3211. self-contained carnper
in good condition
247-1749.
PRICE REDUCED 1978
24' Nomad sett-contained
camper. Nice and clean
See at 1312 Poplar
520

GREENMASTER - lawn
mowing, landscaping. garden tilling, sodding, yard
work. Free estimates
753-2555

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

GUTTERING By Sears•
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

os

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
HOME Improvements
Roofing, carpentry, painting, carpet laying, other remodeling Call Eddie
345-2784
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears - TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Boats
8 Motors

FOR SALE - Beautiful 3 BR home in
Canterbury Estates, central heat & air,
inner-corn & central vac systems, all appliances including compacteir, all curtains
custom-made, lrg. den with fireplace, backyard fenced, exquisite landscaping, covered
patio and 30 ft. flagstone terrace, auto. lawn
sprinkler, double carport with paving brick,
6x20 storage room, many extras. Excellent
condition. Priced to sell. Call owner 7591073.

JIM'S Hauling & Sanitation
Service (City or County)
1511. ALUMINUM V-bottom You Call We Haul
bass boat. 50hp Mercury, 436-5574
drive on trailer, trolling mo- LICENSED
electrician
tor, flasher, LVR, 3 barte- James
Gallimore electrical
hes, many extras $1900 service
Commercial and
CaN 492-8556 after 4pm
residential Fast, courteous
16ft. TRI-HULL, 135hp service 759-1835
Evinrude, power tilt and
trim, Eagle Fish ID plus
graph. Minikota trolling motor $1500 753-9037 between 8arn-5pm
Sat., March 3rd, 1990 at 10 a.rn. From Murray,Ky.take Hwy. 121
GOOD used boats, motors
North of Murray approx. one mile to Hwy. 1660 or Johnny
and trailers Come see at
Robertson Rd. Mr. & Mrs. Rex Camp, owners.
Wayne Darnell Marine SerBeautiful 3 bedroom brick house - 2full baths - large walk-in closets vice 1 mile from Murray on
large den - large eat-in kitchen - nice laundry room - central heat & air
Hwy 94E 753-0079 We
with filter system in central unit - carport - lawn sprinkler system buy, sell or trade

Real Estate & Personal Property

NICE 1984 24' Crest pontoon full furniture, 40hp
Einnrude 759-4831
WE need boats, motors
and trailers to sell on consignment No sale, no
charge Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair 1 mile on
Hwy 94East 753-0079

nice 2 bay shop with shed across back with bathroom. Other nice
building for storage . Sitting on a large lot. This is a beautiful house &
lot approx. 1 mile from Calloway High School.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed.
For more information contact

Key Associates - Wayne Wilson Broker
So. 12th St., Murray - 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144

530

Real Estate

Undo.
011orsd
A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free 'mammies 35 years experience Glen Joiner owner
753-0906.

1951 FORD pickup truck
with Chevrolet V-8 motor, APPLIANCE
REPAIRS
automatic Shop, 753-6475 Factory trained
by 3 maim
home
or
after 6pm, manufacturers Most parts
753-9918
in stock on my truck AU
work and parts warranted
1969 CHEVY truck short Ask for Andy at The
Apwheelbase New motor pliance Works, 753-2455
Call 753 8998 after 5pm
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years aspen
ence Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848

3"""illiriPAfif

MTG

530
Services
Offered

AUTO Paint Jobs $295
Synd•rs Auto Body
753-8423
BLOCK & brick 8 concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476
CIA Painbng Interior N.
Exterior. Over 20 years ex
perience Free estrnalea
CO 354-8985 or 437 4221

sells; at 12 norm!

1990 RV SHOW & SALE
LOCATION, Paducah Off Price Mall
3200 So. Beltline Hwy.
Paducah, Ky.
WHEN,

Fri., March 2nd
- 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat., March 3rd - 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun., March 4th - 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Over $1 Million Of R. V.'s On Display
Indoors With No Admission Charge!

Featuring Travel Trailers - 5th Wheels - Class A Motor Homes Class C Mini Homes - Pop-Up Campers,
Displayed By West Ky. R.V. Dealers Including. Arrowhead
Camper Sales - Camp-A-Rama Sales- Murphy's Camper Sales
- Wilson Camper Sales - Youngblood's R.V. Super Center.
Awning 8. Hitch Displays
By Carefree - Reese - Pullrite

Bring the whole family to see what
family RVing is all about!
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Atlantis goes after five postponements

OBITUARIES

By PAUL RECER
AP Sclenca Writ*,

Rupert Brown
Rupert Brown, 82, formerly of
Calloway County, died Tuesday at
the home of his daughter, MM.
Loretta Womack, Shreveport, La.
His wife, Mrs. Vera Buchanan
Brown, preceded him in death. He
also was preceded in death by his
parents, Will Brown and Bertha
West Brown, and two brothers,
Hansel Brown and Otis Brown.
Survivors are his daughter, Mrs.
Loretta Womack and husband,
Ozell, three grandchildren, Jerry,
Randy and Donna Watson, and two

great-grandchildren, all of Shreveport; four sisters, Mrs. Louise
Walker, Murray, Mrs. Irene Green,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Inez Green,
Hazel, and Mrs. Dulcie Crisenberry
and husband, C.B., Detroit, Mich.;
one brother, James M. Brown and
wife, Odelle, Murray; a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Estelle Brown, Hazel;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial services will
be in Shreveport with Centuries
Memorial Home, Shreveport, in
charge of arrangements.

After waiting out clouds and
rain, the craft thundered from the
pad at 2:51 a.m. EST, sending dazzling light and a shock wave of

Comics still popular

Miss Kimberly Gay Ward
Services for Miss Kimberly Gay
Ward are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Gilbert Gough is officiating.
Walter Lee Steely is directing the
singers from Green Plain Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers are Larry Ward, Kenneth Shelton, Jim Wood III, Dwayne Rogers, Ricky Butler and Prentice Tucker. Burial will follow in
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Miss Ward, 18, Rt. 1, Hazel,

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Atlantis rocketed into the nighuime
sky after five postponements and
carried a spy satellite into orbit
today, riding a dazzling, 700-foot
tail of fire seen for hundreds of
miles.

died Monday at 5:10 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Pauline Rushing, died in 1969.
Survivors are her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Ward, and one
brother, Eddie Ward, and paternal
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ovie
Ward, all of Rt. 1, Hazel; her
maternal grandfather, Lawrence
Rushing and wife, Oneida, Dover,
Tenn.

By ROBERT G. WIELAND
Associated Press Writer

EDITOR'S NOTE — Why do
comic books remain an American
obsession? Were they the bridge
between a world that'relied on the
printed word and a world that
learns more from visual experience? Some experts call them the
reflections of our lives, descended
from the cave drawings of an earlier life.
DALLAS (AP) — Comic books
are history books to Mike Benton.
"On the surface, comics were
written
mainly for children," says
Ludic Blythe, Clinton; one nephew;
several great-nephews and nieces the Texas comic book collector and
author. "But on so many levels
and cousins.
they reflect our society and our
The funeral will be Friday at 1 culture."
p.m. at Smith Temple Presbyterian
Benton's recently published
Church. The Rev. Benny Gordon book, "The Comic Book In Ameriwill officiate.
ca: An Illustrated History" (Taylor
Publishing,
Dallas, S29.95), traces
Peaceful
Burial will follow in
the comic book back to collections
Valley Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call after 4 p.m. of newspaper comic strips printed
Thursday at Mason's Memorial in 1933. But not their beginning.
"The comic strip is not AmeriChapel, Mayfield, where the wake
can,"
Benton says. "It goes back
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. Thur,sday..
to cave paintings or
hieroglyphics."
However, the comic book as we
know it was an American
innovation.
"They represent the best of
American values," Benton says.
"They were born out of good old
American capitalism. At the same
We were first to come with rock time, they were the most democratic art form you can imagine."
'n' roll to your country," he said
Even the poorest of the poor
during an appearance at an Indianacould come up with a dime to buy
polis music store.
Belov lauded the loosening of a comic book — the cheapest
entertainment available and chockborders in the Eastern bloc.
"We were locked for so many full of traditional values: "Truth,
years," he said. "And I always justice, liberty, fair play and right
winning over all."
dreamed of a day when there would
M. Thomas Inge, a professor of
be no borders between countries.
"Maybe it will come in 100 the humanities at Randolph-Macon
years. Maybe I will still be alive. College, has also studied comic
And I will know that a little piece books as a serious form of comof this work was done by our band mentary. They expose and highlight everything from social mores
by bringing people closer."
to contemporary politics, he says.
That is the reason they are both
loved and hated, an amusement and

Rev. Jack Blythe
The Rev. Jack Blythe, 77, formerly of Rt. 1, Mayfield, died
Tuesday at 3 a.m. at Charleston
Manor Nursing Home, Charleston,
Mo.
He had retired after 35 years as
pastor of Hickory Grove Presbyterian Church in Graves County. A
retired farmer, he was a member of
Smith Temple Presbyterian Church,
Mayfield.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Ora
Blythe, to whom he had been married for 42 years; one sister, Ms.

Soviet band signed
for Farm Aid event
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
Soviet heavy metal band Gorky
Park has been signed for Farm Aid
IV at the Hoosier Dome on April 7,
and has singer John Cougar Mellencamp to thank for its
appearance.
Mellencamp invited Gorky Park
to play in what will be its biggest
American gig yet. Lead guitarist
Alexei Belov said the concert is
"the most exciting thing (that) ever
happened for us in the United
States."
"I think we live .in a great time.

Richard Widmark
gets career award
NEW YORK (AP) — Actor
Richard Widmark, whose 40-year
film career began in 1947 in the
thriller "Kiss of Death," received
the D.W. Griffith Career Achievement Award.
Widmark, 75, was given the
award Monday night by Sidney
Poitier, who appeared with him in
the 1952 movie, "No Way Out."
The award was given by the
National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures.
Widmark got his start in radio in
the 1940s in New York, then
appeared in several Broadway
plays.
He received an Oscar nomination
for his role in "Kiss of Death" as
a psychopathic killer with a chilling laugh who pushed an old
woman in a wheelchair down a
flight of stairs.
His other films include "Street
with No Name," "Panic in the
Streets," "Halls of Montezuma,"
"The Cobweb," "The Law and
Jake Wade," "Judgment at
Nuremberg," "How the West Was
Won," "Death of a Gunfighter,"
"Coma" and "The Swarm."
Other National Board of Review
winners, announced in December,
were:
— Best movie: "Driving Miss
Daisy.- Best actor: Morgan Freeman,
"Driving Miss Daisy."
— Best actress: Michelle Pfeiffer, "The Fabulous Baker Boys."

NOTICE
4L. HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
35-4319 Bob Kemp. Jt

sound across the darkened seaside
space center.
It disappeared into clouds in just
38 seconds, leaving briefly a glow
like a shrouded full moon.
Observers as far north AS
Washington, D.C., reported seeing
the brilliant light of Atlantis' rockets as the craft followed a route
never before taken by a shuttle.
NASA administrator Dick Truly
congratulated the launch team, noting, "it was a tough one to get off,
but a great job.'
No comment was heard from

— Supporting actor: Alan Alda,
"Crimes and Misdemeanors."
— Supporting actress: Mary
Stuart Masterson, "Immediate
Family."
— Director: Kenneth Branagh,
"Henry V."
— Foreign film: "Story of
Women."
— Documentary: "Roger &
— Made for television movie:
"Roe vs. Wade."
— Miniseries: "Lonesome
Dove."

an object of suspicion, he says. In
their use of character, dialogue,
scene, gesture, stage devices and
compressed time, they are close to
drama. But, maybe Inge says, they
are really closer to the movies.
At any rate their appeal is persistent. Americans buy more than 200
million a year.
The first comic book in modern
form was Funnies on Parade, published in 1933 as a giveaway premium sponsored by Procter &
Gamble. Its comic characters
included Mutt & Jeff and Joe
Palooka.
The first 10-cent comic book
came out in 1934, and Detective
Comics published its first book in
1937.
In 1938, DC's Action Comics
introduced a caped character from
the planet Krypton. Two boys from

Cleveland, Jerry Siegel and Joe
Shuster, had come up with a new
concept — the superhero. Naturally
enough, they called him Superman.
According to Benton, there were
seven significant superheroes out
of hundreds whose amazing
exploits were chronicled in comics.
Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman, Spider Man, Captain
America, Captain Marvel and Plastic Man were all milestones in the
art form, he says.
For example, Batman was the
first superhero without super powers. And Plastic Man was the first
tongue-in-cheek superhero.
Captain America leaped to the
defense of liberty in 1940, tackling
Nazis even before the U.S. entered
World War II.
During the war, patriotic heroes
flourished, including Captain
America, Sub-Mariner, the Human
Torch, Major Liberty, the American Avenger and Jap Buster
Johnson.
After the war, America became
preoccupied with other topics.
Archie Andrews, the perennial
teen-ager, had been born in 1941.
His misadventures at Riverdale
High set the tone for millions of
adolescents.
Romance comic books blossomed in 1949, becoming the
fastest-growing segment of the
market. The next year, Weird Science and other horrifying comics
hit the newsstands.
In the 1950s, the "funny animals" bred rapidly. Kids' sticky
dimes could buy a veritable
menagerie of talking ducks, stuttering pigs and scheming cats.
Everybody has a favorite comic,
making old comics highly prized
on the collectibles market.
"The comic books you read
when you were 10 years old are the
best comic books in the world,"
says Benton, 39.
The early comics from the 1930s
and 40s are the blue chips of comic
investments, tienton says. But fie
sees the greatest potential from
comics of the early 1960s because
those are highly sought by baby
boomers.
In the late '60s, underground
"comix" poked fun at the
establishment.
"The underground artists delineated drug-induced enlightenment.
sexual revolution and the political
paranoia of the Sixties with an
explicitness never before seen in
comic books," Benton says.
Comics are now in a renaissance,
being written more for adult audiences than for children, he says.
However, kids are still the target of
specially written educational
comics.

Atlantis' astronauts and launch
director Bob Sieck said at a news
conference, "the crew was pretty
quiet and very patient."
Weather threatened a sixth delay
of the secret military mission and
the launch — first targeted for last
Thursday — was in doubt until the
final moments.
NASA halted the countdown for
about two hours to wait for clouds
and light rain to move through. The
countdown was restarted at nine
minutes, paused briefly for a final
weather check, then ticked smoothly on to lift off.
As the rocket ignited, light burst
from the launch pad and leaped
from cloud to cloud as far as the
eye could see. Water surrounding
the pad was gilded with light from
the brilliant cascade of fire powering Atlantis.
The first two scheduled launches
were halted by a sick astronaut and
uncertain weather. The third and
fourth were blocked by bad weather, the fifth by a failed computer.
Because of the payload's classified nature, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration kept
secret the flightpath, but the
shuttle's orbit brought the ship up
roughly parallel to the East Coast,
giving residents a rare, nighttime
view of a spacebound shuttle.
Theresa Yohn, news producer at
WTLV-TV in Jacksonville, Fla.,
watched the shuttle pass overhead
for about 25 seconds from a window at the station, some 150 miles
north of the launch site.
"It weaved in and out of the
clouds," said Yohri. "It was beaut-

iful, very bright It had a long tail.
It looked like a bright falling star."
The light show was shorter at
Tybee Island, Ga., east of
Savannah.
"It was almost like another star,
a white bright pinpoint of blue
light that continued upwards," said
Mike Albertson, assistant city editor of the Savannah Evening Press.
"It only lasted about 7 to 10 seconds. But it beat the hell out of a
fireworks show."
Atlantis, according to sources
who spoke on condition of
anonymity, is carrying a $500 million satellite capable to taking
high-resolution photographs and
listening in on electronic communications from all over the world.
Its high-inclination orbit is
designed to carry it over far northern parts of the Soviet Union never
before observed by a shuttlelaunched satellite, the sources said.
That trajectory could play a role
in monitoring arms agreements
between the two countries. The
Soviets have similar satellites over
the United States.
Because of the secret nature of
the mission, NASA blacked out
public release of communications
from the spacecraft, and there was
not a word heard from the crew on
NASA's public channels during the
launch.
Atlantis' all-military crew is
commanded by Navy Capt. John 0.
Creighton. The others are Air
Force Col. John H. Casper, the
pilot, and mission specialists Marine Lt. Col. David C. Hilmers, Air
Force Col. Richard M. Mullane and
Navy Cmdr. Pierre J. Thuot.

LYONS
HILUARD
investment is you.

Court Square
414 Main St. Murray

753-3366
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Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+22.52
I.B.Nt
Previous Close
2617.12
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
Kmart
45% +1
/
4
/
4 B 32% A
Kroger
A.T.C.-Class A 321
AT&T
40 +Y.
McDonalds
Bell South
52V. +1
/
4
JCPenney
Briggs,& Stratton
29% +'/.
Quaker Oats
Chrysler
16% unc
Sears
35¼ +%
CSX Corp ...—....—
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
33% +%
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store
8% B 9A
Time-Warner
UST
Exxon
471
/
4 -1
Ford
46% +1
Wal-Mart
/
4
Woolworth
General Motors
45% +V.
401
/
4
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
........
+%

104% +%
54% +Y1
34% -Y.
13 unc
31% +Y.
65% +%
47 -V.
41% +1
/
4
33% +Y.
59% +%
96% +%
26% +%
44% +1%
—59% +%
7.55

Personal Safety Tips
from

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet GEO, Inc.
CAR DANGERS
Tests of 75,000 vehicles showed 40% had over - or
under - inflated tires or needed new tires... 31%
needed one or more new drive belts... 30% were low
on engine oil or needed an oil change... 23% had
battery or electrical roblems.
641 South

• VIViiii1X1.

GM QUAUTY
SIRVICE PARTS

753-2617

WilaVialtY1W11:

tp•
441

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

IMMEDIATE DENTURES
One of the cosmetic miracles of
modern dentisty is the "immediate
denture". These are constructed
BEFORE all remaining natural
teeth are removed and inserted as
soon as the final teeth are extracted.
Naturally, they will need some adjustments as your swollen gums
recede back to normal, but its far
better than facing the public with no
teeth while your dentures are being
constructed in the laboratory.
In this procedure, the back teeth
are removed but the front teeth are
allowed to remain. When the gums
are healed, impressions are taken
with the front teeth still in place and
dentures are prepared. When the
day of reckoning arrives, the front
teeth (and perhaps a few others
which may have remained) are ex-

tracted and your "immediate dentures" are inserted at the same
appointment.
Healing beneath the immediate
denture is usually uneventful. One
might expect pain to result from
wearing a denture over an area from
which teeth have been extracted,
but just the opposite occurs. The
immediate denture acts as a protective covering for the jaw as it is
healing.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

THURSDAY, MARCH 1st
Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
Serving Those Famous Fish Dinners
HWY 68 & 80 At Aurora
Will be open 7 days a week
Monday-Saturday 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. - 11:30 -8:30 p.m.
ILIEVILE.E.E.E.E.C..E.E.ILIEE.
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